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Last week raised a number of interesting problems and I hope some

of you, have worked out the correct answer to all these problems by this

time. We noticed that Isaiah 13-1k is entitled "The Burden of Babylon" and.

than it proceeds to do some very strange things. In the first place it

Droceed.s to discuss Babylon as if it were the great force, enemy of all

Israel and of all Godts deeds and works, when as a matter of ct, in the

days of Isaiah Babylon was a comparatively unimportant city constantly

striving to gain freedom from the .&ssyrianqpression. We noticed in addition

to that that some of the characterizations of Babylon didn't seem altogether

appropriate. It does not give anything that shows a great deal of local color

of Bab ion. We have other pictures elsewhere in the Scripture which do. These

do not. Later in the latter part of Isaiah he speaks of the twoCô4..4 gates,

he speaks particularly of the gods of Babylon. There are many statements that

show our first-hand knowledge about Babylon but this does not have any such

special notes in it. Then when it comes to the predictions about the future

this predicts about the future that Babylon will become an absolute waste and.

a desolation as a result of a tremendous overwhelming defeat in war and no

such tremendous overwhelming defeat in war took place. Babylon was overcome

but then remained a great city and it gradually declined. We know of no one

tremendous overwhelming defeat which produced this situation. The picture

/' of desolation has been filfil1ed. to quite an extent at Babylon although some

question it because of there being a village in a portion of it and because

of the fact that after the conquest of Babylon no such thing happened. It

fell into such a situation as this, most of the city, many centuries after

the time of its defeat by the Modes. We have the specific name of Babylon

used only three or four times in the pastw- of course, that is quite

a few but it is, compared. to the length of the passage, comparatively few.

We have one other specific proper name here, we have the Modes referred to
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in v. 17 as the people who are going to be stirred. up against them. It

seems very strange to have such a picture given in the time of Isaiah when

Babylon was subject to Assyria. trying to get its freedom. It also seems

strange in c. 111. to have such a pciture of the king of Babylon given as is

given here. It doesn't quit. seem to describe the attitude of the kings of

Babylon at this time. They were might proud and haughty but it hardly

seems as if they would come quite in the category given here and. their

pride was more-at least Nebuchadneszarls pride was more in building exposi

tions than in warlike conquests, while this pictures a man who is anxious

f
to establish himself as king in all the world and is especially interested

in sitting on the mount of the mount of the congregation, in the sides of

( the north. Thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will

exalt my throne above the stars of God.. Then, of course, the fate of the

king of Babylon-cast out of his grave like an abominable branch, thrust through

with a sword, not joined with his ancestors in burial. We dontt know of any

thing in particular to fulfill that in the life of N.buchnezzar or of the

great kings of Babylon at this time, so with all of these problems and. diffi

culties we are faced with the question, "Shall we take the attitude of Prsdrich

Delitzsch-this is a fraud--predictions were made which were not fulfilled,

descriptions are given which are not true. This book is a fraud--cast it outtU

Or shall we take the attitude of Driver and the others who are in betwven,

who are not radical but liberal and who say there is beautifyl spiritual

teaching in it, it is beautiful truth, it may be historically accurate, it

may not be true to facts but we get a real blessing from it. it is something

that is beneficial to us just like those wonderful stories in the first part

of Genesis, no truth to them but they are wonderfully beneficial. They do

us good to read them. There is spiritual blessing in it and. what d.iffiersnc.

does it make whether it is true or not. That is the second. attitude. The
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third attitude might be to say, 'Well, now, it says this is the way the

king of Babylon was, he must have been that way, even if there is nothing

in history to prove it, he surely was that way. It spys here that the

city will be destroyed, the king of Babylon cast out, unburied. It must

have been that way. Now, of course, your history show it, but

your history must all be wrong. Will, that's right in certain cases.

The Bible doubtless preserves us correct facts where our historical

are incorrect, but this is rather large, to say that. We can say

but is it the correct answer? The fourth attitude, which I think is the

right one, is to say, "This is part of God's Word; this is true, but are

we interpreting it correctly? Are we taking the right attitude as to what

this points to? Now, one of the great principles which I stress in the

stud* of the prophets is that what the prophets say is what they mean,

that they are speaking of one specific event, unless there is clear

evi-dencethey are including a series of events in what they say, but they are

giving us one definite prediction in most of the writings of the prophets.

It may seem a little bit contrary to the principles which I advanced in the

study of the prophets, the attempt which I make to answer this problem here,

but it seems to me that very likely the passage requires that we interpret

it in a rather extraordinary way, in a way somewhat different from most

passages. One thing, of course, we notice is that the passage ends with

the Lord swearing that He will br*&c the Assyrian in His land--v. 24-2?,

and. before ti ayi4ie a vital feree brr that time, I-man before

N the Babylonians were a vital force, the Assyrian had been broken in all the

land, anLIdestroyed., a rather strange combination and most critics

say v. 24-27 has nothing to do with what precedes. I think that that is

hardly the correct attitude to take for it. I think it is batter to say

it doubtless does have and does it give us some definite light upon it)
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Now in verses 214-27 we are speaking about the Assyrians. I believe it was

Prof. Montgomery in the University of Pennsylvania who, I remember, spoke

of the description of the kings of Babylon here and. he said, "This doesn't

describe the king of Babylon at all." He said, "It's a perfect picture of

the kings of lssyria." He said, "ure]y it must be that this is a picture

of the kings of Assyria and. the names have simply become confused. They've

got the wrong name in it or else perhaps somebody wrote it to describe the

king of Assyria and then later on they changed it when the Babylonians

were the primary force and. they changed the name to the King of Babylon."

I 5

hat would, of course, be similar to the situation in pt where sor'e of

the pharaohs of pt who were less powerful than some others and wanted

to make out they were just as powerful instead of making new statues would

take the name of an old k ng and would substitute their name on it

There is a great statue of King III and a later king

rubbed it off and. put in " You can see such statues in the

museums with the name of a later king on the front, probably some times if

you look ck between the shoulder blades you'll find, in small letters the

name of the original king whom the statue was made to represent. Now I

don't think that ts the proper analogy for the Bible. That, of course,

fits with the critics attitude toward the Bible. I don't think that is

here, but is there an interpretation of this which is a reasonable

interpretation. It is the first of the burden to the nations. It. is

placed at the very beginning. It describes God's wrath against a great

enemy. It speaks of this as the burden of Babylon and. it describes God's

wrath against a great enemy. It speaks of this as the burden of Babylon
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and this enemy as the king of Babylon and. of the town as the city of

Babylon and we know that Isaiah later on in his ministry was told. by

the Lord that Babylon was to be the enemy who would take them into

exile. Now is it possible that Babylon then, the one who is actually

going to take them into exile even though it is not now a great power,

is taken here simply as a symbol to use to represent the great hostile

enemy to God, a symbol to represent the forces which are going to oppose

the will of God and. primarily epee. to indicate the one who is

the great head of all the forces of evil! Can it be that when it

speaks of the burden of Babylon it is speaking of the burden of the

forces of wickedness and that when it speaks of the king of Babylon that

it is speaking of the one who is the great enemy of God.

that Satan is here the one who is really in mind, and that Satan's doom is

described., that Satan's fate is pictured and of course includes in it the

idea that somewhat similar fates are to reach many of instruments

and many of Satan's emissaries. I advance that as a suggestion, wondering

whether that would be a valid, interpretation of the two chapters, as to the

meaning of them, an interpretation w-ich would not be out of harmony with

the whole situation, which would account for the fact that there are various

statements made in them which refer to Babylon and some of which are true

about Babylon and. some of which are not true. Much of the terminology seems

to go far beyond the immediate situation of Babylon. Much of it seems to

deal with a time when the whole world is to see theplace of combat and.

God is on the one side and th other great force is on the other side and.

there is shown the complet' victory of God. over the forces of evil with

Satan at their head. and then it ends with the picture of the victory, the

wonderful victory which God is going to give within the next few years,

within the next few years over the present great world force, the Assyrian

force, and. so at the end. of it we have the Assyrian and this early thing
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that is going to happen as an example of the tremendous victory of God

over the forces of which the Assyrian, of course, is God's instrument.

God uses the wrath of wicked men to praise Him but Cod in His destruction

of the Assyrian in His land without any human agency entering into it gave

one of the examples which Isaipii dwelt upon so frequently of the fact that

Godts power was supreme and. that God could overthrow any great force H.

chose. The burden of Babylon ends with this and previous to it we have

perhaps a picture of God's dealing with Satan and. with the forces of wicked
that

ness, a picture in which there are occasional li1T!pseñt Babylon specifical

ly but in which others mght deal more with the forces of wickedness in gen

eral and. with their exemplification in various overthrows but particularly

in that great final overthrow of all the forces of wickedness in the bat

tles just prior to the end of this age. Now that is a suggestion which

is not usually necessary to make about sections of theScripture but which

is, perhaps, not too far a step. We might note in that connection that

we do have instances in the Scripture where we are talking about a certain

situation and then we jump forward to a more distant situation. There seems

to be no question of that. We have , of course, the serpent addressed in

Genesis 3 and then our attention is shifted to Satan, the real-fore.' -,

" back of the serpent. We have in Daniel 11, the description of A±ttiôchus

piphanes and we go on for a cettain distance dealing with Antiocima piphanes

and then we jump forward to things that have no relevancy to Antiocime

piphanes and very evidently there is a jump forward to the anti-Christ.

That has been recognized afl through Christian history as the interpretation

of that chapter. It either jumps forward from Antiocims Ipiphanea, the

type of the anti-Christ to the Anti-Christ himself, makes that sudden jnap

clear forward, or ales it tells us what is wrong and itle

pretty hard to imagine that the book could have described what was abso

lutely wrong about this man and been accepted as ithoritative as the Word

of God. It would have been too obvious to people right at the time that it
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a book which had made great predictions and then failed to come true.

It is quite evident that they must have understood it in some other way.

So that suggestion--now I note in connection with this suggestion about

Bab ion here you have your title first, "The Burden of Babylon" which

Isaiah the son of Amoz did. see. Of course over in bvelatlon we have

Babylon often spoken of. Over there you, it is true, in a somewhat dif-

ferent situation than that of the early part of Isaiah because then Baby
as such

ion had. become the great world power and. had perish., so its name could.

very easily be used figuratively as a new world power to corns , there,

while you do not quite expect such a usage here at the time of Isaiah.

It certainly would be utterly inexplicable if it were not for the predic

tion .n Isaiah 39, the definite prediction, that it is to Babylon that the

people wiligo, but you have the title, "The Burden of Babylon" which Isaiah

saw and then you have four verses which have nothing specific about them.

They have a general description of the gathering together of people for a

great battle. Lift up a banner, exalt the voice, shake the hand. I have

commanded my sanctified ones, I have also called my mighty ones for mine

anger. The noise of a multitude in the mountains, like as of a great people,

a. tumultuous hoot. Th- of hosts mustereth the host of the battle.

Is this hardly a picturt of the Persian forces, forces vhichre equally

against God. with the Babylonians though they did let the people go. This

hardly seems like a picture of them. They come from a far country, from

the end. of heaven, even the Lord, and the weapons of his indignation, to

destroy the whole land. Surely that sounds like a picture of a tremendous

gathering together of those whom God specifically calls. They come from
Are

the end of heaven. /the-so forces here described, forces which come from the

end. of the heavens , meaning by that that they come from distant lands, or an

thactuai forces that come from heaven, even the Lord. and the weapons
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He brings against them? It is parallel to some extent to our picture in Isaiah

57 and again in 62 where the lord, comes in power to overwhelm the forces of

wickedness. Of course he describes it there as coming alone. He here describes

it as coming with a great multitude which He gathers but they are very definite-

ly His and. His multitude, We have the picture in Revelation 19 of Christ com

ing. Christ has the sword in His mouth with w}ich He sLays the wicked, yet

we have the great multitude pictured as coming behind Him. The multitude
work

is pictured and yet Christ'i /alone, His Word, is sufficient to destroy them.

Now v. 6. Howl ye; for the day ef the lord is at hand: it shall come as a

destruction from the Almighty. I question whether we could put too much stress

on the phrase, "the day of the Lord" but we have it there in v. 6 and again
Behold

in v.9. /the day of the Lord comes. Now, of course, when Babylon has a

tremendous catastrophe, things are no longer possible for human being to

control , all this is upon them which they cannot possibly stop, it is a

day of the Lord, a day in which the. lordpjie can handle things, no man

in competent for these things, and so in a way you can call it a day of

the Lord when you face any great catastrophe which are unable to cope with.

You might say the British at Dunkirk, in a way you might call it, the day

of the lord. Many say if the lord h&. not intervened the British army

would have been completely wrecked. There was the great fog, there was the

unusual calmness of the sea, there was the failure of the, the inexplicable

failure of theGermanpianes to make an all-out attack upon them at that point.

All these different elements entered in and. immediately after it happened it

seems to have been recognized by the British in general that the lord had

intervened to save them. A few years later that was largely forgotten and.

it was the wonderful work of the R. A. F. that saved them. We will not

enter into that controversy at present but in the situation as it was you

might very well call it a day of the lord, a day when only the Lord's inter-

position could give respite. Well, while that is all true and I would not
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want to take this as a technicl term and build too much upon it, yet we do

notice the day of the Lord here in v. 6 and again in v. 9 and over in 13,

I will shake the heavens and the earth shall remove out of her place, in

the wrath of the lord of osts and in the day of his fierce anger. Here

is a picture here which sems to transcend the actual situation of the

destruction of Babylon. And then, of course, we have this picture in

verses 7 and 8 of the terrific fear. That fits most any time. It ctoesn't

prove one way or the other, but then you have these great cosmic

He's talking about the s'ars of heaven and the sun is darkened and the moon

does not cause her light to shine. All of these can be taken as figurative,

of a great earthly war, and yet they hardly can fit the downfall of Babylon
if

It seems as/there may be more of a literal element in them or at least that

they show some tremendous thing going beyond what was actually realized at

that time. Now V. 12 is an interesting verse. I will make a man more precious

than gold; even a man than the golden wedge of Ophir. Was it King Richard III

who said, "My kingdom for a horse"? Who was it who said that for lack of a

nail the shoe was lost, for lack of a shoe the horse was lost, for lack of

the horse, the rider was lost, for lack of the rider the kingdom was lost.

A man, then, might make the difference. They didn't have enough men, for hEm,

Man is more precious than fine gold. Oh, for more men to meet the situation.

This may be simply an expression of the need. of manpower. They're utterly

up against it; theytre short of them. Oh, they'd give anything to have enough

men, and yet I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man than

the golden wedge of Ophir. It is rather strange langaage to use amply for

the lack of man power. Is there a definite suggestion in it of something more?
through

Is there the man who is more precious than fine gold., the one / whom these

people could. have found salvation, the one who whom they could have escaped

this whole situation, the one who is more precious than fine gold and they

will come to realize it " Is that suggestion involved in it. I
sate to be dogmatic about it but it is surely worthy of consideration. -
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After that, v. 13, I will shake the heavens and the earth shall remove out of

her place, in the wrath of the Lord of hosts, and in the day of his fierce anger.

Tremendous language. Tremendous language is sometimes used of small occurrences.

The overthrow of Babylon was not a small scurmish and. yet it was not, nothing

like the catastrophe of the downfall of the Assyrin empire.If this were at

all a description of Assyria it would seem more appropriate than of Babylon.

Having it desinated as Babylon here it may be just to show us that it isn't

Assyria, that it is the great that is

here referred to. I will shake the heavens and the earth will move out of

her place and. it shall be as the chased roe and. as a sheep that no man taketh

up. They shall every man turn to his own people and flee every one to his

own land. It is destruction, plunder, terrific th-iinage described, and then,

of course, the Medea mentioned specifically here. A local touch. I will

stir up the Medes against them. Their bows shall dash the young men to pieces.

The Medes, of course, entered in to the destruction of Assyria, as well as the

destruction of Babylon. It was the union between the Med.es and the Babylonians

which overwhelmed Ltnev.h. The Mecie a were involved in that though Nebnchanezzar

received most of the booty fiun It,and. it was fifty years that the Persians who

had. secured supremity over the Modes in the meantime became the conquerors of

Babylon, and then, v. 19, Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the

Chaldees' excellency, shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. A

great picture of terrific devastation, terrific catastrophe, the end. of all

their great plans and. hopes just dashed to nothing, wild wilderness. Well,

that is true of a good portion of the city. Babylon has been for many centuries.

As we see it we wonder if it finds its full picture there or if this is,

while it has a counterpart and actual Babylon, whether it actually i5

show* the eventual utter destruction of the forces that oppose the Lord, and

in that case, of course, it will come right after the great catastrophe 9tkes,

here, and then it goes right on that the Lord. is going to have mercy on Jacob
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arid will choose Israel and set then in their own land and the strangers

will be joined with them and they shall cleave to the house of Jacob. Did.

strangers join with the Israelites when they went back out of exile? The

Samaritans tried to; they wanted to work with them, they said, "We believe

the same as you do and we want to help you in building these walls and Nehe

miah said, "No, you'll have no part nor portion with us," and he tried to

cast them out and he tried to keep the blood pure and to keep them specifically

Israelites, but here the strangers are joined with them and they cleave t0 the

house of Jacob. Doss that show a larger time, greater than anything that hap

pened at the end of the exile, after the fall of Babylon? The people will take

them and bring them to their place. The house of Israel will present for

servants and handmaids; and. they shall take them captives whose captives they

were; and they shall rule over their oppressors. They are in general the

despised people of the earth. They are despised and looked down upon. That

:as been true through the ages in general but our lord, says that we shall

reign with Him in that time when He shall reign. We shall reign

In that day the lord shall give thee rest from thy sorrow, and from thy fear,

and from the hard. bondage wherein thou wast made to serve. Is this a picture

of the victory of the people of God eventually, of the security and leadership

of Israel upon the earth and of God's heavenly people over it all in the days

after the utter defeat of all that raise themselves up against Him. And it sahll

coNe to pass in the day that the Lord shall give thee rest that thou shalt take

up this proverb a'ainst the k ng of Babylon, and then the description of the

--king of Babylon and. his downfall, after the lord gives this rest from

Now this description, as Dr. Montgomery says, fit the king of Assyria quit.

well, many of the kings of Assyria seemed to have had this terrific pride

and boastfilness and. desire to set themselves up as controller of the whole

earth, but this could not be used of Assyria becise the Israelites were not
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freed from anything when Assyria fell. The Israelites were simply taken

over by Babylon after the Assyrian conquest, after the Assyrians were

destroyed, the Babylonians took over. It does not show the attitude of

Israel after Assyria went down, after Ninevsh fell, that they were able to

take up this proverb and. say this. Now after the fall, of Babylon Nebuchaci-

nezzar would me nearer than_pther king of Babylon to fulfilling this
true

picture and it hardly seems to be a/picture of him and ha had. been dead

some time before the end, of the exile and many of the terms here that the

king of Babylon certainly would seem to refer to some force much greater than

any the king of Babylon ever was and much greater than his claims and than

his aspirations. How hath the oppressor ceased! the golden city ceased!

The Lord. hath broken the staff of the wicked.. It is God who has done it.

He who smote the people in wrath with a continual stroke, he that ruled the

nations in anger, is persecuted, and. none hind.ereth. There is no time when

this could have been said of " The whole earth is at reat and. is

quiet;, they break into singing. Yes, the fir trees rejoice at thee and the

cedars of Lebanon saying, Since thou art laid. down, no feller is come up

against us. Well, as far as the cedars of Lebanon are concerned, when the

Assyrians ceased to fell the trees of Lebanon the Babylonians were ready

to do it and when the Babylonians ceased the Persians were ready to do it.

The cedars of Lebanon can hardly be thought of as giving this rejoicing

at the death of the king of Babylon. Hell from beneath is moved for thee t

meet thee at thy coming. All they that speak, all the great ones of the

earth are saying to thee, "Art thou become weak as we? art thou become like

unto us? Certainly a very roriate picture if it is for Satan, great

ruler of the world at the end of this age, the one who is the prince of the

power of the world now, prince of the power of the air, prince of the world..

He's coming down t0 be as weak as they, for we read in Revelation ) that

he will be cast into the pit, cast there for a thousand years, and w read
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in Isaiah 2 how the high ones on high and the kings of the earth are

gathered together and cast into the pit. Thy pomp is brought down to the grave,

and the noise of thy viols: the worms cover thse. How art thou fallen from

heaven, 0 light bearer, son of the morning. Just how does that fit Babylon?

Light bearer--son of the morning. How art thou cut down to the ground which

didat weaken the nations! Thou hast said in thins heart I will ascend into

heaven, I will exalt sy throne above the stars of God. Certainly-&--true

picture of Satan. Certainly the king of Babylon is taken as a type of Satan,- if
the representative of Satan,but/this actually is speaking of Satan, it would

fit quite appropriately; it would hardly fit the king of Babylon. I will

descend above the heights of the clouds; I will sit upon the mount of the con

gregation, in the sides of the north. The mount of the congregation--it

probably refers to Jerusalem--the sides of the north. Jerusalem, builded as

a city that is compact together, wishing to go in to God's city and. to take

it over, and to take possession, but to Nebuchadnezzar, Jerusalem is just one

of many cities which he conquered cities, not one of the most important of

them 1G' any means and he didn't bother to go there and. sit there; it was one

of " He went and. sat in the gate of the city and directed what should

be done with the captives. Surely this is a picture of desiring to go to that
the

which Jerusalem signifies, to stand as/authority in the throne of God. I will

ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the ist High. The

king of Babylon had. no helicopter. This certainly--it might be very figurative

language but it hardly seems to fit the king of Babylon. It certainly fits

Satan. Thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit. We have

noticed how that is indeed what is to be Satan's fate. They that see the* shall

narrowly look upon thee, and consider thee, saying, Is this the man that made

the earth tremble, that did shake kingdoms. We read, of course, at the very

end. of Isaiah how they shall go out arid they shall look upon the bodies of

them that have died and have been destroyed of the Lord.. The Lord is going
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to leave us examples of the fate that eventually meets hostility against Kim.

That made the world as a wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof; that

opened not the house of his prisoners. Of course that, to some extent,

could be describing the king of Babylon, but certainly even more, Satan.

£1.1 the kings of the nations even all of them, lie in glory, every one in

his own house, but thou art cast out of thy grave. I don't know of evidence

that seems to fit the kinEs of Babylon.v- as an abominable branch, and as the

raiment of those that are slain, thrust through with a sword, that go down to

the stones of the pit; as a carcass trodden under feet. It is the fate

which God. has brought upon some great enemies of God. through the ages. It

hardly seems specifically to fit the king of Babylon. Thou shalt not

be joined with them in burial, because thou hast destroyed. thy land, and.

slain thy people. Thou hast destroyed. thy land., and. slain people.

How does that particularly fit Babylon? It would certainly fit many of

the emissaries of Satan. It certainly fits Hitler who took thousands o

fine German people wishing nothing in the world but to be let alone to

live their lives in decency and who, if they would make a light remark of

criticism of his treatment of the Jews or something would be seized and.

thrown into a concentration camp for it. It certainly fits Stalin, with

the millions of Russians who have been slaughtered for nothing more than

desiring to carry on their own lives and not to give up everything that was

dear to them, simply because he desired them to do so. Surely-thou hast

destroyed thy land. and slain thh people. Whether any king, whether one in

the history of the world has caused the slaughter, the death, the bloodshed

and the misery which Stalin has in these last twenty years is certainly high

ly questionable and he, of course, is only one of the instruments of Satan.

Prepare slaughter for his children for the iniquity of their fathers, that

they do not rise, nor possess the land, nor fill the face of the world with

cities. For I will rise up against them, aith the Lord of hosts, and cut off
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from Babylon the name, and remnant, and son, and nephew. A rather vivid

description of a complete destruction, a complete end, an end which, as I

say, hardly cam. to Babylon. It was a gradual decline after the conquest ,

that Babylon may stand here as representative of the eventual fate of the

enemies of God. I will make it a possession for the bittern, and. pools of

water: I will sweep it with the bosom of destruction, saith the Lord;and. then

we have the local, immediate picture. The Lord. of hosts hath sworn, saying,

Surely as I have thought, so shall it come to pass, that I will break the

Assyrian in land. God is going eventually to destroy the forces of wicked

ness. Now He gives us the d.elcaration that as an earnest of that which He is

eventually going to do He is going to now break the immediate great world powers

of force that is threatening Judai; He is going to put an end to their attempt

to overthrow Judah. He is going to free the land from the great menace of

Sennacherib. I think surely v. 25 had its literal fu.lftllment in the destruc

tion of the hosts of Sennacherib to which reference is made so many times in

the book of Isaiah. This is the purpose that is purposed upon the whole

,arth and. this is the hand that is stretched out upon th. nations. What a

picture there of the sovereignty of God.!

- a - - - S S S
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In fact that is stressed later on in the account of the destruction of the

hosts of Sennacherib. As birds flying, as birds hovering, will God defend

Jerusalem. He will bring an end to danger entirely by His own fore.. They

will not be destroyed by man, man will, not be an instrument. It is God who

stretches out His hand and His will is done. For the Lord of hosts hath
who

purposed, and who shall disannul it? and his hand is stretch out, and/shall

turn it back? This defeat of the armies of Sennacherib there is given to

the people as a time to strengthen their faith in Him. It is a sign for them

to know that His great future predictions are bnM to come to pass, that H.
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promises victory in the end. and-it will surely come. The Lord has purposed

and who shall disannul it, 'nut His purposes are not fulfilled immediately.

There is a time of trouble, a time of misery, a time of victories of Satan

which are part of God's plan.He permits them, and we do not fully understand

it. He permits great disappointments, great confusion, great trouble to

come to the forces of God.. A great church gets started and then it goes to

pieces. A great man, a thoroughly Christian man has to

others, and then it falls into apostasy and into wickedness. Christ said.

that it is inevitable that trouble shall come but woe to him through whom

it comes. They are by no means excusable for it but we recognize the hand.

of Satan in it all , yet we are not to become discouraged or fearful because

we know that God has His purpose and that in the end His purpose will work out.

When His hand is stretthed. out, who shall turn it back? Now in the Bible

which I have here there is a new paragraph mark at the beginning of v. 29

and v. 28 goes with what precedes. In the year that king Ahaz died. was this

burden. In the year that king Ahaz died. Not so long before the Assyrians

came. Then was when his burden was given, according to that, if you take it

with what precedes. Now why should you mention the year .Ahaz died. I

What is the special rason for mentioning that in connection with the destruction

of Babylon? It might be in connection with the d'struction of Assyria,

which is just before us, because it was Ahaz's clever scheme of bringing relief

to his land from a near enemy by an alliance with a wicked. distant ânemy whilth

has brought the trouble, just as so much of the trouble in the world today is

the distant wicked forces of Russia against

the nearer wicked forces, instead of recognizing that all wickedness is hostile

to God and that an alliance with any of them is contrary to His will. Fighting

fire with fire is a very good thing to do if by fire you mean actual, physical.

fire, but fighting fire with fire if by fire you mean wicked moral forces is

something that is absolutely wrong and. utterly forbidden to the servants of
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God and to the nation which is to be called a Christian nation. Now under

those circumstances this verse 28 might go quite nicely with the previous

four vrses. It hardly seems to have much relevancy, however, to the verses

before that, and if you consider it as relatig to what follows, it seems

to fit perfectly. We have the burden of Babylon and. we've had all this

passage. Now in the year that Ahaz died was this burden, a new burden, in..

troduced. with the time when it was given , the year that Ahaz died. Well,

what is the point of mentioning .AMz's death? Rejoice not, thou, whole Pales

tina---a very unfortunate translation. The very same word. is usually rendered

"Phili$tia." In the Bible. We speak about the Philistines in the Bible and

it is this very same word used repeatedly for the Philistines. Why then trans

late it P81e5tira here? Well the land. of Palestine has taken its name from

the Philistines because the first people who cams from Europe to the land

came to the land of the Philistines first and therefore they gave the whole

land that name just as when we go to Asia from urope we come to the little

province called Asia and so we name the whole country Asia, the whole continent

Asia, even though Asia is roper1y just that one province which we now cal].

Asia Minor. It's a common thing to name a who].. land after the part of it

which we come to first, but to think of it back there as using the term

Palestina for the whole land, that is utterly out of place. They didn't

call it that there. I think the translators of the Authorized Version made

a rather poor rendering here when they in v. 29 and v. 31 referred to Palestina.

It's the Philistines he's speaking of. Here is the burden, then, of the Philis

tines. What about them? Rejoice not, oh all of you Philistines, because the

rod. of him that smote thee is broken, because king haz has died. King Ahaz

whom ye feared. For out of the serpens root shall corns forth a cockatrice,

and. his fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent. Now does this mean that from

the viewpoint of the Philistines Aiaz is gone but Hezekish is going to b.
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stronger--out of a serpent's root shall come a cockatrice. He will be one

whom the Philistines will have more reason to fear than they did. Ahaz and.

indeed., of course, it is true that the Ph1istines had their troubles w

Hezekiah, and. that is q'iite important in that which preche coming of

Sennacherib. was taken captive

by Hezekiah and. was in Jerusalem and it was at one of Sennacherib's terms

that had to be given up when he was. Is Hezekiah the cockatrice?

And in iiisfru.it shall be a fierce, flying serpent. Does this refer to

further Judaean victory over the Philistines? Those who take "the year
whole

that king Ahaz died." with what precedes are apt to this as / Palestina

as referring to Judah and Israel and think of the rod of him that smote

being broken as the death of S.nacherib. Don't rejoice because Senaacherib

is dead. because S.nnacherib is going to be succeeded by sar-haddon and h. by

Lesur-banipal. Well, we don't have a great many facts to throw light on

what the exact meaning would be but there doesn't seem much reason to take

it as, "Here, he's turning away from Babylon to give a rebuke against Juiah

d Israel, especially when the word. is, so far as I know, never used for Juiah and.

Israel elsewhere in the Bible, as in the Old Testament, but is used regularly

for Philistines. Of course, you could still take it as Philistla and then

take Philistia as not rejoicing because of the death of Sennacherib, because

0f the death of Sargon, because Sennacherib, and aftr Sennacherib will be

sar-haddon and Assur-banipal. The first born of the poor shall feed, the

needy shall lie down in safety, and I Will kill thy root with famine, and he

shall slay thy remnant. That certainly sounds like Phulistia rather than.

Palestine. Howl, 0 gate; cry, 0 city; thou, whole Philistia, art dissolved.:

for there shall come from the north a smoke, The Assyrians and the Babylonians,

though they actually were from the East and went around the edge of the desert
brouit them

which / into Isira., into Paiestine, into Philiatia from the north.
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None shall be alone in his appointed times. What shall one then answer the

messengers of the nation? That the Lord hath founded Zion, and. the poor of
his people shall trust in it. It is entirely out of place with Palestina but

The lord has founded Zn.fits in very well with Phi].istia, which was the enemy of Zion. /Zion is Gods

foundation and is going to endure. God's work is going to e dons. It is

a strange thing, an unfortunate thing that we have this bad rendering here.

doubtless " The King James version is a wonderful literary
work and it is a work that has very much that is excellent in it but when

one takes the King James version as his ithority he is apt to be led into

all sorts of errors and mistakes. It was a fine version for the day but for

the day it was used as a supplement for the Hebrew and for the Greek which

are true word. Now we have next the burden of Moab, and that has more

chapters than any other one of these burdens, beceuse the burden of Babylon

doesn't have two full chapters. The burden of Moab has two full chapters

and, it has more proper names than any other of the burdens and. there are
and

specific places referred to. It would be interesting to take a month/to try

to study just where each of these was, how many of them we know definitely

and how many we don't but I don't think we will take time on this particularly

in this cnurse as we only have one hour a week to study. Study through just

a general idea of Moab but don't spend the same time on it that you do on

the chapters 13 and 1)4.. Look ahead to these burdens. Get a genera]. idea of

what each of them is about. I think it would be a very fine thing for you
I ng

to list the verses which are not doom but bless/through the whole thing.

It is predominantly doom but there are verses of blessing. List the verses

that are blessing for Israel. We have two at the beginning of chapter 14.

List the verses that are blessing for others than Israel. Was Isaiah merely

opposing all the foreign powers or does he have some blessing for any of thai

too. List those. Notice whether all of these chapters are dealing with

foreign nations or do Israel and Judah conic into any of them, as the real

subject. We know that they are the subject of this one, Palestina. Are they
o y otierpT Are ]. e1brdeflS

dela'ationS of doom or are there some
some o tnese questions. -m wnicn are no
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We are now in the part of Isaiah where we have the prophecies against the

foreign nations, looking at the different ones and trying to see exactly

what is referred to. I asked you for today to look at the different burdens

on from the point which we had reached stressed

in them, what different nations were referred to and also to note particularly

the prophecies of blessing which were contained in them. (This thing ient

sparking. I don't know what's wrong with it. turn it on, and you see

nothing happens. What

do you think it is? Its connected there, I looked at that.

flash and the light's ne out. Oh, you think it's all right except just

the light's gone out. (Student) The light is supposed (Students)

Yes. Meantime we can use it and have faith that it works. We can't live by

sight but only by faith on that matter now.)

Now on these burdens of the nations here which I asked you to lodc

through and get a general idea of, what is the first of all the burdens, Mr.---?

(Student) Yes. How long is that? It's how long? How 7 What does

it say? If the majority of the class feels that the burden of Babylon

goes up to 23, that means that you think that 2 on is a different thing,

and. what would vou call that in such a case? would be a matter of

definition. Mr. Pote says it forms a part of the burden of Babylon. Yes.

Yes. He makes it a part of it in the larger aspect but not in the narrower

viewpoint. Mr.---? (Student) Well, now I was making an inference on that

key from the translation here in the Authorized Version. I thought I'd better

look it up. Do you mean there is no such 7 Lets see, that was

verse 25. Will, what does it start with? (Student) How's that? (Student)

With '. Well, that's very good. How about the " "7 Does the

" prove a connection with what precedes it?I suggested that the

key word, if there is a key there, and from the translation of " " I

thought there must be a key there. I wonder how they get out of "
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the exact translation that they give. Let's see, this is verse 2 " That's

plain enough. " " How would you translate " " most literally,

Mr. ---? Yes. I think we would agree in view of that that this verse 25 goes

with 2 and I think we have agreed from that, then, that 24 on as far as 27

or 28 is a unit, so that if there is a break earlier it is between 23 and 24,

and. as Mr. Pote has said, it is not simply dealing with Babylon, s in the

strictest sense you could say the burden of Babylon does not include it, but

yet it is a conclusion to the burden of Babylon, unless you are going to take
different

the critical view that you have a lot of/things thrown together heterogeneously

from different periods. It is a part of the burden of Babylon even though

not dealing with Babylon, so our section really run to the end. of this and.

include this, though there is an important paragraph division before it, and

in the strictest sense we agree that Mr. Pote is right, but for our division

of the whole section, the burden of Babylon runs through this first chapter

and. the second up to the " low Mr. Iidlas raised the question about

v. 28. Which does 28 go with, what precedes or what follows, and as to that,

how many of you have definite ideas? Raise it so I can see it please, all

who have definite ideas about it. I only see three--four. Most, I take it,

have indefinite ideas. Mr. Shed.d., what is your idea, and why? If we did.

not have this verse 28 her at all it would then be very clear what 29 fol

lowing meant. You would say, "God. has delivered Israel from the hands of the

Assyrian and. God. is going to smite, that is God will deliver and. He is going

to smite the Assyrians. Now when God has smitten the Assyrians in the land

and destroyed the Assyrian power, now don't you rejoice, Philistia, this

wasn't done for you. You are not going to be helped. by it, because Assyria

will send. back a stronger power that will hurt you in days to come. This

is done simply for Zion. What shall, then, one answer these messengers of

the nation? That the Lord has founded. Zion, and. the poor of His people shall

trust in it. IOU, Philistia, think that you are getting great advantage
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from this. No, this wasn't for your benefit. This was done for Zion.

Now, that would be quite a reasonable interpretation of verses 29-32 if

verse 28 wasn't here at all, and so you might say, if v. 28 is the end of

the previous section and 29 starts, not a new burden, then, but a side talk
n't

to Philistia about how Philistia is/going to profit by this, although as a

matter of fact--well, they did profit temporarily in the end., Philistia was

over come but Zion lasted anoth'r century and then Zion was overcome too,

so that for the time being Philistia didn't profit nearly as much from it

as Zion though they might have seemed to at first. That would be a rather

reasonable interpretatin 0±' this passage if verse 28 wre not there or i±'

you consider v. 28 as the end of the previous passage instead of the beginning

0f this passage. Mr.---? (Student) Now that is a very inter-sting suggestion;

that the Assyrian is followed. by another great empire and it by another great

empire. The difficulty with that suggestion is that the breaking of the

Assyrian in my land. was not the end of the Assyrian power. It was a temporary

end to it but it was not the permanent end.. It ended. the present menace to

Judah from them but before so many decades had. done by the Assyrians cams bask

again and. they went all the way down through Philistia and they went into gypt.

That is, from that viewpont it would be better to think of it not as destruction

of the Assyrian empire but that Sennacherib's power is wrecked in this catastrophe

here bat Sennacherib, after all, is defeated by his son, .&sser-had.don, who led

a whole force down into Egypt and then he was defeated. by Ashurbanipal, who

led. another force down into Igypt. Some further point? Mr.---? (Student)

The text represents the ideas of Mr. , and they are worthy of

consideration, but I doubt if he is especially well thought of, to make a

judgment on these matters. So far as I recall the only breaks in the Hebrew

I the prophets are the brdaks between those sections which are designated

for use -o special Sabbath services. You remember that in the Pentateuch,

the is divided into the letters " " and. into sections to
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be read in the Sabbath service so as to ge straight through the Pentateuch in

regular order. Now in connection with each section of the Pentateuch, they

read. a section of the prophets, but these don't go straight through the prophets,

they jump all around and they only use a certain portion of the prophets in the

Sabbath service and those portions would be indicated in manuscripts, but beyond

that it is not my impression that there are any ancient divisions within them.

It is a very good question and. one that is quite germane to our present question

here. Now, the matter then of v. 28 is an inter-sting matter and commentators

differ on the interpretation of v. 29, and what you think of v. 29 will determine

what you think of 28. If you think that 29 refers to Sennacherib, his son

Asser'-haidon, his grandson, Asurbanipal, then 28 is hardly much of an introduc

tion to 29. It seems, rather, to be a conclusion of what precedes, saying that

God gave this in the year king .áhaz died. He told that the Assyrian is going

to be broken, he had previously told. that tremendous trouble was coming to the

land. on account of .Ahaz'e terrible deed in making this alliance with Assyria,

but now he says, "Though this trouble is coming on account of Ahaz, God is going

to deliver us , so in the year that king Aiaz died he gives the

burden of Babylon which is promise of temporary deliverance from Assyria. I

think from that viewpoint that a reasonable reason can be considered perhaps

for"the year that king .áhaz died" ending the previous section rather than be

ginning the new one, but of course, if you take that viewpoint, what follows

would not be a new burden but it would be a continuation of, a different sub

ject closely related to what precedes. Mr. Gustafson? (Student) I am not at

all sure that we are in position yet to make a final decision on this present

problem. I think it is well for us to see the possibilities, either what goes

from 29-32 is '
closely related to what precedes or else from 28-32 is a

separate burden. If 28-32 is a separate burden then you have the introduction

to it in this phrase, "in the year that king az died was this burden". Now

that is quite different from the phrase before, "the burden of Philistia" and. the

phrase in the next verse, "the burden of Moab" and then "the burden of Damascus."
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This doesn't start, "the burden of Philistia". If this started "the burden

of Philistia" it certainly would go with what follows, not with what precedes,

but it doesn't say that. It says, "in the year that king .A3iaz died was this

burden." And. so we see quite reasonable reason Why this verse might be the

conclusion to section from 2 to 28. (Student) Yes, it introduces the

burden of Babylon and is the final portion of it unless it is something er

tirely unrelated to it, and that is pretty close to the critical view, I

think. (Student) I don't recall any case where one ends with the phrase

"This was the burden." They seem to start with it. That seems to be the

way of starting and of course if this is the start of the burden of Philistla

why d.oesn1t it say the burden of it? roes any other burden start in a similar

way to this verse 287 I asked you to look at all the burdens and see what

they were about so someone should immediately have an answer "yes" or "nor"

to this. Is or isn't it?

I 9

Yes, there are a number of them that don't use the word "burden" at all but

start in some other way. I say a number; perhaps I should say a

few that start some other way, but is there any one that starts--after all,

"In the year that king Ahaz died was this burden" is very different from

chapter 18, "Woe to the land shadowing with wings, which is beyond the rivers

of thiopia. It is very different from that. Is there any burden that starts

in a way that really is quite closely similar to this? How's that? Chapter 20.

Any student of archaeology immedately, of course, recalls chapter 20, which

starts, "In the year that Tartan cam. to Aslidod," again referring to Philistia,

inter"stingly enough. When Sargon the king of Assyria-here he is referring

to Assyria--sent him, and. fought against Ashd.od, and took it. At the same time

spoke the lord by Isaiah the son of Amoz, saying. There is an introduction of

a burden which is introduced with a time statement, of the time when it came,
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so that would. be a close parallel to this. Now would it be correct to say

that that is a close parallel to this in that both are burdens against the

Philistines? How many would agree to that statement? Raise your hand. if

you do. How many would disagree with it? One--two--three, I see there

are a few who disagree with it. Mr. Liii, why? Why do you disagree?

similarity that we have another verse; there is no doubt, I

think that chapter 20 is a unit, is there? It says at that time, God. gave

a message. It meant that it is related to what precedes in that case but

it is a message which He gives introduced with this time " and that

is a parallel to this theme in introductory phrase, so that we have two

viewpoints; v. 28 introduces a. new burden, a lnrden on Philistia. That is

the view which is set forth in the January issue of "The Bible Today," that

that is the situation, that there is a burden upon Philistia introduced by

v.28 , and then we have another pos.ib.-i-ewpbTht that from 29-32 is still

a part of the burden of Babylon though dealing with a related subject, and that

what he is saying is that this victory over Assyria is not a reason for you to

rejoice, Philistia. The ungodly are often the sharers in the good things that

God brings to pass for His own purpose, but they should not rejoice from that

because in the end. it will not bing good to them. There are too many people

who are glad to avail themselves of the blessings that God gives to a land. on

account of the loyalty of His people to Him and. they are ready to avail them

selves of the blessings without themselves taking any of the responsibility

thereby involved.. They are ready to rejoice. There are people in our churches

who are ready to rejoice in the great heritage that the church has for the

great heroic constancy and. loyalty to the Word of God of their ancestors but

who themselves have no share in that attitude or in that and to all

such the Lord says, not thou rejoice because you receive blessings which

are not meant for you. These blessings are for God's people. These blessings

are given as part of God's plan and in connecti:n of the 4'ogess of God's
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plan there comes a certain amount of by-product of the good which is don.

to others which is not part of the main purpose. You have no reason to

think that this will continue, because you are simply receiving a blessing

to which you are not properly entitled, simply because you are in the way

through which this comes. I think there is a very interesting point then

and a point which perhaps might be of ral value and perhaps that is the lee-
(32)

son of this section for us here. b VerseQ says, What shall one answer the mes

sengers of the nation? That the Lord. hath founded Zion and. the poor of His

people shall trust in it. In the light of Gods plan, of God's purpose,

of economy, you can find an answer to all these things, and if you

are so fortunate as to get on the right side in some situation, to get on

the winning side but yet you are not one of those for whom it was dons, you

should not let this give you a false security bcause after all, God's inter

est is in Zion and it is those who trust in Zion.who trust in God and Godts

plan who can expect blessing from HIm. The more I think of it the more I in

cline at the moment toward this view that this is apart o tbe11raen of

Bab&n. Now of course anyone who is a good student of numerics will imme

diately say that it cantt possibly be because we have twelve burdens and if

we take this one out we only have eleven and that, of course, I don't think

is an argument, but it is an interesting thing to observe. We have twelve

as I count them before.. Maybe some of you counted differently. Mr. Sit?

(Student) Now that is an inter sting question. 'Does the end 7

I don't see how, but that doesntt prove it. I haven't been 1oking for it

specifically, but even if he never did, why shoul&nt he this time? Why

shouldn't he this time, after giving this about Babylon then pointed out the

relevancy of this about Assyria to the whole problem? And then give the date

in which this particular section was given. It wouldn't necessarily mean that

all the burden was given in the year Ahaz died but that from 2Li-28 was given

then perhaps, and. then it is included as a part of the larger burden because
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it . (Student) Yes. Yes, he does.

There ar occasions when he does. He does in c. 20,-v. 1, of course, covers

the whole book. Verse--chapter 7, he does. Chapter 6. There are three or

four cases, I mean four to one, if that is the whole number of cases, isn't

enough to base a strong argument on. It is an argument worth noticing, but

certainly not a conclusive one. Mr.---? (Student) I don't want to say that

doginatitally. As I say, I would be contradicting "The Bible Today" for Jan

uary if I were to say such a thing but it impresses me as a possibility, that

the burden of Babylon here as we noticed., seem to be simply a local,

temporary discussion. It seems to be a discussion dealing with great problems

in God's economy and dealing with the great force which was in back of Babylon

as the great enemy of Gods people and then when he comes, after he has dealt

with this in a large way, then he refers to a great enemy that came from the

region of the two rivers where Babylon was eventually, later to be the great

power, the power that came from that earlier, he. tells of how they came and.

of how they would corns and of how God would. deliver from them. That is side

issue connected with Babylon, not specifically dealing with Babylon but deal

ing with something closely connected with them. Well then it would. not be,

certainly not unparallsl in literature if after having done that then he were

/
to point out another side issue, that this matter of the destruction of S.n

nacherib's army, while it benefits Philistia as well as benefiting Judah, is

not a reason for Philistia to rejoice because Philistia is not the true bene

ficiary. Philistia is an accidental beneficiary and. Philistia, as a matter

0f fact, is not to receive God's blessing. They are God's enemy. If they

wish to receive it there is only one way they can do it and. that is by coming

to trust in Zion, listening to the God of Zion as their God and finding the

mercies that He would give them, but here they are beneficiaries of the great

act which od has performed for Zion, but it is performed in Philistia. It

is in Philiatia that Ssnnacherib's army is destroyed, and the Philistines are
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liberated as a result of this which was done for Zion, so that, you might

say it is like the United States now, if we were to send a great army over

to Hungary to rescue Card1nal(nzeut and then if they were to rescue him

there would be a lot of protestant ministers who have been put in prison

during the last six months probably and they would probably also be rescued

but nobody had started any army to help them, or any such movement. They

had not--if there are en th, as there usually are in such situations, they

have not received the publicity which the other did. Well, now the purpose

/
would be the release of the cardinal but these others would be beneficiated.

by the action, and in this case Philietia is the beneficiary, but in this

case they are warned that they are not the true beneficiary and. that they

shouldn't get a false idea that they are now perfectly safe, that God has

His wrath against Philistia for their wickedness, Philistla is to suffer
truly

That is, in a way it is/a burden against Philistia but it could be thus so

closely connected up as to cal]. it a part of the burden against Babylon.

Now that is a theory which seems to me to be vortbh of consideration. Mr.--

(Student) I don't know whether you would call it a separate burden if it is

this closely related, or part of the same cne. You might say in a way that is

a matter of terminology but yet we have our section here divided up into more

isolated sections. Now it may be that it can. be shown that actually the

whole section is very closely related. At least this suggests that 29-32

is much more closely related with what precedes than with what follows.

Mr.---? (Student) Well, now that is a very interesting euggeetion. If you

are going to redua this, it may be very awful. It is not a separate burden

but a separate message dealing with the same subject and in that case he is

talking about gypt, which he has just b'en talking about, so that that would

fit very nicely together with this theory for the parallel, except that in

that case there is a reason, perhaps, why this would be given in the year

when Tartan came to Ashd.od , while in our previous
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case, if 29-32 is related to the destruction of the in Philistia,

there is no particular reason why it should be oated the year king Ahaz died,

while there would be reason why the previous . We have a very in

teresting problem here and I think that this may, prhaps, throw light on some

future sections. If you are 'oing to follow Mr. Heaney's suggestion and say

20 is a part of 19 you reduce the total number to ten instead of eleven, which

is certainly a rounder number than eleven. Mr.---? (Student) Well, I don't

t''ink necessarily, because it refers to, it depends on whether you are refer'

ring to what follows or what precedes. You could, "In tyear that king Ahaz

died the following burdens were finished." It could be completed action but

that which you think of as completed . I doubt if that would be

really a forceful argument . Well, this section here against Philistla4

I think it is t00 bad. that the Authorized Version translated it Palestine.. I

aon't know whether in Old English Philistia meant Palestine. or not, but cer

tainly in modern English Palestine. means the land which includes Philistia

but which also includes the whole region of Israel and Judah and--Oh, I guess

that would be all. Perhaps it goes a little beyond the actual borders of Israel

and. Jud.ah but it would include all of Philistia. (Student) Yes, and the Is

vised Version has it Philistia and in the Authroized Version the same word is

usually translated Philistia so that it seems to me that it is simply an

unfortunate translation here in our .Authoflzed Version. 1 think it is a strong

argument against the inspiration of the Authorized Version, that we have this

rendered as Palestine. here. Well, you all know, of course, where Philistia

Is. You know that this is the place where the destruction of Sennacherib's

hosts took place and you know that in the succeeding years the A$rian armies

would have to go through Philistia on the way to Egypt, and so we know that

it suffered from them much after this defeat of Sennacherib, but Judah seems

not to have been injured by the Assyrian army ever again after this time. We

have no record of any subsequent injury of Juia2i by Assyria.: The subsequent in-

jury all came to Judah from Babylon, not from Assyria, so that, now of course-

There shall come from the north a smoke. Palestine. is dissolved. There shall come
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from the north a smoke. That would. relate very easily to the matter of the

Assyrians coming. They always came down from the orth and across the northern

part of the desert and. then down from the north, but if Judah were to attack

them you wouldntt think th would corns from the north. You would think Judah

would come f-'om the east, so that at least v. 31 does not refer to a conquest

by Judah but to a conquest from some section further away than Judah and so

that would fit with the idea that it is Assyria that is , and then v. 32,

What shall one then answer to the messengers of the nation? That the Lord has

founded Zion. This was not done for Philistia, it was dons for Zion. These

verses fit together very nicely . Perhaps an overall

picture could be made on the other interpretation that it refers to Ahas.
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Of the general method of interpretation of the prophets to make it,possib16

for those who have not had the prophets course to secure the most of the value

of the material which wr' are now studying. At the same time I will do that in

rather ' not go into it very much in detail as after all.

you will get that next year ( thouse of you who haven't' had. the prophets).

and the bulk of th class, half or twa -thirds I guess, have already had. that.

We will no take a lecture or two of introduction to the study oi the prophetc

" books. We will pick up rather at diffe-ent points of the introduction along the

way s we go. We'll plunge right in to our prsent problem.

Our problem for discussion this year the last thirteen chpp.ters of the book

15aiah. The reason I have selected the 'ast thirteen chapters is because

the rop!iet' s ourse ha several different times 'oane exactly td Chapter 53.

I said a word about Chapter 54 and 55, and that's.as far as we have gone in

the Prophet's Course. So I thought it was a convenient place to continute fo

those who have had the Prophet's' Course, and at the same time it is not a

difficult to start for those who have not had. it. Even thought if you have

not had it, the relationship of chapter3 to L1'O to 52 may be absolutely obsure-------------

to you You may have no idea why it is that 53 follows those other chapters,

or what the relation is or how t kt answers the. problems that have been

raised or why on earth Isaiah there,± talking to people in his day should

give us picture of the sufferings of Christ. These are tremendously important

questions. But ±k even though you know nothing about those, anyone with any

Christian background beyond a most rudimentary one, knows that Chapter 53 is a

prediction of the sufferings of the Lord. Jesus Christ. anyone, aside altogether

from the natural relationship from the background,would agree with us that it is

very difficult to. find any sensible way of interpreting Chapter 53 except as a

prediction of. the sufferings of Christ--very difficult. Suggestions are
'

-

made, of course,' by those who do not believe in the predictions of Christ, who say-.
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that Chapter 53 is a picture of Israel, but how on earth does it describe Israel?

There are many statements in it which can't possibly apply to Israel and some

say that the secondxssxj*ss Isaiah describes his contemporary Jeremiah in

Palestine. That's pretty hard to see how some of these statements coii4 possibly

be applied to Jeremiah. Any thnterpretation that I know of exceth that that it

is a prediction of the sufferings of Christ runs on to great numbers

of difficulties, That,of cours, is not our subject for stidy in this course.

We spend a little time on this sz chapter in the Prophet's Course and see

its precise interpretation and learn a goo deal about partiular details of it.

(Cuestion: What is the Orthodox view?) It is Israel. That is the view that

is usually ten, but the attitude of most Orthodox Jewzt is pretty largely

to ignore it. The Orthodox Jew as a rule k pays tremendous attention to the

Talmut. He is like the Orthodox Roman Catholic in relation to the Scripture.

It is the traLli1on; it i the writings of the fathers; it is the law of the

church; that is the thing which is followed. The Orthodox Jew beli'ves, as a

rule, inhe Old Testament s as infallibly inspired, every word of it is true.

rrxx He listens to those sacred words r'-ad in the synagogue and pays little

attention to it, and builds his life upon the tradition which is mostly a matter

of interpretation of the precise words of the law and application to his daily

life. Thes. passages are very largely neglected e<cept by a few rabbils who

study them, and the bulk 1now very little about them. Just as in the Roman

Catholic Church there are a few individuals who study the Scripture xix at

great gth and write some very useful comriantaries on parts of it. The rank

and file know nothing about it. So that it is not a Droblem to the average

Jew--what does this mean?--they just don't know anything about it. Well,

now that then is simply the hackgroud of our present study. We are oing to

start with 54, and as I xsx said, one reason we start with 54 is bccause it

is a natural, easy place for those who had the Prophet's Course to continue.

But another reason is that the problems in my opinion f rom 54 on are much more
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simple, much easier, than' many of the problems in earlier portions of the book '

" which we have examined, in the past in the Prophet's Course.i T- the

problems in the early portion of the 'book that we did not .examine in the

Prophet's-Course. They re not so simply, but they are obvious.- They take

" 9tudr and working into, but don't perhaps rquire quite as much knowledge as

they would in some other sections.' If this course had been limited t0 those

who had already had the Prophets Course, I think I would have taken the

Isaiah Apocalypse, Chapters 24 to 28, which is an extremely intersting and...

" very difficult section of the Bible, but one of the most important, but no

important than this, and, I believe, much harder to interpret. So as we

take up these thirteen chapters, I think that one tx who has had the

Prophet's Course is in a position to see. many things immediately which someone

-else would take more study to. get into, but I think one without the 'Prophet's

- Course with occasional presentation of certain of its phases, will be able

to work through these chapters and to get the mos.t important features on it.

So we jump right into the middle of the 'book now, for those of you who have

" not had the Prophets' Course before, and we say, "Here is Chapter 54 of Isaiah.

What are you going to do with the chapter?" Right away you ask the question,

"i Isaiah a book like the book of Psalms in which every chapter is a unit. '

" .
Of course, the answer is "no".' Then, you say, does that mean that 54 is. necessarily

connected with 5371k And'again you say, "no". While we believe that the-book,

of Isaiah is a unit, we 'believe that there is one definite progress of thought

any human book which is a unit with definitero fthoughLj there may

be sharp breaks in the thought where the author takes up another subject. Of

course, we do not have original headings, and w have to infer from the study

" of the passage where there is such a harp break in -the, thought. If I were to

wtite a book about Qhina, I might start in in the northeastern section of China.

and Imight go up and, down the country telling a little about the

different sections of the country,xi and you would. expect a logical .
'









arrangement in the treatment of, the different seètions, but I might suddenly

finish my descisjion of the geogr-iy and begin to give something about the

history. In that case' I would probably start telling about the earliest

phases of Chinese history and I might give you something entirely unrelated

with the last thing I mentioned in the &iacusslon of the geography. You might,

if you were telling about the United States, you might be telling about some

state here and. you were describing, say New York State, and. you told about the

large cities and then the smaller ones and different features 0±' it;, and then

when you finish one of those featurs, you start out with Pennsylvania, telling

about Philadelphia and. Pittsburgh, and as you start there that would have noxxx

direct relation to the things you had just discussed connedtion with New

York State. That would end the discussion. It would be a change from one

major section to another major section and the book would be a unit as a whole.

So the fact that 54 follows 53 doesnot prove that $L is closer related to 53;

it may be the beçinning of a new, section which is related to the previous

section as a whole rather, that to that immediaty preceding. That is a

possibility. You must not rule out the other possibility; that it is directly

related tee if they are both parts of the same section. So as we

look at 51+ we take a hold o± it to see that it is easy to get an idea as to

what it is apt to be talking abnut. I think we can say that it is reasonable

to consider the k± cp chapter as a unit because the next chapter begins

a tone rather different from that of 54 and what precedes is extremely unified

from 52:13 to the end of 53; and this is certainly distinct enough to say that

there S at least a paragraph, and. maybe a major division. Now we want to find

out what shall we do with chapter 51+ here? I think it is reasonable to look

immediately at the, firs.t word. "Sing, oh barren, thou that didst not bare;

break forth into singing and cry alou thou that didst not travail with child;

for more are the children of the desolate than the, children of the married wife

5aith the Lord." You read that first verse and you ask yourself, "What are the
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possibilities of interpretation of this?"

o,ne of course, is the most strictly literal interpretation, literal, specific,

precise. Isaiah is speaking to a woman before him and telling her to break

out into joy, rejoicing; telling her to do so. That is certainly the rost

natural, obvious interpretation of the book. Now, is that the correct inter

pretation of the book? Now, of course, if you take it that way--strictly literall

(some people say they take every word of the Bible literally; so then they must

take this that way) you then have still a question, "Does this refer. to one

specific woman to whom he is speaking. or does it refer to any woman to whom

he is speaking who fits the characteris"tics, but it is specifically

a literal woman. The barren woman is to bk± break forth into rejoicing

because the desolate has more children than the marrkd wife. That cetainly

doesnt seem toxmi fit with common sense, with general ideas, of general teachings,

that it is a general statement addressed to anman and' as to its, being a

H particular woman in Isaiah's day, that would be not at all impossible, but we

know of no evidence elsewhere to tell us who the woman would be. There is no

)
background for it. Therefore, we can kxk hardly take the verse lita1ly, either

in the immediate, specific sense or in the genral sense of referring to any

woman of this type at any tine. "More are the children of the desolate than

I the children of the married wife' In all periods the desolate had more

children than the married wife. ft Well, of irse,i it is true that some

times those ho are very anxious have children have have none, and. those who

don't want any have burdens with them. Someti'es it seems to be the perversity

of life in our age. u A man said to me at the University of Illinois

the ITcussedness of inanimate 'objects". Things often go the opposite way to

what you think they should or what seems at all reasonable or logical. Well,

if it refers to something.like that, it is no cuuse for redng out into joy;

it is no or rejoicing; it is a cause, for sadness. That is certainly not

what is here involved. There is a definite cause for joy,-and. why should you



rejoice because the "desolate one has more children than,,-the- married wife"?

Why, would that be a cause for joy? It doesn't. in itself strictly as a literal

thing make sense. It must be somefigurative, and. it must refer-to some

element or 'some ±'actwhich are not stated in the word. We surely can

legitaxntely conceive that. If we reach that conclusion, then either of these

facts are something that is known-en and must be guessed. It hardly

seems reasonable for such a statement as this or something that can be gathered

from the book of Isaiah as a whole or something that can be gathered immediately

from the preceding . chapter. As these are the most reasonable by far that

it is to be gathered from the preceding dhapter.

(Question) There may be facts that are absolutely uhknown to us that

would account for it. That is hardly the aase in such a .case tk± as this.

That is occasionally the case with statements in the Scriptures

And the mostxxxxx reasonable there is that the immediately preceding

material, unless the immediately preceding material very clearly has no

relevante and. there is something eviden in some other part of the book which

clearly has x a relevance. I don't know of anything in any other part of the

book that would seem very clearly to have reference to this verse while the

previous chapter is giving us in the first part a statement of sorrow and of

misery, but it ends with a great statement of joy. 'Therefore will I divide him

a portion with the great, and he shall divide the spoil with the strong, because

he has poured out his soulunto death, and. he was numbered. with the transgressors,

and he buzz bare the sink 'of many and made intercession k± for the

transgressor; therefore God will divide }m a portion with the great, and.

he will divide the portion with the strong. Sing, oh barren, thou that didst

not bare." It would seem extremely reasonable that the next verse is related

to what precedes. One is a statement of a grand thing which is being done;

the next isa statement of cause for rejoicing. One divides the spoil with the

strong; the other has an increase. There is certainly a siilarity of thought,
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certainly a relationship. The verse is one of a type which clearly requires

something to furnish a reason for it, to show us what the relationship is.

So it seems to me that (of-course, this has to. be checked by looking through

the rest of the chapter) t it is reasonable to appraach it in this way and

to say that verse 1 is a definite result fw&t has been given just before and.

is a cry to rejoice in view of that which we have just had. If verse 1 said.,

"h, thou that hast turned against God, repent and come axi back t0 Him," you

can say that fits exactly with Isaiah's day to go to the people and say that.

oesn't need a relevance with what precedes.. If it said, "Don't trust

Erpt; Ept will turn against you; only trust the Lord," that fits exactly

with the political situation of his day. It fits with the book as a whole, and.

may be something that would come in anywhere at the beginning of anew section;

but "rejoice nW thou that did.st not bare, break into singing and cry aloud,

for more are the children of the desolate", it needs something on which t0 stand..

It i quite definitely a continuee,± rather than a new beginning. AM so

it seems " to be just about absolutely certain that

fifty-four must follow fifty-three; that it is a new paragraph rather than a new

chapter of our book; that it is a new bsection rather than a new main division.

Of course, that must be checked. with continuing through the chapter. As you

look on through the chapter, you find, that the tune of the whole chapter

similar to the tune of the first verse. The 'whole chapter is calling on

someone to rejoice and declaring great blessings that are going to come to the

one who is called. to rejoice. There is absolutely no call to repentance in the

chapter. There is no a51 call.to turn away from kkx sin or declaration of,

punishment for sin. The whole chapter is an exhortation to rejoice in view of

the wonderful things that God. is going to do; and it is reasonable to conclude

that the wonderful things are closely related to that which preceded.

Now an interesting thing is that in Chapter 53 we 'read. a number of times

about the servant of the Lord.. In verse 11, "By his, knowledge shall my righteous







servant' justify many, for he shall their iniquit." Also in x±x 52:13-i "Behold

my servant shal1x deal prudently." We have.the servazitof the Lord. frequezltly

expressed in previous chap te±s and it reaches its great climax in Chapter .53.

The phrase, "the servanof the Lord", or "my servant" used. in this way is never

use.rth in th.e book. of Isaiah. That particu1r theme has reached its

culmination and reached it climax. Are we-simply done with it? Lay it aside

as many a modern interpreter says,. "These servant passages are poems, utterly

" unrelated to Iaiah, which have been inserted, here and. there by a late

redactor." Well, that makes it rather nonessential to say tht.we have a

book of ± miscellany here with something put in here f/om one man

b.nd.sótnething from another ; that's one possibility. But to say that these

have been inserted X±kZ here and 'there with no relation to that which goes

with them is ,*a rather obsurd. iz 'suggestion as to' how the book would. be put

together. Believng as we do in the unity of the book, we believe that there is

" a grt theme there which runs from Chapter 24.1 right straight through to 53

and reaches its great climax. 'It seems reasonae that 524 continues that which'
in

is to occur or that/which ts we may rejoice as a result of the sacrifices of i±

the servant of the Lord described in 53, and it is interesting to find that in

the last verse of 524 we read,"this is the heritage of the servants of the Lord

and thér righteousness is of me, saith the Lord." It's rather difficult to

avoid the idea thO.t that relates rather closely to the previous

suggestion of the savant of the Lord. Here are the servants of the Lard.

Would not it them beAreasonable byxxzess . hypothesis that 'the llstryA~nt6f

" the Iord."are the follow the ,iyanto-the_Iord'.' " That the servant of the

Lord has performed. his grrat work and accomplished His mighty task, and then His

followers, the servants of the Lord, are to receive the benifits of the great

work which has beendone by the servant o±' the Lord Surely this last

sentence in 524 exactly fits with the teaching of 53. This is the heritage of

St
the servants of the Lord, and their righteousness is of me, saith Ohe Lord..

" " "
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Where do w get our righteousness? Our righteo'isnss is as filthy rags; but bhat

righteousn'ss which we have which is vital and important and which we can glory

is the righteousness that comes from sod. thrighteo'isness which has been earned

for us; not through anything w can do, but through the sacrifice of our Lord

Jesus Christ on Calvary's cross. I

I remember Dr. Morgan telling us of a campaign, evangelistic campaign,

he had onc in Wales, I bUeve it was,' and he said that

"I can't understand this. How do you say that I can receive

eternal life, that I can receive saliation, forgiveness 0±' my sins, and don't

have to do anything to earn it. How can such a tremendous thing as that code

without my doing anything to t it? Without my doing anything about it?"

Well, Caimbell Morgan thought and prayed for an answer to the man, for a way

to me the idea clear. Then he said. that he said. to the man, "Well, you were

working down there in the mine during the day, and down there half a mile under

the ground you walk along that shaft down there in the mine until you come to the

place *here there iBA*XU is a vertical shaft, vertical, or nearly vertical,

that goes cl'ar up to the open air, and there there is a skip, sort of a little

car that runs very st.eply down into ±kxkz that, and. you come to that skip

and you sit in it. You step in the skip and you just sit there, and pretty you

are up at the top. How do you get up there? What do you have to o to get up?"

xkxuix3 "Oh," the man said, "I see. I don't have to do anything. I just

sit there, but," he said, "it costs the company a grat deal of money to build.

that skip, and cost them quite a bit to lift the kip up to the surface." There

is a tremendous thing done, but he doesn't do it. He receives the benifit of it.

So it is with the salvation of the servants f the laxat Lord. Thetr righteousness

is of me; it is of God; it i imputed to them; it is given to them; it is free

in the sense that they *tk±x pay nothing for it and they do nothing to get it.

is not free in the sense that it is just something that is just, "that is all

there is to it". Godj st says, "no, we won't bother abot it; it is all done."
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It is not that. The moral argument of the universe would be upset if God would

use that'srt of a travisityof justice. The justice of the universe has' been

impared. by sin, and sin must be punished., and. God has paid 'the penalty for sin

as described in Chapter 53 when our Lord Jesus Christ'my righteous servant",

bore the iniquities of many and. justified them, and. they then are the servants

of the Lord, and. their righteousness is of Him.

Now thffx it seems to me that we have found then in the beginning and in

the end of this atrx chapter, a chapter which separtes itself from what

precedes and. ±Iw what follc as a rather definite unite although closely

related to at least what to' precedes, that we have 'found. evidence at the

beginning and. the end. sufficient to warrant us in saying from the end of-it

that at least the end of it is d.ealin with those who rx± benifit by

the death of Christ, those who receive-the results of the salvation that He

secured by is death on Calvary's cross, those who righteousness is imputed

to them by the Lord.. From the beginning of the chapter we find. a call to

rejoice in view of a situation which is contrary to the normal situation and a

situation which under ordinary circumstances,, when it occurs is a cause or

regret rather than a call 'for rejoicing; but it is here given as a cause for

rejoicing and. therefore to understand. it properly must be related to what

prece4es it. In view of what Christ has done, rejoice because "more are the

children of the desolate than the children of the married wife, saith the Lord,

x± Enlarge the place of thy tent; let them stretch forth the curtains o± thy

habitation." Great extension, grcat expansion; spare not; lengthen thy courts;

strengths(rthy stakes, for thou shalt break forth on the right hand and. on

the ft, and. thy, feet shall inherithe Gentiles and. me the desolate cities

to be inhabited. j. I notice that many commentators say that this means now that
Israel is

desolate, she has more children than when she. was a ma±±ied. wife .

?ore are the children axxx of the one who i now desolate than the one who

was formerly a married wife. I don't see the particular relevance.here. It
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doesn't seem to me that it fits particularly here. It seems to me that it is

much morEtrasonable to take it as a comparison between the married, wife, the one

who should have been r±z baring 'the children of the Lord, the one who

should have been bearing the message of the Lord to all the earth, but has not

done so, and. the one who seemed to be outside of the covenant of Israel, who

seemed to be outside of the covenant of God's grace and God's glory, who is now

for a time the center of God's blessing and who enlarges and-stretches out to

the nations and brings the worn of thatx d.escrèed in 53. This is a,

picture here of the salvation going forth to all the world as a result of what

Christ did on Calvary's cross.

We read in the history of thissions,. one of the gr"'a epics in the history

of missions was the time when William , thonsecrated cobler

in England sat at his bench and. studied his map of the world. and longed to bring

the gospel t0 the lands where Christ was not known. He. organized a great work

to send himself to India and. went to Ind and became one of the great pioneers

of missionary work in India. When C---- gave the great sermon which led.
" (

people toather together and raise the money to send him forth to InUa.

That srmon was based upon for its text, verse 2. of this chter, "enlarge the

place of thy tent, strengthen thy cords and strengthen thy stakes." Was C---

simDly dragging the verse out 0±' its context, taking something that sounded. like

expansion but had nothing to do with a mission ary effort that was at stake

and. using that as his text picking some words such, as you might take the works

from a%Jother oose rhyme or from some other source and. using the- words -'

sk± something entirely unrelated to the context1 or was he using these words

exactly in line with the context in relation to the very things he described?

x It seems to me that the latter is the true interpretation. That we have here

a picture of the missionary work which is the result of Christ's z death on

cross and that it is to go forth on the right hand and to the left and t0 go to

L i tJQ 7 2 -
-
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statement to draw a very coplete conclusion from it, but certainly if it

is a description of a change to take place upon this earth, you might say when

is it going to happen. Is it going to happen in the days of the next generation

after Is5 Is it going to happen in the days of the next generation after

Isaiah? Is it going to be on the return from exile? Is it going to be on the

return throm exile? Is it going t0 be in the time of Christ? Is t tt to be in

the present age? As you look through history, you will find that

except for very brief periods h-tit we have not enjoyed such a time

when this could be said to be fulfilled. Therefore if it' is an earthly

condition it would x seem to imply a future period upon this earth. -±ie-n- it

woild be fulfilled. Now in itself it would not be gxzx ground on which

to draw a definite conclusion of such a period occurring. 1f we find clear

evidence of such a period elsewhere this certainl would fit in with that. If

we did not find further evidence of such a period o that. elsewhere, we would

find these particular statements ver difficult to find. are.sonable interpreta

tion on some other basis. So we would have to undertake it because,',ihey in them

selves would not be enough to establish a teaching regarding the_mili.ninm from

them. But certainly if you find, a milleniuni prophecy elsewhere these state

ments in this v rae would certainly fit excellently into that teaching. If you

dofl'tfind it elsewhere it creates a very definite problem just how you can

give a really r easonabl interpretation of this particular verse..

Now we continue then. You hav your passage of blessing now given continuing

previous passage of rebuke. , Let.us xzxxx now not immediately look at.this(iext

passage of blessing but let us go on to the next passage of rebuke and see what is

the general theme in it. In chapter 58 we have in general a passage of rebuke in

the early part of the chapter. and blessing in the latter part of the chapter. Who

n particular is in mind in the early part of it? Who are the people who are

particularly addressed? Is this particular of the nation as a whole or is

it of whom? (Student answers) A prophet. That is the religious leaders. Yes.
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It is the religthus 'leaders who are in mind in the first part of chapter 58.

It is those who are leading in seeking the Lord. end trying to carry out His

law. They are carrying on the ordinances of 'religion. They are'performing the

ceremonies,which He has described and theyxxx say, "We are fasting and. the lord

is giving us blessing." These, then, are the religious leaders then. There have

been religious leaders in mind for some extent in previous passages but

perhaps more particularly political leaders. But now the emphasis is quite

d1inig religious leaders Thelare leading and. carrying out ceremonies

and forms but there is no iz x±xx inner, meaning to the ceremonies

and forms. They are doing them for their own benefit instead of doing them in

ord.erto carry out the will of the lord. He says, you fast for strife and debate

to smite with the fist of wickedness. This is not the fast that the Lord. has

commanded. The Lord wants a fast which results in loosing the bands of

wickedness and. undoing the heavy burdens, breaking every yoke that ties the

right0h1S and the unrighteous together, letting 'theoppressed. go free, and. working

out in some real external way the righteousness which He desire. That should. be

involved in the task and not a mere ceremony which goes 'through forms that have

no meaning to' them. And he says, if you will do this, if you will make your

religious ceremony to have a real meaning. As Luther said--it isn't the important

thing whether you use this ceremony or that one or the other one. The importat

thing is that you fmx have a heart of faith toward God. he important thing is

whether you believe God,' whether you are seeking Him with your whole heart. And
-6ar

if you tke this different attitude in your religious ceremonies then your light

will 'break forth as the morning and the glory of-the lord will be your

reward. So he continues giving the blessings that will come if there is a change

in the a attitude toward God and you have the bessing described in the latter

part of, this chapter.

Then at the beginning of at.e..52.we have anot}Fr passage of rebuke.

(Question) bcia1 duties show the real attitude. Whether it is purely a
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selfish attitude, looking 44-ee'U out for onels own good or

whether it is an attitude that shows itself in relation for God's people. The

soda]. duties are very specifically expressed in Scripture and it is very

unfortunate that people get the impression that the social gospel is something

that is a fad in itself. emphases5the social work to the neglect of the

relationship to God and is&efinitely wrong and wicked. But a relationship

with God. which does result as a byproduct in the amiliariation of social

conditions is not a true work of God. We do have considerable emphasis on this

through the Scripture and the modernists lose the sr±t± spiritual value of the

Scripture and seek something to justify his gc1ote as a religious

leader. He places his great emphasis upon these and unfortunately many

jq-to '11,4fundamentalists against the wrong f of the modernists recoil by acting

as if ±kx those things were in the Scripture. They are there. They are simply
fL4'\

given as-4 ot± by the modernists and that which is secondary is made

prominent. But it is a secondary thing and .a real thing and important, but

not the primary thing. You can stress the social for years and accomplish

practically nothing because it does not get to the root of it, but you




tress

the spiritual and incidentally touch on the social and the spiritual making the

heart desiring to srve God. There has been too much neglect ±x xx.tgx.x to the

thought of good works in fundamental circles, a neglect which is being remedied..

ikx±xrx There is more attention to, it in recent years to that thought by

fundamentalist leaders.

(ciestion) . Certainly fits anyone who has personal duties, yes, but I ,would

not think that a true fundamentalist would be described as in verse You fast

for strife and for debate and to smite with the fist of wickedness. That is certinly

described in their form. NOW that is not a seeking of spiritual value and

forgetting physical good, but it is seeking unto himself advantage, yes. It is



true that the innár heart attitude is not specifically singlet out in thiz

passage here as it is in the previous passage where he speaks of those who trust

him. At the same time I think it is guarded against taking it that the person

who thinks of the religious value aid. not of the soul value is condemned.

(question) I. think there is a delight to know my way. ftx He takes delight

in approaching to God. You find a real, among followers of heathen religions you

often find a real delight in spritual o'servances. You find a real.

putting of this in a primary state even though it doesn't effect the things that

are vital. A friend of mine was talking with a. woman w±xx of a very high

branch of the church of England. You know, the high church means the .church that

places emphasis on xx form to a gery great etent. She told how in going through

the service i±zxa there was all this rigormarolè, different passing the

vestments over and going thiigh these forms and ceremonies and all that sort of

thing. She said that she got exquisite delightin every particular symbol of

( the priests and. bowing of his head and all that. If the slightest thing was

omited she "issed it. There is a r'al delight, a real pleasure, that people get

from that sort of thing, and there is a delight which we can get in any kind of

re lig'ous service fro that which is incidental rather than which really

expresses the heart feeling of it, One can get it from loud singing and lots of

noise and another cant it from quietness and yet they would call it a wonderful

devotional atmosphere. Either one of these two can be simply. something that

satisfies the flesh rather than 'really meaning something.

(Question) Verse 1? 8Cry aloud, lift up thy voice like a trumpet and. show

my people their transgressions and to the house of Jacob their sins.", Would not

that be God speaking to the prophetor the prophet speaking to his fellow

prophets? Or perhaps just a general idea with nobody in particular but the

theme being that there is need of showing the people their

transgreons? It is pretty much introductory do the next verse. He says that
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there is need of showing these people their sins and their widked.ness despite

the fact that they seek me daily, despite the fact that they are going through

ceremonies and forms and all this, it is not sufficient.

There is something wrong. Show them what it is. Idon't think it would mean

xzhx much by itself.x,zx It could mean, but I think in the context it has to be

interpreted a an introduction.

(Question) Oh, I see. He is talking to the pw*±' priest here. Yes. That

is an interesting idea and. that refers to the second verse instead of -/1 z.-

third person. It is possible to take verse 1 as sarcastic. I incline toward

the other interpretation.

(Question) Verse 3 is parallel t0 Matthew 7:22. Whit is that? Yes, that

certaifllY is a good parallel. They are people who think they belong to the Lord.

Jeremiah has many words to say about those who are trusting in the temple, who

are trusting in the ordinances, trusting j the external forms of ceremony bt

don't have the heart and ruot of the matter. So that verse used to get you very

much in roint here. All this then has the them of ritual without meaning, form

without inner purpose, without the true heart attitude. Then, of course, he has the

passage of blessing following it and then.we have another passage of rebik

which begins with 59:1 and how far does this passage go? He, says it goes to verse

15, middle of the verse. So you think there is a break within the verse rather than

at the end of the verse. The -Authorized Version which I have here begins a new

paragraph with verse 16. It has a rn paragraph mark there. I notice that the

Revised Vrs1on makes a paragraph division right in the middle of verse 15, which

shows that the revisers didn't think very much of the verse division that was made

there. They have two paragraphs divided right in the middle. How many agtee that

this is the place, in. the middle of verse 15, were the rebuke section ends? Quite

a few. What would be the theme of it if you take this as one section from 59:1

to 1a, were would be the most important division within this section? (Student

answers) Who did find one? You would think that verse 9 is one. He ceases
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talk rig about sin and struts talking about judgment coming. hat is a good point,

and other,s that it changes person. They are down there and there'fore we are

in a situation. It is a confession of sin, a confession of sin with punishment

desth&I as already present. Is this passage--is there much in this passage

that would seem to be quite specifically leaders or * is the nation quite

definitely thought of as a whole without any e4.g_u+rrn special

separation out of leadership? x Yes, there seems to be no particular

whole are thought of here and. the

ethical imperfection of the nation is here pointed out. Their iniquities ha1

separated between them and God. It is not that His hand is shortened, that He

can't stay but their iniquities have separated and th±x tktE their sins have

hid his face fron theth so that He will not. hear and we have this cx±

terible description of sin up to verse 8 arid then this awful description of

judgment and what follows showing the people as in this situation and. crying

out for help. That would be a prediction looking forward to the future and

describing in this situation as they look for hep. Then in the middle of verse

15 we start a new paragraph with the promise of help that is coming and where is

your next verse which is direct rebuke addressed to the people? There is the next

one after this?

Chapter 63. That is -a long passage after all these we have had. rebuke, blessing,

rebuke, blessing. Does anybody find, rebuke before 63? We find a passage of

blessing that runs clear through 63. (Student answers) What verse in it would not

be? (Student) cbre&\ 3")

rebuke and. blessing, rebuke and blessing, rebuke and blessing, even though

there are certain points at which that general outline might t be subject to

certain revision in the ±t light of certain suggestions that have been made.

That is in general the arrangement of this section. We notice that he begins in

56. with a rebuke against the watchmen. of Israel, a rebuke against the leaders who



who, are not protecting the people 'from 'evil but who are actually leading them

astray. Then we have a passage of blessing. Then we have a passage of rebuke

again which again is directed against the leader in general but here it is not so

much political leaders who seem to be in mind as it is religious leaders. Here

it is the leaders of the religious ceremonies, the others might be the

prophets, the leaders of the ideas whether in political things or in religious

althoui it does seem to me that the general moral condition is more stressed than

the
, particularly religious, in the first verse.

In this second one it is very definitely religious ceremonies and their

purpose that is in mind.

(Question) Well, it is hard to tell exactly when the prophecy was written.

In the early part of Is iah' s life you had King .thaz' s rule and I ould. say

that the leaders of the religious life probably were, official leaders but there

was a very markd, a very strong turning away from God, and little interest in

such a man as Isaiah. Then after Ahazts death you have Hezekiah who seems to have

welcomed Isaiah's counsel and given Isaiah a very prominent place in the crt.

And in the reign of Hezekiah the religious leaders and the political leaders were

to a large extent the same doubtless, and. the religious leaders were to a large ex

tent men who were trueto the Lord. Then, however, after Hezekiah's death, you have

Manass#.h, his son, reigning who turned wickedly following the'lines of his grand

father, rather than his father and going far beyond what his grandfather had done.

In the introduction to Isaiah, it says that what he prophesied in the days of

Uzziah, Jothaxn, Ahab, and Hezekiah, and. makes no mention whatever of xtxxx
ri&scek

Manassh. It is purely a conjecture that he ran into the reignof )4etirrE1, bit it

seems very probable, in fact extremely probable. I consider it as practically cer-

tain.




We base it upon, first, xksxk Jewish tradition is that Isaiah was

inarytereci under Manassh. Now that tradition may be late, not dependable; on the

other hand., it may spring from a valid source. It is a stra%4it is not a convincing.
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evidence.
' -.

Then there is no reason why he may not have run into Manáss%lt s reign. We

are not told when he died, it 'would not make too long a life for him, too long a

time of prophesying, and its the' background which those who believe that much of

Isaiah was written a century and a -half or' more later, the background of those

sections which they say shows the time of despair of the exile; could equally well

show the despair of the righteous in the reign of Manassah. Aid there being no

evidence against its running into this reign, there is every reason to think that

he may have done it.

So-the- situation k was vastly different from the situation of our own time.

We have sharp and. distinct- ser 11.on-o 1'urcjand state. Such a thing was un

known in those days. Of course Israel was theoretically a theocracy in which God.

was the King and the human king was representing God on earth. He -was the 'son of

David, descendant of the David.ic line, supposed to do what the-Lord desired, so
them

that the distinction between/was nothing like in our time.

- (Question) The Roman Catholics, I think4 have a tendency to liase a great

deal of argument on key texts or sections of worship, going a .great deal out of

the key words and ignoring thE contexts or ignoring, others, and they draw these

indiscriminately wherever you find them, whether in the Old Testament, or in the

Apocrapha, or in the-New. Testament.

" Consequently in their books on these subjects they would make much use of

these particular verses.

- (Question) ThxmthExixthE The Roman Catholic method is largely

then a method of defense of that which we have and looking for evidences to.

support it, rather than starting with what was there and saying this is what

comes out. They seem to base more sense upon the point, a lack which lends. to

the Bible, even though theoretically the Bible. -

But it is true that the Biblical ideal is not the ideal of separation of

ehurch and state. There's no question of that. The Biblical ideal is a theo-
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cracy. It is a government in which God reigns and in which men are God's rep

resentatives to perform God's will. The idea of separation of church and state

is an expedi1t for a government in a world which is an ua unsanctified'world,.

a world.-in which the individual is recognized as having right as an individual

apart from his relationship to God. It is an expedient for the age in which we

live. It is an expedient which would. be out f place in a nation or state in

which the people were overwhelmingly all obeying God, and consequently there is 3b ?4

much to be said on a theoretical viewpoint for the Ronan Catholic att'itude.

In any country in which they ate in a minorit - they talk to you about liberty

and. power and the right to epress their views, but as the state has' stated in

their papers in recent times, if. they are in the majority it would be absurd for

them to give any kind of liberty to that which is contrary to them. There is much

to be said±"rom the theoretical viewpoint. .That is an interesting question but

there is more church history in it than this, but in so far as it touches on our

passage it is very vital and we are int'rested in anything which is relate to the

passage. W . .
.

Well now, Isaiah's,particular áttentior, to the leaders isvery important

because the leadership. of anation does deteimine the nation except that you. cannot

get a leadership opposite to what the leadership just before had been and then
expect the nation to .

immed'iately1turn around. It, takes time. The leadership over a period time determines

the nation . . . . ..
,., .- '. .

(Question) The stress in 58 on leade: ship is certainly not nearly as

explicit as it is in .57. The stress is on the carrying out of religious ceremonies

and. it, is true that the ation s a whole is in mind there. I think, however, that

some. of the expressions would suggest at lea.,t a certain ±*xx attention to the

'leaders but it is true that in both of hem he population as a whole is responsible

and in this there is very little o± explicit y '' But I don't think

it would be right to say that 57 Is leaders d .58 is people as a whole. That might

be a partial truth but there is another cont tt that is more pronounced.57 deals
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in general with moral attitudes and 58 deals with religious ceremonies specifically.

(question) Isaiah in the early days of his ministry only had three opportunities

to speak without hindrance. It is assumed by most interpreters of Is ah that he was

a man of -noble blood and a man of background xkxxxxx which would more or less

give him an entrance into all circles of the government. It is probabe that in

his early messages he was in no snse an official but he had full opportunity to

preach. That is purely conjecture but a reasonable conjecture. Now this is

definite that in the reign of Jhaz Isaiah did not have free access. In the reign

of Ahaz we find that it was neessary for Isaiah to use various epediences to get

a hearing. He went out when Ahaz was on a defence inspection tour and Isaiah

approached. him in front of-the mass of the people because evidently he would not

t a hearing. He went to seize an opportunity when the people were there and when

.Ahaz w4 wouldn't dare be rude to him. Then we find, him in 28 speaking to the

nobles and using evidently an expedient of getting a hearing by very tactfully

saying things they would agree with for awhile at so they would be ready to listen

to him and then turning the attention around to the things they disagreed with.

So that in the reign of Ahaz Isaiah hardly had' much opportunity except from the mass

0f the Godly and there probably was a v-ry substantial group. They were following

him and were tremendously in what he had to say. In the reign of He zekiah Isaiah

was listened to with much attention by the whole nation except by those

who were opposed to him and who prohably didn't say much about him because the whole

control was in his favor. Then in the reign of Mennasah if he continued into the

reign of Mennasah, he was doubtless giving his messages to a little group which as

with him and receiving him with much attention and probably others heard him

occasionally but probably in general there waslittle - hesitation.

In chapter 40 to 56:9 it is doubtless this little group which he is prophesying

to. He is speaking to them as representing the nation of God.. They are people who

want to therve the Lord but they are'people who, as Israelites partake of the sins of
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the nation as a whole and realize that the exile is deserved. He addressed to them

messages which have a real meaning to them and. that which would have even a greater

significance for the people in exile who would read the message lateron. Then

when you get to 56:9 here you revrse to a general attitude which we saw

typical in the earlier chapters of Isaiah, a talking to the ntion as a whole and

then talking to the Godly. No we have nothing to indicate'\whether from 56:9 on

he is talking in the reign of Uzz1ah, of Jthaz, of Hezekjah, or of Mennasah. When

this was given we don't know. We have no indication. Wx.The fact that he does

speak O the nation as a 'whole in this trong tone of rebuke would suggest that

perhaps it was earlier than the chapters from 40 to 56, but we don't know.
''

As to the arrangement of the book of Isaiah we know nothing about it.. We have

absolutely no evidence how it was arranged or who arranged it or when. t it was

messages which Is aiah gave which Isaiah wrote down as he gave them one after the

other or whether Isaiah had given a great many messages and. from them he made a

selection and one made a selection and ar'anged them in an orderly fashion and.

that was the reason for the order or just how the book was arranged. In the case

of Jeremiah we are able to make very good conjectures -as to how it was done bes

because miah we find the certain general structure of dealing with certain

topics in order, chronological order, and. then we find, other messages inserted which

are dated twenty years later and which deal with similar subjects. Quite evidently

Jeremiah arranged his messages in the order which he gave them for a certain length

of time and. then later on when he gave similar messages simply put them in after

anothermessage of similar type. Either he did or some other did. It makes it very

clear that Jeremiah is not simply a presentation of Jeremiah's messages right straight

through in order as given because he will give a message in the reign of Zedikiah

and then he will give a message in the fourth year of 2 , which would

be ten years eatlier. So in Jeremiah we know that they are not arranged chronologically.



There are generally, however. In Isai they would seem igeneral to be

chronological and it is generally assumed among interpreters of Isaiah that
-

4O to 6 is all laid in the

But when you gt here to 56:9 you find in these passages here a tone which is so

similar to that in the earlier part of the book that I consider it far from

certain that these passages were given at the late time in his ministry at which

Lo t0 56.

(question) It/appears to me most likely that we have a structure beginning

at 56:9 with a passage of rebuke followed by a passage of blessing. Then again

rebuke to the mass of the people including the Godly but with special attention

to the unodY rebuking. the nation as a whole for its sin and then attention paid.

to the Godly for a brief period, then the unGodly nation as a whole incluaing the

Godly and. un.odly but emphasis on the sin up to the ealy part of 59, and then

16 on up to 63 a' continuation of this same general message. So my inclin.tion

would be to think that 59 is at the same approximate time as 57 and 58. Now that

is pure conjecture. There is no proof. The same sd.ee which would suggest

that .57 and 58 Were early in his ministry might suggest 59 also. Of

co'rse, they might not be. They migh'be in the time of Mennassah too. But at

least he is locking at the nation as a whole.

(question) That would fit Mennassah's time or .haz's time. My only reason

for not thinking of it as probably in Mennassah"s time is that the general attitude

at his time would appear to 'be simply the Godly as if he were turning his

attention away from them for the time being. It might be Mennassah's time.

(Question--Mr 3erome)Personally I consider the arrangement very definitely

inspired. I think that right at that point it is necessary for a moment to stop

and think of what we mean by 'inspiration. Some people think of inspiration that

if it says that there 42 children killed by the bears instead of 3 or 41 there is

a very definite reason why 142 were k lied and that there is a meaning for it.

I would say that if it says 42, it means there were 42'. The Lord might have a
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special meaning to it but there is no reason to ssuine that he does have. It may

be that there just were 42 as we are told. If, however, it said 1+0 instead, of 42

I would say 40 Is a round number. It doesn't necessarily mean 40. There might be

45 or there mibht be 35. It seems to me to 1 very unlikely that he would say

42 if he meant 1+1 or 1+3. Well, if he said. 40 I would say it is a round number.

The inspiration then t4ny mind is keeping tt from error. It doesn't mean that he

gives a complete and. detailed picture .of everything possible involved. That I do

not think is meant by inspiration. The same thing applies to its dealing with all

sorts 0f subjects. The question is just how much the Lord intends to reveal to us.

How fully does Re intedd. to give this to. us. I do not think that the bible is like

a picture of the earth taken from way up in the sky 'with such a wonderful camera

that the more you use a microscope on it the more truth you get out of it. I think

the Bible is a presentation of the great and deep &x truths of God and there is

far more in it than "Y hlunan being can get out of it. I believe that there are

things in it which ?tre definitely given and other things which are not God's

intention to give us. He -doesn't give us anything wrong but it is a question as

to. hw far we can go in getting truth in a certain direction. S0 I think it is

entirely wrong as a general thing to make the approach to the Bible just as the

Bible tells about.a certain subject. What does the 8ible tell us? Or rather you

might say, does the Bible tell us thibout a particular subject? Does it give us

definite information or is it one of the things that it does not tell as about. The

same thing would apply to arrangement. Personally it seems to me extremely

right that the fact that Psalms 22, 23, and 21+ come in that order and is a part of

God's definite plan and a picutre of the crucifixion of Christ mostly described, in

psalm 22, the life of the believer in Christ wonderfully described in 23, and the

return o± Christ Wonderfully described in Psalm 24. But the fact that these three

are in this order doesn't seem to me to mean necessarily that the order of some

other three Psalms is a meaning for it. The relation of 21 to 22 doesn't

necessarily have a meaning or 24 to 25. Some things are in a certain order simply
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because you have to put one after the. other or one before. You cant ut them side

by side. One has to follow the other in a trend of thought. It may make no difference

in the world which came first, and theefore there is no error in the matter which

came first. Or it may make a great differenbe and. in that case they are arranged

not in the way that would give a wrong teaching, but in the way that would give

a right teaching. I think this whole concept, to my mind, is most important.in

our relationship to the 'ible, and I think a great deal of unnecessary controversy

and a great deal of misleading of Christian people is due to the assumption that

Since the °ible is inspired therefore on any particular xestion I can find the

answer to that question i. the ible. You might say as to whether a person should
I don't think

wear asses or not, well, what does the ible say about it? Why Lt the

Bible goes into it. I don't think it does. Will
theJreturn

of the lord be on.

Wednesday or on Thursday. I don't think the ible tells us. The -bible specifically

tells us that we don't know the day or the hour when it is going to b& We are

specifically told. in that regard. But when t came to the first coming of Christ

there were many things about it which were very specifically told in the Scripture

and there were other things which very definitely were not told and they kx

could have hunted through with a fine toothed comb for centuries and they never

co'ld have found the ans wer to these thins which were not re'vealed. I feel that

way about the cxe5tiOfl of the time of the rapliure. Will the rapture be before or

after the tribulation? The Scripture very clearly teaches that there is going

to be a tribulation. It very clearly teaches that there is going to be a rapture.

Anyone--pre- post-, or a-millenial must recognize that the Scripture teaches both

these tMngsc both a tribulation and a rnxx rapture are clearly taight. But what

raxxxkkx is the temporal relationship of these two? Does the rapture come after

the tribulation or does it come before the tribulation? There is quite a bit of,

evidence to look as if the rapture comes before the tribulation; I know of no

evidence xkixx whatever t0 show that the rapture comes after the tribulation.

That is, the arguments I have h ard to proire that the rapture comes after the







tribulation have seemed to me to try to show that "the evidence of His coming before

j not valid. Well, if you prove the evidence is not valid that He comes before,

you are left with the conclusion that you don't know w1He comes. You. don't

prove a fact. It just leaves you kxt not knowing which it comes. I personally

am not at all convinced t.x as whether the evidence is sufficient that He comes

bKzfxaEx before or not. But I would say that there is evidence that looks in that

direction and I don't know of any evidence looking in the other direction. The

arguments that I have hard to prove that evidence is not valid has not cnnvinced

me as being sufficient t0 show that that evidence is i5xx false and. I personally

think the evidence 'or the return of Christ being premlilenial is many, many times

greater in amount than the evidence as to whether the rapt-Ire is bethore or after

the tribulation. Well, has the Lord given us enough evidence to answer this

question or has he not. That is the question. The question isn't that x it must

be that we can learn from the ible whether it is before or afer. If youion't find

00ught evidence for that way .hen it must be this way. It isn't that at all. It

is, has He given us enough evidence for us to know? If He has, we must stand

on what He sys . He had. definite told us that we are not given enough evidence

" as to when it is. The day or the hour we do not know of the return. The relationship

of it to the rapture "sy be smething that is revealed or it may not. I think on

the one hand that He wants us "to be ready at any time so that if the Lord will come

He will find us active an s'-'rving Him and. sparated from that which would. hinder

0r testimony. On the other hand I think the Lord wants us to be ready to go through

whatever tribulation may come and to know that He will give us strength to do it

whateF it is. Those b±x both artrue I think. As to whether He has chosen

/
to reveal to us the relationship of these two, that is a .matter of further study.

)

I think that that is true of a great many poi -its. The question is, let us find out

what we can out of it. MY psychology professor in college said to me one time. I

was taking the course. I guess he was a philospphy professcr but he dabbled in
I

psycholor and. in this course he touched i it a little bit. We had only a very -
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little. I met him on the street one clay and. he said, "Well, what do you think of

all. this'?"' I said, ttWe1l,s$sec I'm not cx1te convinced of Preudalisrn from the

arguments that you have presented." He said., "What is wrong with it?"' Meaning

to say, if you can't prove that it is wrong, it must be right. My position r&s

that I don't know much about it but it has to be oroven to me that it is riEht

to accept it. I don't have to prove it is false. That is true

of the conclusion of a great many things In the Scripture. We must get evidence

enough to say that it is'right and otherwise I think the Lord wants us to reserve.

judgment until we find sufficient evidence to reach a conclusion about it. I

n',TiV feel that way, about. dicotomy and tricotomy. People get tremendously

concerned about whether the human personality is ftx± made up of two parts or three.

personally I don't gKUx feel that this book here is made up of CO]!' and thickness

and weight. They are three qualities. Well, somebody says that he is a

tricotomist and. it has threequalit'Ies. It has color, thickness arid weight.

Somebody else says, "No ]i a dcotomist and. it has only two qualities. It has '

thickness and weight and. color is purely incidental. It may be part of one of

theother . !! As a matter of fact here i s your book and. you can see that it has

a dozen qualities. You can say that it has fifty. If you take the color away from

it, it might still bc a book, but if you take the weight away, it just floats away.

It is not a book any more. If you take the thickness away and you have no

thickness There are different things that are needed. The human personality
.

i'c1udeS a body, a spirit, a soul, strength, all sorts o± things. You can't take

some f them away and still 1mv a personality. They are all necessary to a full

personality. No you can take away the body and you have an unnatural condition,
4

but that unnatural condition does exist. I don't think you have a body when the

spirit goes. It isjust a corpse. It is only a body as long as it is united. with

the spirit. The human personality is both. Now when the body is gon& there is an

unnatural candtb°fl which does survive but which is to be reunited with the body. Now

can that be divided into two sharp divisions or should it be three or four or a dozen?
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I question whether we can divide that way, b't some people have said, it must be

e and some have said it must be three and I question very much whether you

can prove either one to be correct. Here is a human being. God has made him.

He has many aspects, but that you can divide into shapp lines and say thisis one

side and this the other. I question whether there is any Scriptural evidence.

Strong disputing over the matter to my mind rests to xx±x a large ettent

±kx on the assumption that we can get an answer to a particular hypothetical

question by investigation that fits on that point.

(question) I don't know of anybody who holds t0 a middle-tribulation rapture.

Dr. Buswell hold. to a mid-week 'rapture, which mans that the tribulation comes in

the last half of the week. Well, as a matter of fact, I think everybody thinks

the tribulation comes in the last half of the week. ut most pre-tribulation

rapturist's hold that the tribulation comes at the beginning of the 70th week of

Daniel. Dr.uswell holds that it comes in the middle of the 70th week f Daniel

but still before the tribulation. So that would bex±2xx definitely a pre-tribulation

rapture view. Personally I'm not sure that we can be sc sure of the exact time

and all that. It may be that we can, but I think it takes a great deal of investi

gation and one must go very slowly. His view would be definitely the pre

.tribulation viewpoint rather than the post. Of course, that is aside from our

pres nt point..

I was dealing with Mr question whether the order is inspired and I

be'lie' it is. But I don't believe that it always has existed. Whether in one

place kxrcx the Scripture may mxtxLvxx say something is lofty and in another

place say it is high. It may have no significance. In some case it might have.

In other cases it might not. Inspiration means that nothing that has to

has a wrong
'' . I think very few people have that understanding

of what they think inspiration really means. They think it is some sort of maical

thing whereby you can draw absolute final answers to every question. hat, of course.

is what the modernists are shooting at. They have another thought s to what
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Christians mean by inspiration. We mean that it is an infallible guide and tht

it is sufficient for the purpose to which God gave it and is without error for that

purpose.

(Qistion) The great danger is that w take a verse or .a few verses or we

take a view somebody has given us or an attitude somebddy takes and. we take that

a9 a starting place and then we go the Scripture in order to find proof texts for

our viewpoints. I think we want to go the Scripture and say, What does the

Scripture teabh? I hear people sometimes say, it is like two trains. They start

j here and. they go out in different directions and the minute you go three inches

that way you are heading for Chicago instead. of for London and you have, to go back

end get on this one. I think that is absolutely wrong. I think the train can go

anywhere in 'the United States. It can't go across the ocean, of cuurse, but it can

go n any particular direction.tx As a matter of fact you can leave New York on a

train going south or an a train going north and you will eventually get to Chicago.

0f if you take a .train going directly in the direction of Chicago you come into

the mountains and consequently the trains that go to Chicago that way have very

few passengers.- You have to go in a different direction to yeach your goal. It is

not so simple to say, here are ±iaxxt±xx two lines. You are either this way or you

are that way. and once you have.moved three inches we can tell where you are going.

You can't. The thing we want to do is not to come to the Scripture with preconceived

ideas and look for evidence of our idea hut to come to the Scripture and see what the

Scripture has in it. "hat doesn't mean that you come to the Scripture with an open

mind like a seive and just let everything fly through it You come to the Scripture

and. you look at it and you see what it sugests to you and then you form a theory as

to what it means. Then you go ahead and examine further to see whether your theroy

is substantiated,as you go on or whether you have to revise it and. form a new

theory. You must remember that any theory is a fallible, human theory and subject t

to revision. The Scripture is invaflible and. is God's Word, and is so far as our

theory, onform to the Scripture they are tune, and only this far. There is great
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danger.. This morning we discussed in Old. Testament History a little the matter of

deceit and we could have gone much faster and much further if 1 had tried to give

some general strong conclusions on the matter but I thought instead it was better

to develop the general principle. The wrong method of approaching is to say,

deceit is wrong. Therefore, what is our problem. Is it true or not? Does it

say deceit is wrong? That is the wrong approach to it. The right

approach to it is that whatever the Scripture says is right, is right and whatever

the Scriture says is wrong is wrong. Our human word "deceit" is a word which has

taken over certain connotations and which has different manings in the minds of

different people who hold it. We want to try to find zx what does the

Scripture S5 is wrong and what does the Scripture does it permit or what does it

way is right and where is its dividing line? What word you call it is entirely

a matter of accident. It doesn't matter what you call it. The thing to x do is

to get the right cxxt concept, the concept taught in the Scripture. To do that

you have to take the Scripture as a whole. The Scripture says thou shalt not

kill. In India we have Hindu sects that go with a broom and sweep in the road

and have several servants in front of a Brahman and sweep in the road in front of

them to g-t ev'ry insect out of the way because he would commit a mortal sin if he

stepped on one of those insects and killed it. Well, that is not the teaching.of

the Scripture. O course, the word "kill" doesn't meaill. It means "murder

You have to gather ti what is involved. Even if it meant kill, the general

idea is presented. but exactly what it means you have to examine the rest of the

Scripture and see what it teaches and you will find that capital. punishment is

ordered. in Scripture. You find that the eating of meat is definitely provided for

in Scripture. You find that war is definitely ordered under certain circumstances

in Scripture. You find that God killed. nanias and Saphira as a punishment. You

find that the command, thou shalt not kill, even if it was kill instead of murder,

must be determined as to its meaning in relationship to the evidence you find i

the ScriDture as a whole. That is true of all the statements of Scripture. It is
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much easier. Somebody said. it is the hardest thing for people in the world, to do

is to think. People hate to think . They wu1x would rather memorize two days

than spend ten minutes in thinking! They-would rather do any k nd of routine

work than just go ahead. and put out energy and. sit down to the hard word. of

compari and analyzing things and really thinking them hrough. It is much easier

for us to just build up a-general system with words and concepts and say it has

to all be right along this line, than it .S to go and.think it out and see what

does the Scrip'tire say.on this matter and see how the teaching of the2x Scripture

fits together on these particular points and when we do we'll find certain great

systematic principles that run all the way through it and we'll find many other

mints o't which the decision depends on its relationship to these great

principles. But we must draw a principle and then say we must work it into

cnfmY. We must draw a.principle and. then explain it as we find other passages

in Scripture fitting in and enlarging arid, analyzing it, and if we find it

necessary to give up any particular principle and. to take another and see how it

fits with the Scripture. What is the miaxim conclusion 0±' the Scripture? There are

too many people who have one or two points and have a few verses of Scripture on

" them and. just fight over it and forget the great mass of the Scripture.

(Question), Well, that is a good question. In the first part of Isaiah in

chapter 1 to 35 in general he is talking to thepeop].e of the nationI as a whole.

He is saying that God is goigg to punish you for your sins. God: is goigg to give

great evidence of His own authority and power by defending Jerusalem against

seemingly insuperable objects for quite a time when it seems He is going to

" defend it. ut He is going to punish Jerusalem. He is going to send you into

exile.. The rghteous must not give up hope from the fact that the exile is certain

because beyond that time God has great blessing for His people. That in very

brief is the thought stessed. over and over again in 1 to 35. Then in 36 to 39 we

have a section utterly different from 1 to 35 more different from it than 0 on.

In that section, 36 to 39, we have the prophet at work. In the days of Hexekiah
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we have the gret crisis that had been predicted before. We have the crisis

actually there. We have the emnts occuring. We have Isaiah's action in relation

to the events the revelation God gave Isaiah in the midst of the events and the

account of how they came out. Then we have told there the account of how in the

midst of that situation where God was so wonderfully delivering the people, right

in the midst of that Isaiah predicted that the people would go into exile not to

Assyria, the great world power, but Babylon, at that time an insignificant

country. That was where' they were going to exile. Then chapter 39 ends, .d with

40 we beiina section which clearly is addressed only to the writer: So that

people who see the inevitaility of the exile w±tx and. mourn because of what

seems to be the end. of their nation. They are sentenced there and. God is giving.

them in chapters 40 to 56 the view of His wonderful plan of the future with

deliverance f the people from their sins.

Now at 56:8 this seem to end and we have a definite method sf approach.

There are two interpretations possible at this place of 56:8 to 63. One of these

interpretati ns is that in the days of Mennassah after 'saiah had given his

message of coflS0lat0n X and of hope to thepeople who are going into exile

and. the assurance that God is going to deal with the sin question which after all

is the cause and foundation of the exile, that then he again turns his attention

to the people as a whole and presents God Is rebuke upon them and follows it up

with messages for the Godly which looks far beyond the immediated.eliverance and

looks to the wonderful deliverances which are far beyond. Isaiah has thus a

change of attitude reverting to the previous attitude in the days of Mennassah.

That is entirely possible.

Another possibility wx which at the moment appears to me somewhat more

.ke1y although I have not made up my mind between the wo at all. I'm not at all.

sure we have material on which we can. The other possthbility is that in the early

d&VS of his ministry 'saiah gavemessages adressing the people as a whole and

condemning them for thir sins and. then turning to the Godly and giving them God's
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'wonderful promise of redemption that is going to come and that in these messages

the promises of redemption and. blessing to come, rather naturally and logically

dealt with phases of the blessing which God would give which would. logically

follow that which was described in chapters 40 t0 56:8. Therefore, in the final

arrangement of the book, this material which Isaiah gave at an early times was

put in after the other because the account of the blessing which it gives would

more easily understood. with that in mind. That might be for that reason, the

material act3' given to the people earlier, placed in the book, later. Now

that impresses me as the more likely of the two. We do have it arranged. this way

and I think there S a purpose in the fact that it comes after.

on the other hñd you have in Isaiah 1 to 12 a section in which Isaiah

deals with the king of Judah, a wicked king, who is turning away from, God and the

fact that God is going to replace him with axx±tktx righteous ruler. That is the

essent theme of chapters 7 to 12 although there are other subjects discussed

such as God's deliverance for the people from the great Assyrian captain. Then

in chapters 28 to 35 you have this theme discussed: the wickedness of' the

nobles and the leaders of the people and the fact that God. is going to replace them

with righteous leaders and is going to turn His f favor to another people for a

time. That is to. say, 28 to 35 is very definitely parallel to chapters 7 to 12.

Except in 7 to 12 it is the king who is 'in mind and in 28 to 35 it is the nobility,

the leaders of the nation. The 'general theme is the same. '-The historta1 stand

point is the same. The point of departure is the same.-the time of Ahaz in the

Israel-Assyrian War. Now under the circumstances the king would. more logically

come first'than the other dealing with the nobles. 'But the section of foreign

nations from 12 to 23 and. the Isaiah Apocalypse, 24 to 27, comes in between.

Personally I do not-know if there is any ± significance of icoming in between.

It might just as well come ;fter as far as I know. For 13 to 27 to come before or

after 28 to 35 as far as I know is without significance.
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We have been looking at "a section of Isaiah which seems to be a unified. section;

at least it is set off from what precedes and what follows. You have a section

begins with chapter a very long, unified section.

Then you have ,a very sharp beak between that and. 9. Very evidently a new section

of the book begins at_56:9. Now we have noticed a section of rebuke and declaration

of punishment followed in general by ,a sectign of blessing and declaration of

God's goodness to the future blessing that He is going to bring them and another

section of rebuke followed by promises of blessing. We have had a section of

rebuke followed by promises of blessing. This passage of blessing which began with

leads into blessings which continue to be presented up to 63:7 And at 63:7

you find a marked change. You have a prayer presented, a long prayer, a prayer

which is very different from the material, which prededed. it. Now we haven't looked

into that prayer yet to make this absolutely clear, but I can say without fear of

contradiction that at xx 63:7 is a division point just as marked as that at

56:9. Therefore that this section from 56:9 to 63:7 is separated from what

precedes and what follows by sharp division. Now is 56:9 to 63:7 a unit? Does

the passage of blessing which begins in 59:15a end at 60 and a new section begin

also O' blessing? Or does this section of blessing beginning at 59:].5a continue

right U through 63:6? That is a question which can only be answered. after we

look at the section as a whole and see whether it seems to have a unified. subject

matter r a unified structure, something that would suggest that it is a unit

rather than a gro'P of different paSs.ges, some of which after some point in which

you find little relation to the long section that has preceded? You see the

problem there that we have before us of structure. We noticed that in .56:9 up to

57:l3a we had. in general declaration of the sin of the people and of the

punishment which was to come, dealing pariCUlUr with the leaders of the people

and particularly with their leading the pople astray and with their wicked. attitude

on moral problems. This reached to this point at which we were told in contrast
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to the futility of their trusting their own devices. We were told of the blessing

0±' the one who put his trust in the Lord the end of 13. And we continue

with wonderful blessings up to verse 20, wonderful blessings promised 0±' the Lord,

blessings which have been given to the one who pits his trust in Him. It doesn't

seem to be "if you turn away from God, you will receive punishment,f you

trust in God, you will receive these blessings." It seems rather to be

taking people as separated x in one category presenting

the future of the two categories.. That is, it does not. give the impression cf the

conditional passage o± blessing in which opportunities are offered if you only

avail yours&lf of. them, but are not yours if you do not avail yourself of them.

The impression given is rather that here are the wicked, here are the dub

watchmen who are not speaking out when they tx should, here are the people who

are committing thes sins. These people are receiving punishment. In contrast to

them, here are individuals who put their, trust in theLord. To those great blessing

is coming. It seems not to be a conditional promise that if you will do this, you

will receive this blessing but an unconditional declaration, that that which God.

is going to perform toward those that belong in this category. Does that make it

clear to you? I think it is rather' a vital difference and. it s quite definite in

this context as contrasted with so many other context where you set before you the

ways of life and the ways of death and you are" left to take your choice. !ere he

is not setting a choice before you but is setting before you the future of two

different types of people who are here described and who ar rx represented

as very distinct and separate types of people . . . .

(0uestion)These people who do trust in the Lord. are going to receive His

blessing. They are alr'ady in that condition. Whether they are imagined as

present future or future. That Is, I might say, everyone of you who will spend

.six hours a day studying this course, will receive credit in it. That will t
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a condition before you and if you fulfill the condition you will have the result,

and if not, there is nit. Wel, I might say everyone of you here who has had

course in Prophets will receive a certain sort of credit in this course and
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everyone who has not had the course in Prophets will receive a different sort
of grade.




I might say that. That would be simply dividing you ito two categories.

As I say in Old testament History, those of you who have had beginning Hebrew

have a certain assignment and. those who have not had, have a differea atXx

assignment. It is not a transitional thing but it is a division into categories

and a treatment O±' each one. Now there is a point at which the two viewpoints

merge and it ihard to be sure of which of them you are speaking. But i this

particular passage we do not have any mode of exhortation. We have no mode of

sayings you do this and. then you get that and if you don't do that, you get that.

It is rather considering that there are to be two classes at least. There are

the lost and there are the saved. There are the unregenerate and. there are the

regenerate. There are the wicked and there are the righteous. We are told here

what !is the fate of the wicked and what is the fate of the righteous. It is not

the passage presenting the gospel but a passage decLaring the people as two types

of people.azid. seting down God's attitude toward them. That which is given at the

-'nd of a chapter is an unconditional statement of the blessings which God is

giving to His people, to those who are putting their trust in Him. "I have seen

his ways and will hear him," he says.- "I will lead him and will restore com

forts to him and his own." ±xx He is not there saying,. "If you do what is

right, then I will do this." He is saying, "I have seen his works.". He is there

.ting an unconditional situation. So he is promising that there are to betwo

- classes of people. There are the wicked whose punishment is described. and in

contrast to them there are the righteous who are to be blessed who are ttusting

in their own ftlikxxxxXx righteousness which is only filthy rags and in contrast

to them there are those who are the ones trusting in Christ. There are those

with them who have received from God, and they have not turned to him, but

it is not through any goodness on their part but it is His unmerited favor

in the grace of God shown to these who are described as those who trust in God.

Wo here you have the presentation of the fure of the two cate'ories.
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Here you have the presentation that of the future of the two categories and. it

ends with a -reference back to the other side, those who are not regenerate, he

xkkxx wicked are like the troubled sea. The sovereignty of God is lixx in the

background of this passage. There is a description of the two classes and. a

description of God as dealing in sovereignty with the one class in accordance with

their works and with the other class in accordance with His favor , with His

grace, His unmerited favor. It is through no goodness of ours that we are

saved but entirely through His favor, the result of His righteous and. holy will.

But why He should have picked us e cannot say. We know it is not because of some

good thing that He forsaw but entirely as a rsult "of His holy will and. His

righteousness.

when in 58 we have again a description of reb'tjke ending up with blessing,

but here there is much more of a conditional note. Whatever condition there

might bp in the previous chapter is an. inside condition. It is the description

of two classes of ,people and. the result that will come to them. ut in this

one we have a problem presented. People are faithfully performing the ordinances

ordained of God and. they are receiving no blessing. What is the answer?

(Question) Now in" 57 he says, "He that puts his trust in me shall ux

possess the land and shall inherit my holy mountain." Is that spiritual

entirely or is that material entirely or is it a combination? He says, "He

h shall say, cast ye up1 cast ye up. Prepare the way. Take the stumbling block

out of the way of my people." He is going to--this, of course, 149 you can't

say about it. It would, fit with either interpretation. 15, "Thus saith the

Lord, I dwell in the high and holy place with him also with a contrite and.

holy spirit.". That, of course, is a spiritual blessing. 16 and 17, describing

his general relationship. 18,' "I will lead him also and rcstore comfort to him."

Are the physical comforts z or spiritual comforts? It does not say. So the

ohly pxt place wher there is a question as to whether it is a spiritual blessing

'which s considered or whether it is one which is material relationship., is where
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mean regeneration? Does the land mean heaven? Is the land. a figure for

50etiing like that. or does it refer specifically to this earth? "The meek shall

inherit the earth," Christ said, Is that a prediction simply of spiritual

blessing or was it a literal statementtof dominion over this earth which they

were to have? Whatevr your decision is about that atatemFnt of Christ will doubt-

less be your decision in this particular verse here. That is a question then

which is laid out before you and refers really x only to the one vers. I don't

think there is any need of speaking dogmatically.

So we go on then to the next chapter.

4uestion) It is true that in the original notes of the King James Version

that they go through the prophets with headlines. Everywhere that there is rebkke

for sin,they say rebuke for sinful Israel or God's punishment upon Israel.

everywhere. that there is blessing they say, "God's blessing upon the church".

That that !s the way that God is going to deal with His church. NowI was justified

in dividing this particular chapter in that way. The name of Israel is not

I believe mentioned once in the chapter. Therefore there is nothing in the

chapter to say that it is specifically dealing with Israel. There is nothing in

the chapter to say that it s specifically dealing with other than Israel or to

say that it includes both Israel. There is nothing in the chapter to tell us

about that. The first part of the chapter bgins doubtless with the people of

Isaiah's day or with the people of Isral a certain time 1.ter. It i purely a

reasonable interpretation- that' Israel is in mind in the first part of the

chapter.
I' there is (RX anything in the latter part of the chapter to suggest that

he is dealing with different. people, I don't see what it is. I don't see until

you get to verse 19."erto him that is far off and to him that is near."

That verse would suggest that God who brings these blessings-to Israel also
them

bringsf\to people !X at a distance. So it would. seem to me that he is talking

probably primarily of Israel. in verses 9 to l3a. Also in verses l3b to 18
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primarily of Israel, but the principles that he gives are applicable to te sins

of the wicked leaders of the Gentiles, the wicked leaders of professing

church, the immorality of members of the professing church that they are

applicable in principle but that the first application is Israel who is spoken

of. In the last part of the verse it would mean that he is speaking of those come

out of Israel who put their trust in Christ. That they are the people whom he

has in mind. Whether this also includes others outside of Israel there is

nothing in the oonttt to say, nothing to suggest that it does. until you get to

verse 19 where God says that He who says "peace" says it to the distant and also

to the near so that I doubt if you can find, much evidence aside from verse

19 of anthingxx apart from Israel in this particular passage. I think-

This is another good question raised. I hope you all have definite ideas.

Now if there is no further question ox by anyone on this chapter, we proceed

then to chapter 58 where we have in the beginning of it God's rebuke and here

He says show the house or 'Jacob their sin. That would seem to refer to Israel.

Israel performing the services God, has given but not receiving God's blessing.

why? Because they are making the services an end in themselves. Because they

are doing the services as if thereby they X won God's favor and not recogniziing

that the ethical element must be predominant in religion. The modernist talks

a great deal about the ethics of religion, about living Jesus' way, following

.Jesus1 way of life, applying Jesus Is principles in all-'sorts of social problems

and conditions and situations. It is very easy for the fundamentalists to react

against that and say that we are not intrested in such matters. We are intarested

in the church and the proclamation of religion. That is an uttrly false and wrong

reaction from the modernists' attitude. The Lord does not say that you should

accept that. H does not say that you should not perform. He does not say that

your relatiO±0 him is not the primary and all-important thing, but He says that

if this is true in your life, it will r'sult in an attitude towards fellow man.
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It will result in kindliness and. helpfulness. It will result in friendliness.

It will result in he1fu].ness to those who are in need. If these results are not

found in you, you can question whether your religion is really true or whether it

is a sham or a pretense or is a farse. He nowhere says here "that fasting is

wrong. He says that fasting.ith it is done with the thought that you can east

for strife and d:_R and smite with the fist of wickedness, that is a sham

and. a pretense and. accomplishes absolutely nothing. o he is speaking here about

a wrong attitude toward religious ceremonies, a wrong attitude twoard religion

which fails to let it work itself out as it should in the life and. in the

actions and the attitudes. The religious a±±±x matter is the primary one

and. the heart's relation to God is that which is the matter and is a

th&usand times more importnt than any sort of social improvement which may

amount to washing themselves by wallowing tn thexX mire instead of getting

a new nature. But that doesn't say that it shouldn't be. It doesn't say

that these things shouldn't have a proper place, and above all' it does require

sincer&tY in the heart and. in the attitude of the, man and helpfulness and kindliness

for them. The fruits of the spirit involve a righteous kind. of skx s helpful

attitude toward others. That is stressed

-(Question) Where we find commandments in the Scripture we should follow them

out as
arfoutworking

o± Christ's. love in our hearts and we should examine our

hearts to see whether we are carrying them out, to see whether we are showing true

love toward the brethern and. to those who are without. If we are not, we should

pray God to give it to us and we should requet Him very definitely whether we

are following the truth. It isn't sox signing a creed or declaring your

belief in a platform or, your appositi n to those who disbelieve that makes you a

Christian. You are made a Christian through belief in the Lord Jesus Christ for

salvation but if you truly believe in Him you are going to show a kindly attitude.

You are not going to love your enemies .be you say that you got to love

your enemeies. I have just got to do this. I am going to love my eneiies.
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You love your enemies because God, gives you a heart o± kindness toward them

and you pray Him to give ±ZX it to you.

(question) Because becoming a ,.Christian doesn't teach you what to do but it

gives you a he.art that desires to do. Then you have to be told what it is.

(Question) He is making it obvious. We should b able to work it out for

ourselves from the effect of sin we are apt not to. Rxx Somebody has said that

the oficials of Paul with their trcmendous emphasis on faith and that their

salvation is by faith. Salvation is by faith alone and are just filled with

practical admonishions for good Christian living. We'll never reach heaven

by good Christian living but we'll never reach heaven without it. It in not

the means of salvation but it is the results. If we don't have it, we had better

question pretty seriously our relation t to the Lord. But, I say, that the
of

que8ti0T1mn should be ourselves and not of the other fellow. xx Aperson

ca know for his part whether he is saved but it is often very, very different

to be sure about the txx other person. In God's sight it isn't wher- wexx w

are but what direction we are moving in. We ca-alt always see what direction

the óher fellow is moving.in. One of you can pick up any kind of liquor and feel

not the slightest desire to touch it. Another one has inherited a terrific

appetite for alcohol and has a terrific longing for it and It is very, very

difficult to keep from falling into the sin. Such a man

might fall repeatedly into the vilest of temptations and still in God's sight

" be a far better man than the man who never touched the thing beause he never had

'ny desire for it. We don'tXkwxX deserve any particular credit from God for not

committing the sins that we have no craving to do. That is' not particular\)1

wonderful if you avoid a thing which you just k don't' feel like doing. There is

nothing to be commended on for, that but the man. who does have tho

cEavings, the man who has the background who makes it very difficult, he is the

onexKkxx who if he do it, deserved God's favor and there is real proof

that God's spirit is working in his life in giving him victory and. strength. It is
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that, you don't need. You might need. it just as much as some 6'u-her thing, some

attitude of unkindness or e±1Tg-7 criticism of other people in which

i2 God's sight may be just as bad as the terrific sin into which the other man falls.

You cannot judge the other man. You can 'elp the other man, bt you can't

judge him. You can judge yourself. If . all spend more time judging ourselves

and more time in helping the other fellow and. less time criticizing, we'll all be

better servants of the Lord.

Well, now this chapter then gives us this criticism on the Lord's part

a wrong attitude toward ceremony. It dorsri't mean that ceremonies are

wrong. They have their place. Then it p oceeds to tell how if you have the -t

true attitude, if you have the regenerate . spirit within your heart, if you do '

the ceremonies as something that reminlyu of God's goodness, draws you close to

the lord, and helps you to seek His favor and to commune with Him. Then your

light will break forth as the mvning aid your health ill " sprin forth speedily . . . .
I

Wonderful spiritual blessing. Your righteousness will go before you. We are

not spirituzing these passages. I bieve spiritualization is alrays wrong.

I ,don't believe spiritualizationmeaxisr cogni zin the spiritual blessing. I think

that it is an unfortunate term used to ci ver up a very wrong method of

exegesis. Here Have spiiitua). besst. g s taught. Wonderful spiritual blessings

which come to those who use God's ceremo: lea rightly whether they be Jews o

or whether they be members of the olive ree after the time that the wild

branches have been rix grafted in.. You thft Lord. answers. The lord

blesses. The Lord satisfies your soul and drought makes fat your bones.

Some of you are going to build the old w ste places and lay, the foundation of

many generations. A rwx restorer of paths to dwell in. Going to build up the

wonderful things that have been torn down. Whether it be the Jews' return

from ei1e and rebuilding Jerusalem which has been destroyed or whether it be
,

the person in any land where sin has done its work and it is doing its work

exceedingly in land after land. Rebuild that which has been torn down. You will
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be called the repairer of .the gate, the restorer of .atho -we-14epast dwellings.

If you turn away your foot from doing your pleasure on God's holy day and

seek to d God's pleasure on His holy day and. on every other day and call the

Sabbath a delight and cal]. all of the things wh.ch the Lord wants you to do as your

light, and honor Him, then you will delight in the Lord and ride on the high

places of the earth and. feed. yours&f on.the heritage of Jacob, your father.

These are blessings specifically for the Jew, but blessings which certainly

include the entire olive tree.

Then chapter 59 again has rebuke here.

(Questi n) Everyone's duty to show people their sin, but I don't think it

always has to be done in, a most personal way, but
"
I think very often

of God because it is so easy for us to fail to see the application to ourselves.

Like David said when Nathan came and told him about a man who had plenty himself

and went out and grabbed the poor man and. took away from him. David

daidwho ever did that is going to be killed. We won'.t stand. for that." And

Nathan said,"youre the one who has done it." A man told me that he wasxdc

formerly assistant librarian at Princeton Seminary. He told me one day kow his'

son, I think some of you have heard me say this, wàrked. in a store in Princeton

and a man there was a man who was supposed. to be a Christian and he ground

down the people and mistreated them and. it was awful the way he treated the

employees. This man when the boy came in and told his father about it, he said,.

"No true Christian should. do such things as that. That man is utterly wicked."

Than he was invited to preach and he thought that he would really show this mane.

his sin. So he worked up a wonderful sermon on righteousness and business and

true treatment with everyone with whom one has business. He preached this

sermon with all the power he had and. looked straght at the man and. when he got

through the man came straight up to see him and he thought, "Oh my, hope he doesn't
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hit me." The man got up to him and. instead: of-extending his fist, he reached.

out, his hand and said, ,"I want to thank you for that sermon and. I wish you would

do me a favor. I wish you would let me pay to have that sermon printed and. to

distribute it to my competitors. It would do them good."

Well, I heard Dr. IL A. Torrey tell exactly the same story. He told it

of a man who was quite proud and how he was giving srmons dealing with the

particular sin of which this man wxi was iilty and the man after much thanking

'4of how wonde'rfiul it was.. There were so many people who needed. that message.

And Dr. Torrey said to that man, "you are the one that needs it the most." He

said that he told him right straight from the shoulder and the man said later,

1t hurt htx±±ixx like evrything but it was good for me." There are times when

it is the thing to do--to show the man specifically his sin and it is the duty

of every Christian worker to do that at time °ut those times are to be

(selected with care and Aag tact. The man who goes' around constantly rebuking

other people soon gets o a place where nobody listens' to him. They should be

selected. with tact and with care and the opportunity watched for t0 do it. You will

find, that there are those who are always going around just laying other people

out and nobody listens to them and they have no ministry. here are others who

never do' it and who are so simple and loving in th&ir preaching that nobody

ever gets the point. The, trouble with an exhortation to people is that if you

talk about t need of pointing.out people's sins, then the people who are

naturally spoiled and. troublesome will get out and do it all the more and make

their 'influence less. If you tkx talk about the need of c 3 41. t4' f' '"""

then the people who are already so gentle that they wouldn't hurt the wings of

a fly are more careful not to hurt anybody's feelings and it is just shows the

importance of each one thinking for ourselves and careful of where we are in the

scale and which particular thing we need and seeking it out and working it out

also the importance in our pastoral work of the personalhelp to the

indiial trying to see what he can't see himself of his particular need and.
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trying to give the particular help he needs. People are all

to willing to be just kindly and grateful. For about fifteen years every time

I preached anywhere people. say, "What a wonderful sermon." Then they don't even

invite me back again. And it tood a long, long time for it to dawn how

very polite and gracious they were. Then .it dawned on me that they were all just

very gracious and they said-it was a .nice sermon and they liked the

encourage, but actually tk there were many, many people they would

rather hear than me. They probay still are. But I set to work to try

to change that balance a little bit and I worked.pretty hard on it for a while.

I made some very definite izx jmprovemPflt on it. I have no doubt about it.."

(Question) In 58we must interpret all this in ,ihe background of 4o to 56.___

In 58 it isn't a specific matter of you do this and. Rod does that, but he is

pointing out exemplifications of the fact thit they are not receiving God's

0
favor. They need His grace. He pointing out the conditions which if they are

-tot met you don't receive His favor and you can't prove them. If you turn our

foot away from the Sabbath from doing yo'ir pleasure on my holy day and call the

Sabbath. a delight, holy of the Lord, and onor Him, and not do your own things,

finding your own pleasure or speaking your own words. Well, now that is like the

1xx Golden Rule- You try to do it nce. You require God's power to

do it. You cannot do it in your own strength. These are rather illustrations

of haaCt' of the redeemed as compared with the character wf the unGodly

than particular condit ions if met would be given God's favor. They are

descriptions. They are like the Lord's prayer. ForTjve U5 1E our debts as we

forgive 0' debtors. One interpretation of that would be , if I forgive those who

sin against me, then God will see what a good man I and He, will forgive me. But

that is a false interpretation of the prayer as far as relevant to any group at any

time or any period in God's plan is cohcerned. It does not mean that. It can-rot

mean that. What i means is that the ones whom God forgives are those who are
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forgiving others. We are praying t) God will forgive us and. we are forgiving

Others. We e carrying out in our character the type of thing that we are

expecting God to do for us but we are not giving it as a reason why God must bless

because we ar kind, to others.

(Question) This passage by itself wouldn't teach the othr, opposite

it wouldn't teach that. This passaje by itself you could look at and. try to say,

here ar" the rules. You obey the rules and God gives you the blesssing. When

you find what the rules are, you find you can't keep them. So this passage by

ifr± itself would not teach salvation by works but it doe not explicitly

teach salvation by grace. If you take it in connection with Isaiah kO up to

this point you have salvation by grace pretty clearly taught. !u don't have to

have the New Testament teaching together. It is pretty clearly taught here.

It is not so specifically in this one sense here. This one chapter alone would

not teach salvation by works. It sounds somewhat in that direction until you
c41

examine it further. Then you kx find that such salvation by works you might

think you find, here is a hopeless sort of a tkxs task. omthing more is

definitely needed. Yet God does say that there are those who receive it.

(question) 1 personally am inclined to think that when it says "from doing

your pleasure on my holy day" he doei't. mean to keep from enjoying the day, but

that he means from doing what you want instead of seeking what God wants. It

seems to me that what your pleasure here means from doing that which you desire

instead of what God.1'desires. That is, it seems to me, the correct eesis of

that word. I don't think that that particular verse there is a verse dealing with

'-F-notl" ' eta. 3
the matter of entertainment. It does

The matter of the Sabbath in this present dispensation is, of course, a rather

difficult problem. That is, there are people who take the strogest of views,

good Christian people who take the strongest of views quite antithtical

to one another. It is a question in which there is considerable difference. I
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think we must say very clearly that the Sabbath, period of rest, a period set

apart for God's worship, for rest , is a principle, part of God's moral law ç

taught in the Old Testament, maintained in the New Testament, and. to be

maintained by all believers. But as to the exact outworking of it, the ceremonial

aspect of it has been changed. It is changed from the last stage to the first

stage instead of looking ahead primarily it looks back. It looked ahead. then and

also back; now it looks back and. also ahead. That is, there is a different

aspect but in both cases it shows the principle of a plan of cod, a progress,

and of regularly returning into it. Those are rought ut i4t. The ceremony

of it is somewhat changed but has many points of similarity. The

of the Sabbath is ±x given iii Exodus, a lw applicable it seems to me primarily

to people who are in an agricultural sivilization, who are working he-rd in physical

labor through the week and. who are to find rest from their physical labor on the

Sabth day. That is a similaw which has application to the particular condi

tion under the circumstance at that time. I do not think that there is a

specific law given he Sabbath as referring to us today. I used to have a vry

good griend who was a member of a small group in Scotland which considered to

them one of the most important things in, life was are you keeping the Sabbath

properly which meant not riding on nyvehicleq on Sunday. This man was put out

.of his church because of his insistence that though he never rode on a public

vehicle on Sunday yet that it was permissible for a person to ride on a street

car on Sunday if they-couldn't get to church without riding on Sunday. He has a

riend who wrote a book called 'May Sabbath Keeping Interfere with Church Going".

His x argument is that if your church is less than ten miles away you should

cert'- walk there, but if your church is more than ten miles away and you cannot

walk to it and. get 1ack within the limits of the Sabbath Day, you are justified

in taking the street car in arder to get there. He and I one day when he was

preaching in a church and. I was there and we entertained at dinner in the neighbor

hood and he found that he had left his notes for the evening service a mile away

where he lived. It wuuld mean a two-mile walk to get them and come back. But I
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got him to lend me his ±x±z key to his room because I could get the 'street

car and go and get the notes. So I went and got the notes for him. I feel that

it is a case where the thing that we must consider is as Christ said, 'The Sabbath

is made for man, not man for the Sabbath." Neither in the Old Testament nor in

the New Testament is belief in God a matter of the precise keeping of a detailed
set of




regulations but it is a matter of the heart attitude toward God and the

seeking to carry out in our lives those principles which God has laid down in the

Scripture. Our judgment. may differ as to how to carry those principles out. In

general I say I have much greater syrrpathy in every sort of thing with a man

who is stricter than the Scripture requires than one who is more lenient than the

Scripture reqiires. But I don't think the Lord wants us to go extremes in either

direction. -But I think he leaves a great deal for the individual consideration

and determination on these matters. I do. feel this that as the man who is working

at physical labor all the week was commanded in the.Old Testament not to walk over

a seven-tenth of a mile I believe on. the Sabbath Day. He was to rest his body on

that day. I feel that as a general principle a man who is dealing with a work

of nerve and mind should rest one day a week. I think it is very nice If he can

sot aside ,Sunday for the service of God and for the glorification of God. I think

that is the proper thing to do. x±x&*±x±Nkx If his work is mental andSunday

work is the same way, I think it is desirable and. proper that he set aside another

day in which his mind and his nerves are rested and in which he turns completely

aside from these things which are tiring him through the week and. also on Sunday

and. that he take a day of complete rest for his system. I think that in a way

the carrying out of the Sabbath principle even though it be done on another day.

I would feel. that occasionally it might be the Lord's will when it cannot be work&d

0ut in another way that a .man ± should do that on a Sundy and devote it for rest

for himself from the tiredness which he has received in serving the Lord. in the

other six days of the week even though it might occasionally interfere with the
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religious services which heshould normally devote himself to on the day set aside

for that purpose. I think in all of this matter the vital thing to get the

principle and to try the principle. I don't think that the Lord intends us to

us a detailed set of regulations which we can keep right within

the letter of and I think that there is a tendency too much of the time among people

who are trying to serve the Lord to think that you can put a thing down into

precise regUatiOfl and that settles the matter. Personally I find it very, very

nice when I walk down the street and I see a fellow in the distance and I think for

a minute that it is one of our s students and I rush to catch up with him and

have company with him and I find that I am informed that it isn't when he pulls

a cigarette out. I know that one of our group does not do that, but I do think that

there are many things in God's sight that are far worse than smoking cigarettes

and I think that there, are Christians who will put a matter of that type into a

category which will lead them to neglect weightier matters. I think it is very hart

on a great many of these matters to draw a hard' and fast line. I know a great many

people who wouldn't think of going toa movie picture but who will spend a whole

Sunday evening listening to the same people who were acting in the moving,p.

picture acting on the radio. That certainly is utterly inconsistent. Even if

they were different people it still wouldn't be right. (

You wouldn't ask in sincerity becaus you know that if I believe 'that I would

do it. But the question, o cuurse, is one which .1 don't think we ought to go

ñto at this point whether in this dispensation we are to observe he day of

rest on the first day or on the seventh. The big question is much evident. Personally

is my opinion that the evidence is sufficient for doing it on the first day of

the week, but Idont feel that in this particular class we need to take time to go

into that and I don't think it enters into this particularpoint.

(Question) I think it doesn't. I think the renewal of waste places is a

specific, literal expression. .1 don't think it has any reference to something
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purely within the heart. I think that the raising up of the old waste places

deecrlbes the persons returning from exile, coming to the cities which have lain

in desolation as the result of the exile which came from men's sins and rebuilding

it. But I don't think it. refers only to their return from exile. I think it

also refers to the case of a nation which has turned awy from God and where God

has been orgotten and which a little group of Christians begin serving the Lord

effectively and. are enabled to build an effective center of service to God.

I think that is restoring waste places but I believe that verse 12 is a specific,

literal statement. I don't see any point of a figure.

(Question) Well, I don't think spiritualis'm is in any sense a atk

antithesis to literal. ftarx I think all k1 the blessings mx of the Scripure

are spiritual blessings. They relate to the heart. Otherwise there is no value

at all. God doesn't promise to fill, a wicked man with physical

pleasure but He promises to give a righteous man the pleasures of this world

as well as of the next in many cases.
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(question) There are spiritual blessings, as well as in

I think the material blessings must also have spiritual blessings accompanying

them or God would never gie them. . I think both are involved. Well, I was

thinking we woulci.get through bhapter 62 today but we went somewhat more slowly

----1--and have covered. some interesting and. valuable points. ci
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1/6 Relationship of-ch. 53 to chs.40-52

i/-io 53:

2/4 Attitude of Orthodox Jews
Neglected by most; studied by few

2/9
3/5 54: Every ch. is Isa. not a unit in itself (like Psalms)

The Book is a unit. with definite progress of thought
Sharp breaks but definiteuprogresa of thought

3/9 Cf. Book about China
4 Suddenly change from geography to history

Or a discussion of features of the U.S.A.

4/7 Consider ch. 5 as a unit
4/9 54:1

5 54:1 What are the possibilities of interpretation?
5/6 Hardly to be taken literally

6/1 54:1 How is this cause for joy?
6/2 Statement must be somewhat figurative unless the facts be absolutely unknown.

6/5 54:1 Reasonable to relate it to the last vs. of preceeding chapter.
7 Is a definite result of what has beengiven just before.
7/5 Is a continuance rather than a new beginning.

7/7 54 Whole chapter fits with the tune of vs. 1. An exhortation to rejoice
Reasonable that cause of rejoice is grounded in what preceded.

7/10 53:11
8 The servant of the Lord theme

Modern interp. says the servant passages are poems utterly un
related to Is. which have been inserted by late redactor.

8/5-10 Theme running from ch. 41 - 53. "Servants of the Lord" (54:17) are the
followers of the Servant of the Lord(ch. 53)

9/1-3 Servants get their righteousness thro the sacrifice-of the Servant
9/4-lo G Campbell Morgan's illustration of thesship in the coal mine and the

free gift of eternal life. Cost the company

10/1-3 Necessity of satisfying God's justice

10/7 541-2 Rejoice in view of what Christ hasdone (in ch. 53)
The children of the desolate

11 A picture of salvation going forth to all the world as result of Calvary
11/4-10 Carey's sermon based on this text(54t2) -- a true interpretationthereof.
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1 58: Gnera1 pas sage rebuke in early part,; blessing in latter part.
1/10 Whois addressed

2 58: Religious leaders are in mind in first part of the chapter.

2/ Emphasis on religious leaders , They carry on ceremonies and forms
but is not inner meaning to them.

2/4 58:4 The Lord wants a fast which results in loosing the bands of
wickedness -- breaking every yoke that ties the righteous and
the unrighteous together.

2/6 Luther: kind of ceremony not important, but wherether you have
heart faith toward God.

2/8 Heart attitude toward God -

2/10 59 Passage of rebuke.
Social duties show real attitude, whether it is unielfish.

3 Social duties given disproportionate emphas by modernists.
Stress the spiritual and incidently touch the onthe social.

/io 5:4 A seeking unto advantage for oneself.

4 One can get delight in a ceremony or religous form , loud singing
or lots of noise, or from a quiet devotional atmosphere. Either
can be that which simply satisfies the flesh rather than meaning
something

4/8-. 58:1 A need of showing these people their sins despite the fact they
5/2 seek God deaily going throughtforms and ceremonies.

5/3 58:1 Sarcastic?

58:3 Parallels Mat. 7:22 Ritual without meaing, form without heart

" 57 59:1-15
16 Paragraph division

6 No particular designation of leadership. Ethical imperfection of
the nation is pointed.out.

6/5 59:8
15 Middle of vs. starts a new paragraph

6/7 63:

6/9 56: Rebuke against the watchmen of Israel

7 The Kings contemporary to Isaiah

8 Manasseh. Separation of church and state.
8/7 Roman Catholic methodone of defense
8/10 Biblical idea is not that of separation of church and state, but

a theocracy.

9/6 Leadership over a period of time determines a nation.
9/7, 58: Stress on leadership not as explicit as in ithp. 57

58: Deals more with questions of religious ceremonies specifically.
57 Deals in general with moral attitudes and -
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10 In early days of ministry, Isa. had only 3 opportunities to speak
without hindrance. ,

Did not have ?nuch opportunity in reign of K. Ahaz
Listened to by whole nation in reign of Hezekiah
Little attentiongiven to him in reign of. Manasseh.

40 - 56:9 Spealcing1to a little group who realize exile is deserved.

11 56:9 Do not know when this was given. Suggestion that it was earlier
than ch. 40-56.

li/s Know nothing about how Bk. of Isa. was arranged or who arranged it
or when. Contra. Jeremiah

11/10 Messages not arranged chronologically

12 In general given chronologically in Isaiah.

12/3 56:9 Tone similar to earlier part of the book

12/6 5: At same time approx. as ch. 57 and 58.
Is looking to the nation as a whole

12/8 The arrangement is very definitely inspired. What is meant by in
spiration.

13-14 Inspiration discussed

14/7 Return of Christ - rapture pre- mid -- or post trib.?
15 Rapture question

16 Thing must be proven right before I accept it. Get the evidence
otherwise reserve judgment.

16/4 Dichotomy and trichotomy.
Book has color, thickness, weight & many other qualities.

16/8 Body without spirit is not a body but a corpse. Only a body as long
as united with spirit. Human personality is both.

17/1-3 Not convinced the question can be settled.

17/14-7 Buewell's view of a mid-week rapture before the tribulation
7-10 Inspiration meaning of

18/1-2 -- an infallible guide, sufficient for purpose God gaveit, and
without error for that purpose.

l8/21O Not to come to Script, with preconceived ideas and look for evidence
Illustration of two trains

19
19/1-7 Scripture teaching regarding deceit. Right and wrong approach to subject.

7-10 Scripture teaching regardi.ng killing

20/1-7 People hate to think. Easier to memorize two days than think ten minutes.

20/8-10 ch.l-37 Jerusalem defended, yet to be punished and go into exile

36-39 totally different section. The prophet is at work
21 In the midst of a great deliverance, God predicts that the people

will go into exile, not to Aeeyia, but to Babylon, an insignificant
country.

21/14 40-66 Gives God's worderful plan for the future beyond the exile.
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21/5 568 to 6 Two possible interpretations given

22/1-4 cont'd

22/4 Oh. 28-35 // ch. 7-12

22/10 For ch.13-27 to come before or after 28-35 is without significance.

23 Chapter divisions
40 to 56:6
56:9
59115- - 63:7

24 Chapter division discussion
24/6-10 Unconditional promise

25 Two classes of people - punishment of wicked
blessing of thefrighteoua

25/10 The presentation of the future of t1hese two categories

26/1-4 God's sovereignty

26/5 58 Rebuke. Blessing. Conditional note
26/7-10 57:114*18

57:1.3
27 57:13 A spiritual blessing or a. literal statement about the earth??

27/5-10 57 Israel in view tho not mentioned by name
27/9 57:9-18

28 / 57:13b-1 Principles applicable to sins of others, but first to Israel

28/y 57:19

28/5 58 Service without blessing because performed as end in itself
Modernist ethics of religion produces wrong reaction bysome
fundament a lists

29/1-7 58:3-7 Fasting not said to be wrong, but is speaking of a wrong attitude
toward religious ceremonies

29/8 The outwarking of God's love in our hearts

30/2 becoming a Christian does not teach youwhat to do but gives you
a desire to do. Have to be told what it is.

30/4 Christian living
No credit for avoiding sins you have no craiing to do

31 Must judge ourselves, but help the other fellow
31/3 God's critieisw of a wrong attitude toward ceremony; not that the

ceremony is itself wrong
31/7 Spiritualization wrong, but is right to recognize spiritual blessings
31/8 58:11
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32/1-4 58 12-13

32/4 On showing people their sin. We fail to see application to
ourselves. Of. David and Nathan

32/5-10 Assistant librarian at Princeton Seminary's story

33/2 R. A. Torrey's sermon to "man who needed it most."
One who goes around contantly rebuking others soon gets to
place where nobody listens to him.

33/8 Need to find out where we are. in the scale of pointing out
people's sins or being careful not to offend feelings.

34/1-5 Helping others to see what theycan't see themselves so they
will work on it.

34/5 58 Interpret ch. 58 in background of L40_56
Illustrations of characterof the redeemed as compared with
character of ungodly

34/8 The Lord's prayer - The ones whom God forgives are those who
are forEiving others. Not a reason why He should forgiveus
but an expression of our own character.

35 This chap, alone does not teach sal. by works the may
sound like it at first

35/7 1 58:13 Not from enjoying the day but from doing what you want
instead of what God desires

35/9 Sabbath day observance

36/5 No specific law of Sabbath given as referring to us today
Man who was put out of church in Scotland for riding a
public vehicle on Sunday.

36/9 Man who left his sermon notes a mile away on Sunday

37 Proper use of the Sabbath
38 cont'd

38/10 58:12 'renewal of waste - specific, literal expression
Describes persons returning from exile, and rebuilding
waste cities.

39 Spiritualize is not antithesis to literal. All the blessings
of Scripture ares sDirtual blessings and relate to the heart.

Materiel blessings must have spiritual blessings accompenying
them.
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and then a couple of chapters at least. We'll start with the nglish part first

and I think the first question was: where the most important division would

be that cores M-11 g-a#--er very soon after the beginning of our

present scti0 that is, we noticed that 54 begins a paragraph, perhaps more

than a paragraph. a mnor section, a subsection begins with 54 and following

closely after 53 and between 54 and 55 there is a certain amount of division

and between 55 and. 56 there seems to e clearly a reasonable place ofxx for some

kind of d.iyision. Now we asked whether 56 was a unit or wheth there wa

a break in it. I think that was answered last tie. Many of you felt that the

break came at verse 8. W

WeLl, then the question that we wanted to decide was, What about verses

to 8? Are they a unit? Are the verses 3 to 8 a unit? If so, how can you

press in general what 3 or or 5 or 6 words what is stated there? what is the

.-'subject of verses 3 to 8? What is the one, co"plete subject? What would you

say, Mr. Stnhouser? Mr. Steinhouser suggests strangers 'shall e brought in to

God's family for ferses 3 to 8. hat would you say, Mr. ? Those that join

themselves would not be left desolate. hat would you say Mr. ? That is not

as much stressed in the preceding chapters but is it the essential problem here.

Of c ourse, it is toubRed upon here in these verses. What do you think, Mr.

That is very near of course, what "r. Steinhouser suggested. Mr. >

That is a little different. We'l, Mr. Sit feels that this ties closer with what

precedes. Mr. Davidson sugge3ts with what follows. I think that if we look at

the section* and try to get th main thought of it. If we look at each verse and

see what is tt that we are stressing. I think the first verse, "Seek ye

judgment and do justice for my salvation is near and my righteousness will be

revealedt and. It is surely a very general verse. he calls upon people to do what is

right ii view of the fact that He is going to do something. But the stress is

surely on what god is go 'g to do in the first =roe. Then in the second



verse He declares His blessing on those who keep His law. In the third He says

that lie s gol g to give blessing to the strangers and to the eunlch--3d and. 4th

and 5th. He is going to give them a better place than the sons o)-'u4 and

daughters. In the 5th, the sons are the strangers. 6 and 7--they will be

brought to his holy mountain. Then in the Ptb. He is going to gather not only

the outcasts of Israel but others too. It seems to me that in the 8th verse

that you find a very repeated stress on what God is going to do rather than

what man is ordered to do. The stress is on His word. rather than on our word.

It is possible that the exhortation to us and it is more of an exhortation to

sancitify ourselves in vj of what he is going to do rather that in order

that He may do it. He is not saying, tf you will do these things, I will give

you a blessing, so much that it is saying, I am going to give a blessing to n

own people. Those who are the Lord's need. not feel concerned about background,

ab0t heredity, about phsical defects, about a person that they can't help

matters that in the law seem to be a dividing out those who are outside the covenant

and those who are. These here seem to be adjectives and it seems to say that no

matter what th'ir condition or where they come from they are to be given a place

right in ±kix His kingdom. The outcasts of other nations will be brought in,a we&l.

(Cuesti n) Well, we have to examine the following and see what it says here.

W haven't done that in particular as yet. We have examined the preceding verses.

In the preceding the stress in chapters 514. and 55 are not on anything man can do

They are on what God, is going to do and ux as a result of what lie has done in 53.

The stress is on mod's work in chapters 53, 54, and. 55. I would. seem to me that the

stress is on God's work thus far in 56. Now does it continue to be on God's work

following or is there a difference? We can't tell until we look Into what fo'i. owe.

The stress in 53 is on the work of ChiTist and 524. and 55--the wonderful thLeasings that

$od gives to people as a result of the work of Christ. Now in 56:1-8 there j
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no reference pecificaUy to the work of Christ. Yet the bssing which is rom1sed

is the blessing t God hj9 kingdom ixi0a situation where they

may be Joyful in His house of prayer where they may be enabled to perform His law

end to keep His Co mmandmeflts and it would seem to reqnire some basis upon which

this is to be done. That we should infer a similarity there thus far to what

precedes. Of course, it is going out to others outside. hat would. be similar

more to 511. than 55. but we seem to have that note in 514. and it is stronger in.

6 here than it is in 514.. It is clearer. Well, now to wee whether it could fit

in very nicely with what precedes. How about the fitness with what follows?

Take the last four verses of the chapter. Are those four verses a unit by

themselves or do they simply continue with what follows? The four verses have

what as their the"ie? To whom is H e promisig blessing in verses 9 to 12?

Ixcept for the beasts of the field men. xcept for the scavengers. But the blessings

seem to be stressed in verse 1 to 8, but in verses 9 to 12 the stress seems not

to be on blessing but on rebuke. It seems there to be pointing out the sin of those

who should be "er)iflg the Lord. The stress seems to be on pointing out the sin

the people and saying that this sin deserves punishment. Well, now surely

57, verse 1, the stress is on sin and it deserves punishment. Certainly verses
(1'




3 and and 5 are stressing sin deserving punishment. Certtn1y in the

succeeding verses sin deserving punishment. Take verse 12 at the beginning of it

"I will declare thy righteousness and thy work for I will bring thee into the

k ingd.om of God by virtue of my great b1essin to thee." That j, you could con

tinue the verse quite nicely as a blessing verse, thit it doesn't continue that way.

" will declare thy righteousness and ±kv thy works, for they shall not profit thee.

That would seem to mean that He is going to point out that you don't have

righteousness and point out that yolr work deserves nothing good of His hadd. "For

they shall not profit thee." Verse 16, "I will not contend forever." Well, I

will not contend forever, for the inIc$ity of his covetousness was I wroth and smote

him. I hit him and was wrath." The stress seems to be still on the note of the
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rebuke. There is a little note of blessing in verse 15 and in the latter part of

verse 18, just a touch of it in the in d.st of the passage which is redominant1y

a rebuke for sin. While verses 1 to 8 praise the one who is righteous and. verses

9 following in 56 and. "oat of what he geld is to rebuke the one who is sinful.

So that it would seem to me that 1 to 8 would. go more natural with what precedes

it. It would seem to me that it is not an invitation though or an exhortation

except more or lees rhetorical. It is a declaration of blessing that He is going to

bring. That eing the case it would seem at least a reasonable method of

interpretation to suggest that rsj)5k, 55, and 56:1-8 form"a amplete unit

xx which relates to the result of the atonement. The result and the h&essing

going out to the Gentiles, and. the blessing on Israel in the great days for them

which are to come, the result a on the wonderful gospel call going out to all the

world, and the breaking down of the wll of ztItIon between those who seem to be

in the zxxtx Covenant family and those who seem to be outside. The sum of all are

to be brouht into the kingdom. So that that would seem to me to make a definite

unit finishing the section that really at chapter 14.0-that whole

long section from AO on zttx which reaches its climax in 53 has its results

described in 514 to 56:8 and at chapter 59 you enter a section which is the first

section in the so-called II Isaiah that you could read and. imagine you were ba'k

in the I Isaiah. That is to say, any section between 40 to 56:8 here is very

different from practically anything in 1 to 39. A great pat of 1 to 35 consi$ts

of rebuk*rn.a*x the people for their sin. In this section there is

sorrowing over their sin frequently. There are passages where the sin is pointed

out and given as a reason for a reason for the suffering which they are enduring.

Slit the direct rebuke for sin such as is quite common in I. to 35 is not found between

chapters 140 and. 56:8, but there is very little to separate between 56:9 and. what

follows through here' and many effects of the earlier f±u±xzx± portion of Isklah_

You seem to be then going back to the type of material starting *ra a section
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which seems to be unrelated. Between 39 and O is one of the most óbvus and

5.rrportant
breaks in the book. Very likely this book here is one that is almost

important perhaps less important as the break between 39 and 40. Ana the

archbishop left it right in the middle of a

c 4r took the last hI&f of one great long section of 16 chapters and. the first

'alf of another long section and put them together into one chapter. a very decep

tive chapter division. Of course, we have occas*ónally a verse division which is

just as bail. iJoes someone recall that one inthe psalms which is I think the worst

verse division I've ever seen anywere in the Scripture. It is in Psalm 19:14.,

"'there line is gone out into all the earth and their words to the end of the

world; in them as he set a tabernacle for the sun." A poem of three stanzas

of which we take the last half line of one stanza and the first half line of

the next stanza and combine them into one verse. What a redlculous verse

division. We can't blame ozxx that on the archbishop. his was done many

centuries before his time, but it is quite jimilar to the chapteraivisions. You

don't often such bad verse division. Only once , however. This is the worst
I':?

you will find anywhere.

Go aháail to day into the section which starts with 58 and see how far

you go before you get another division of some importance. Do you think the

division between 56:12 and. 57:1 is as ir!portant a division as between verses 8

and 9 , Mr. ? Do you think it is as inportant .z as between chapter

55 and 56? I don't see' any excuse for a chapter division there at all--between

12 and 1. It seems that it is juzt a continuation of very, very si'iilar material.

The same general subject--not even a paragraph division. I know that it is

interesting that there is a paragraph mark h re in this Bible put in, at verse
in 57.

9 and another one at verse 3, That would mean they wouldn't think there was one

at the beginning of th chppter because I don't think they usually put them at the
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beginning of chapters.

Now continuing along w±±kx , Mr. Williamson, how far would you say then

before you" get a diviion of some importance? ix 58. That is what is

considered by many -ibe Bible dictionaries to be one of the

two most aivis ions of the last portion of the book of Isaiah. That is, many

say that you start at Izztkx Isaiah 40 you have a main division there and. the

main division continues until you have a chapter that ends with a statemelit

similar to this one that ends 57. You recall where that Is? Yes, at the end of

chapter r8. There is no peace, saith the Lord, to the wicked. At the end of

7 there is no peace saith my God to the wicked. Then at the end of chapter

it tells that they shall go forth and look upon the carcasses of the man that

have transgrossed that their wore shall not die, neither shall their

fire be abhorred. That is not a repetition of the same phrase but somewhat a

similar idea. So the statement is made in many books that this phrase, there is

O peace saith my God to the wicked, is the end of each of these two main

sections and a similar verse at the end of the third ix main section and that

that divides O to 66 into three main sections. T0 my mind that shows a great
/

danger of attempting to divide passages according to artificial indications. If

you have a solid difference of material in a passage, very often yo'i will fir.

that the wtiter of the passage has indicated. the divisions by putting in a new

start. Such as in Micah where you have a sflztx start starting with the words,

hear ye. Occasionally you will have each section ending with a phrase like this.

ouch a devise may be used, by the writer as an indication, but you should know from

other evidences that there is a real reason for ttx the dlvisiin before giving much

attention to x it. The indication alone proves al absolutely nothing. In this

case it is my opinioh that those who have been led by this implication have been

utterly misled' I do not see any reason for a break here between chapter 48

and 49 that is more than a mx mere chapter division. It seems to me that the
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main thought goes directly on from 4P to 1+9 with a **ff definite chapter division

but nothing more. Over 1ere between 57 and 58 it certainly does not seem to me

to be one of the two or three main divisions in the book. That is not saying tht

" Williamson might not be right in saying that it is an important su1sidiary

division, bit certainly not one of the main divisions in the book.

Now as to whether it is a subsidiary division or not. what leads you to

think that it is, Mr. Williamson? Yes, but I think it is well to try to put these

feelings into words. Sornetithes they are just right and sorneithes they are not

and if we can express it in words, if we can bring it out into consciousness, then

we are ma position to judge whether it is a feeling based on evidence or something

that maybe based on superficial consideration and all of us may have feelings

of the one kind or the other. They may be very helpful to suggest cuestions to

tttx investigate but not to reach a conclusion. So here the subject which is

discussed in general in chapter 67 is the sin of the people. In 58 the subject

which is discussed in the first few feres certainly would seem to be the sin of the

people, wouldn't it. Verse 1+, "Behold you fast for strife and debate and to

smite with the fist of wickednessP Ye shall not fast as ye do this day to make

your xEtwx voice to be heard on high. tilt thou. call this a fast and acceptable

day to the Lord?" It is a rebuke to the people for ix wrong types of worship.

Now of course, there is a difference at the end of 56. They were rebuking the bad

leaders of the people. There is in general rebuke in 57 of bad. leadership and

of wickedness and of various types of the people. Here ±a:x there isa rebuke

of wrong types 0fw11tp 'here is a difference in. the general though from

what preceds. There is also a marked similarity of them. It might be that it

would be altoether reasonable at this point to have a subdivision within the

rebuke passage. But it would seem to be a rebuke apassage. It would seem to me

to be still a rebuke passage. We have the little touches of blessing at the end

of 57 in vere 18 and x*x a little before that in verse 13, little touches of it q -
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but no rei. blessing passage. Where do we get our first blessing passage after

569? Where does it start? arlier than that? That's right 59 seems to start

with a very definite rebuke for sin, doesn't it. ut what about the last verse of

58? Is that rebuke !Yr for sin? Is it punishment for sin or a blessing? 11

j blessing. How about verse 10, "your light will rise and your darkness e as the

noonday?" What would you say? There are to half verses there but I doubt if there

is arythi'ig longer than that. (Discussion) And in verse 13, but is there any

other? In chapter 58.There is not much in 57 about it. Mr. Davis? That is

surely rebuke. Back in 57 I thinkxttxtzx a very reasonable question has been

asked? Is it not true that when you get back there you have rebuke in 10

undoubtedly, rebuke in 11, rebuke in 12, rebuke in the first half of 13. You can't

interpret the first half of 13 otherwise than rebuke, can we. The last half of

13 is surely blessing, and hi', what about ill.? How do you interpret verse 14?

57:114, Take up the stumbling block out of the way." Yes, along the line of

exhortation but is it a continuation of the last half of 13? It is rather ataange

thatthat verses 13 and 114. should be two verses. If you are going to have two

verses there, wouldn't it be better to mo.ke the break after ' vanity shall take

them**. but he that putteth his trust in me shall possess the land. and shall

ARWX inherit my holy moutain and. shall say cast ye up, cast ye up, take up the

stuibling block out of the wr of my people." That is the declaration of the

blessing for the one who puts his trust in God that he is to be able to really

accomplish something. The one who is trusting himself azExx in his ° alleged

righteousness, vanity will take him, but the one that is trusting God. is going to

possess the land and inherit the holy mountain and to bring blessing to others.

The exhortation of this next verse is n addition to being an exhortation a definite

statement that he is to bring blessing to others. So the last half of 13 and iLl.

should be thought of as blessing. What about 15? Is 15 blessing or rebuke? 15 is

a wonderful description of the blessing of God to the humble. So it is blessing.

Then 16 is blessing. 17 is referring to God's wrath in the past but leading up to
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verse 18 which is blessing withan incidental touch on past rebuke and is an

introduction to blessing.

(Question) In other words x you would feel, that there is a relationship

here to the previous material but that it differs in having this rebuke section

first. That is that it is a section similar to earlier parts of Isaiah but yet

that it has sufficient difference to indicate that it properly comes aft"r 53

rather then before it. That is a very interesting thought. So that it is probably

warranted to say that the rebuke passage which begins in verse 9 of 56 continues

with rebuke until the middle of verse 13, and then xs rather in verse 13 you

have a switch from rebuke that comes to the wicked to the contrast tax of the

blessing upon the righteous which is then given in the previous--that is, the

blessing on those who believe, those who put their trust in his, those who are His

own--from the middle of 13 on through 18, through 19 probably. Then we have just

these two 'ferses at the end which are d.escribinb the wicked again. So we have

then the very common alternation of earlier portions of the book--rebuke from

t:9 to 57:middle of 13 and blessing the last half of 13 through verse 19. That

would suggest then, would it not that you have quite a change at the beginting of

verse 20 and would raise the question, are these last two verses a sort of an

appendix of a different type from the section which w have just been in or do they

i ntroducè a new section? That is rather to say about these last two verses.

which is the best way to take them. They don't seem strictly to relate to what

follows in 58 and yet they have an altogether different viewpoint from the previous

five verses. So we have starting in xx 56:9 we have a rebuke passage proMeding

for a long spake and then suddenly turning to the contrast of the blessing. Then

in 58 we have a rebuke passage through the first seven verses, or if you want to take

the two just before with it--nine verses--and then a very sharp change to blessing

in verse 8. This blessing passage runs on how far? klat Half of 59? The mithile

of 9 Well, the middle of verse 9 as it is punctuated in the English here, the

first half of verse 9 goes with what precedes and. the last half goes with what
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follows. It has really two sentences with a half of each sentence combined in

verse 9. There is quite a division in the middle of verse 9, but the 1at half

o± verse 9 begins with pointing out that if one would turn away from sin and. then

it continues and tells what the rsults P to be. The besult is blessing as one

- -S
turns away from sin.

So there is, of conree, an implied rebuke in the last half of 9 and. the first half

of 10, an implication that it is not being done as here described, "take away from

the hxx midst of thee the yoke and p'it forth the finger that spealceth vanity."

4n implication that thnse things have been done in the past but yet the state-

Itis leave these and blessing will be yours. It is really a blessing passage

even though there is an implied rebuke. So I think that we have blessing in verse

8 and the first half of 9, and then in the last half of 9 and through 10, surely 11'

HOW far does this blessing passage here extend? T0 the end of the chapter; that

is, previous to the end. of the chapter we find no switch to a rebuke passage. Such

rebuke as there is is implication rather than statement and is implication

leading up to blessing rather than rebuke.

('uestton) Yes, there is a very good question- Does verse 1 of 59 go with

what precedes or with what follows? As it i punctuated. in the King James Version

it goes with what follows. Of course, that doesn't prove it, but that does

suggest that there were men with a good deal of study who thought that that was the

correct answer, tat it went with what follows. It certainly cannot be said that it

doesn't go with what follows. It fits -rather nicely with the thought that follows

and it also can be combined with what precedes. It is not extremely easy to decide

which way to take it. I am tnclined. to think that it goes a little better with

what follows than with what precedes, but it is pretty hard to be dogmatic about it.

tht'* that there is a very close similarity of ideas with what follows to suggest

that it is introduced in the next statement. ut though it sounds that though

verse 1 sounds like blessing, it may really be a rebuke. It sounds as if od is
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strong and. entirely dependable t.*x therefore why do you sin so? That is a

rebuke. It is pointing out the goodness of God as a reason why it is very strange

that you are so sinful. So just as above we had. verses with an implication, a

strong implication, of rebuke leading on to blessing, here hssx we have a verse

which has a strong implication of the possibility of birseing but which intro

duces probably a rebuke. So it would seem that there is good reason to suggest

that the archbishop did. not make a mistake in the chapter division between 58 and

59. Well, if verse 1 of 59 introduces verse 2, then verse 1 is a portion of a

rebuke passage. If it is, how far would it go? To 15. Does anyone find a blessing

sectioii previous to verse 15? taxi Well, does anyone find any earlier than la

blessing passage? A change from rebuke to blessing? How about verse 10? Is

that rebuke or blessing? It would seem to be confession. It is confession of sin

and is closely allied. but it is a little different type of material. It certainly

is not blessing. It is seeking blessing but I think one should notice that between

8 and 9 there is a rather definite change. lip to 8 you are describing the sinful

cAndition of people and in 9 you turn to the first person and. describe the suffer

ing condttlon of the sinner. fh Therefore because of the sin described here before,

therefore we are suffering. It still continues the rebuke passage bec ause it still

j showing the effect of sin and. is showing the donition of suffering and. misery

in which they are whether it is the xz±x statement of people actually in this con

dition or apred.ictlon in advance of the situation into which people wculd.

come expressed thus in a dramatic form. Either of the two ways you take it, it stifl

ca very properly be combined with a rebuke passage, but sne should note the

rather important subdivision between verses 8 and 9. hen that goes through verse

12 and through verse 13 certainly. Verse jL is not blessing is it? Everyone

would gree I think, that verse 14 Is continuing the description of the suffering

w}'ich is the result of sin. How about the first half of verse 15? Is that

blessing? ij1 "yes, truth fails and he that departs fr9m evil makes himself

afraid." Is that a blessing? One that turns away from evil, finds the evil
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people setting on him and. treating him very meanly. That is net a blessing

surely. That is a sttement of criticism of the wickedness of those who

mistreat the one who wishes to turn away from his evØI]. way. So that the first

half of 15 as Mr. Lin pointd out is very clearly a continuation of the rebuke

ideal the picture of the sin and the suffering and the result of sin. ut the

last half of verse 15 one must question. Does that properly belong with the

first half? It is not a brand new start like a chapter. It is nothing like that.

lint is it properly connected most closely with what precedes or with what

followst It c,twx connects with both but with which does it connect most

closely? (Student answ'rs) We are describing in previois verses the things

that the people have done. Judgment is turned away. Justice stands far off.

Truth is fallen away. Iqnty cannot enter. Truth fails. He that departs from

evil makes himself afraid. A long continuing statement of the condition of evil

and. wickedness. 'Out then, andthe Lord saw it and he saw that there was no

judgment and he saw that there was no man and wondered that there was no inter

cesor. Therefore His arm brought salvation. Surely the sentence division ought

to b5 or thb verse division oughtñix±x to be in the middle of verse tx 15. It

j rather an absurd verse division. The two belong together but they belong

together a8 sections of two divisions that belong together. The first half of 15

goes with what precedes and the second half goes with what follows. There is a

very division at that point. Now as you have noticed here that beginning

with 56:9 we have a passage of rebuke which goes through two-thirds of the

chapter of 57 and then we have a blessing passage. Then in 58 we have a passage

Of rebuke for seven verses and then a blessing passage. Then in 59 we have a

rebuke passage for verses and. then we have a blessing passage for 6verses.

Wow as you note the ultimation, what does it remind you f? Does it rem md. you

of anything in addition to that? In Mii, yes. We notice that in the j1r

Prophet's Course that in Micab you have rebuke, blessing, rebuke, blessing making
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up the book. Lhree sectio'is each of which has rebuke followed by blessing.

And we notice that in the book of Isaiah your first six chapters not so sharply

as Micah but nevertheless in general can be divided the same way. Rebuke with

a sharp change to blessing, rebuke followed by the description of the blessing

of prophet with his pleadings from God. You have a three-fold dibrision, three

sections related to one another each of which has two parts--rebuke followed by

blessing. You have that again here from 56:8 you have such a section. You have

three of these. Well, now, we do not feel that the number three is necessarily a

holy number that you must always divide into three parts.

and therefore when you have three you stop. So we want to see. We have these three

Does a similar alteration continue further or is there a now a change to something

else? That 18 something for you to look forward at aid to gain an idea of what

follows. ut at least we have here after 56 a structure similar to that of Micah

and to the first part of Isaiah,-rebuke followed by blessing, rebuke followed by

blessing, rebuke followed by blessing. Thus a definite unit whether it ends at that

point or not, whether we have three or four otk.Itraitu more such

alternations we can look ahead. and see or whether it is the start of a new

division or the continuation of the last part of that. We can look on and. work

that out and we can say this much so far that we note that from zak chapter

O through 56:8 we have *kmx a symphony working forward treating of differ'nt

themes one after the other bringing them to the fzzz fore and discarding them

and taking up others with t)e one great thought of the servant of the Lord

which begins in 141 and runs right through and is climaxed in 53 and finds its

great results in 54 and 55 and the first half of 56. Then we have the start of

another JUtJc structure, a structure quite different from the general

structure of LlQ to 46 , a structure which is very similar to our stuructres

but some of the conèant of it seems to require the material of O to 56 and. a

background for it. It would seem to be another section whIch properly conies after

that section but which is a distinct section and has a distinct type of structure.
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(Question) Which chapter? Yes, well, that is a very good question to look

into and to see what direction the evidence points. Does it point that Isaiah

0e hundred and fifty, no, two hundred. years before the z return to Jerusalem,

e hundred seventy-five I guess, that he is sitting down and writing something

that is meant specifically for people at that tine or is he writing something

which has an IE immediate and definite interest to the people of his own day and

is also vital to t'8 people of his own day., perhaps having a eater reference to

the people of that day but yet not exclusively, having a real meeting for the

people of his own day and. a real purpose at his own time even though part of the

nu.rpose is for them to realize the fitness to . future time. That is the

Question that ts worthy of consideration.

(Question) That is a question to examine at a future time. Just how

much difference or whether there is a marked difference that one is

definitely in one area and one later. Certainly from 40 to2x 53 is definitely

a unit which belongs as a consideration of that which is to come afterwards. There

is no question about that. That addresses the people of Isaiah's day, the Godly

people that are convinced that they are to go into exile. Now you can express

the godly people seeing the exile of the northern kingdom and seeing the sin of

the people of the southern people and knowing that Isaiah has predicted. that the

southern kingdom is to go into exile and that the sin of the people for which they

refuse to give up must inevitably lead. to punishment, punishment such as they have

already seen just a few miles north of them. In that situation the Godly people

realize that they need comfort and they are in their minds practically as if they

were in the exile and it is very reasonable for Isaiai to sit down and give them

x under the leadership of the spirit of God an answer of comfort to their fear

that all is over and. that the exile is certain and there is nothing to hope for.

It gives them great consotion and this consolation which he gives the godly in
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his day is very applicable to the Godly when the thing actually cones to pass that

these people know are c3ining to pass. So from £1.0 to 56 there is a very definite

application to Isaiah'5 own day and also a very definite meaning for the people

when those things come to pass in his own day regard as certain-the Godly. But
Ic

when you get into these rebkke passages here wt*-.the Godly in Isaih's day think

of, re1ize, that after the return from exile, p'ople in Jerusalem. there would be

such sin as requires this particular type of condemnation. Would there be any

particular point in giving this type of rebuke to the people of Isaiah's aay to

the Godly people. When it comes to the unGodly people of Isaiah's day there would

no point in giving them rebuke that wouldn t apply to them but would apply only

to the people of 22x two hundred yars later? It is rather a different aspect

altogether to think of this as

that is very good. That is doubtless included in it--the idea of the urgency of

the command. expresses the fact xthat it is available and also zix that perhaps

the person may not realize the situation. I was talking with a man out in

Arizona who told, me of an experience he had. had. He said that a man who had. been

0f those
carrying on some engineeringxu, some construction work, down in one

r-reat valleys In the lower Colorado River region. Re said that in that region

there where the man was doing this xxxx construction work if he want. to send. a

messaie to anoher one and so he asked a young man who had. been working there

a brief time with him there to carry this message.,- He said. that to get to the

other place by road you have to drive up and back here and. way around and. go a

hundred miles to go a distance that was only about ten miles across the desert. So

he asked this nan to walk across the desert here ±u±Wxztx and carry his message.

And. ask them to send some stuff over to him by car that was needed which they

would put on a trck and bring. Three days later the stuff hadn't cone. 6o he

began to yonder. S0 he got Into the truck and drove around the one hundred. miles
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and. Into the other place which was actually ten Izi "±r1es of very rough

country away. When he got there they had heard nothing of the young "tan at all.

So he began to wonder what had happened to the yovtng man, and they began to hunt.

They found that that young man had lost his way and. he went there straight forward

thro'gh that desert country and he couldn't find the place and. pretty soon he got

desPaI.8.te for some water and he Just kept going forward blindly hunting forthat

water and. just blind going forward dreaming of streams of water and. figuring he

would come on to one. He Just kept going and when they found him he was walking

forward and he walked right straight across a highway which he -1-r could have

followed a couple of miles either way and gotten some. He walked straight across

that highway, atx+,gx straight across a railroad track which would have led him

to a place either way, and. he was just going forward blindly going for that water

which he had no idea where it was. He was just heading there. His mouth was so

swollen that he couldn't talk. He couldn't get any worus out at all from his

mouth as it was utterly swollen. They had to give him just a few drops of water

a little at a time and gradually bting him into a condition where he could drink

normally, he kx was Just frantically going forward with no realization of where

he was going or how to get there or anything and they had to practically knock him

over in order to stop him and tie him up in order to give him a little bit of

water and. bring him back to a normal condition. Now that perhaps is something of

an analogy of the person who is frantically hunting without showing any realization

of it. You just have to grab him and bring him in to what he needs. as he has

gotten beyond the point of realizing it. He has gone into his disease so far that

he doesn't realize what he needs and he is going in the opposite direction to that

which he needs. he feels the terrific needand. he is heading on trying to seek

something that he doesn't realize what he is doing and. he is doing that which is

the exact opposite to what he should. be doing. So there Is the urgency of this
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command, "Come to the water." Why keep heading that way? Vome over here

allx near to the water. You nn't know it is here, but here it 1. You don't

reli3e that it is what you need. You don't realize what you are seeking, what

you re lacking but you have a terrific lack which completely altered your

understanding of life. Uome over here. Here is what you need. A tremendous

command with a declaration involved in it. Here iswater. Not only here is water.

You have no idea you can get the e wonderful things. You have no way to pay

for them. You don't realize that you are utterly without means. Y6u have to put

yourself in t!ie position and realize you are utterly without means to reach

it but that there is one who has paid the tremencicus price and who has made it

available and that he invites you to come and buy. He urges you. He commands you

to come and bu because he has paid the price. So he says, come and bu and eat.

rhen you say, how can I eat? I haven't the money to pay for it. I cannot do it.

Well, it continues-come and buy without money. He answers your question. When

he says coe b and. eat, and. you say, how can I eat? I have no money. Well, come

and. buy without mo cy and without any price. What are you to buy? The water that

you so espa1'ately need. No, not merely water; not merely the satisfying orour

thirst but far beyond that. The vitamins and the no'irishment and the solitude that

you need--the wine and the mild. This word wine, of course,rieans the grape juice.

It might be fermented or it might not be, but it is t'e grape juice. It doesn't

have any tho"ght of intoxication in the verse but it f indicates that which in the

Old Testament represented as eecilly desira\ble, especially desirable and

nourishing and pleasant. Wine and milk. So w have this rhetorical structure here.

Come and buy and. eat and come. The one 'and" exrwrnzx in the English expresses

greater division than the other. In English we have more different words to

ixpression variety and division and so the King James makes one of those ands, "yea"

whch of co"rse, is Old. English. In modern English you might perhaps say "yes"

come 9 or you mgHt make it "Oh" come. Or you might just make it
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ccTe and bi,y and. at. Come and bu and. eat. A new style. The "and" connects

two main sections each of w}ich has three sections. So the "and" in Hebrew is

much stronger than the IngUsh "and". T}e Engllsh"and" is very strong as it is,

but this is still broader and. often in ngUsh you have to get te shade of

connection in order to express that "and" correctly. So this first verse here then

is not si reply a few words to mean an invitation to someone It isastrong

command to tho-.e who are in a certain condition and it is perfectly absurd except

that there is another factor which is not mentioned here but is

assumed. The answer to that assumed fac$or here must, of CO?Sé, come in saiah

53. It comes right fter it and itxtzx declares that which is possible as a

result of 53" It never could. have been given earlier in Isaiah until that was

presenteu.. Well, we are not getting through this zzkx chapter so fast, but there

a great deal in each of these.

Let us look at the next verse,Mr. Meisky. Money is a comparative new

thing in the last few centurIea well within a couple of thousand years. Before that

they did not have coins which had certified bow much they were wotbh. The idea

of certification on a coin is to tell you that this coin includes so much metal.,

Its weight is so much. 'ifrxkka±x Prior to that they would weigh out 'money.

They would put so "inch on the balance and see this amount of metal which they would

give over. That was done in the mines in the early days in the western part of

the United States, too. They would weigh out gold, such a weight of gold. 5o the

word here "weigh" comes to mean to pay. Why will you pay money?for what is not

breast? These are people who don't have any money. How can they pay money if

they don't have it? Now there is a contradiction, isn't it. There is a paradox.

The people are people who don't have money end they are told that they are paying

money out for what isn't bread. This is a paradox here. In other words the idea

is not strictly the literal idea. These are the people who don't have any money.

They are the people who do not have the money with which to purchase the thing
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desired. It is as if you mitt say, "Here is this fine automobile which is available

for $2500 and you don't have arythng like that, but you can take it. here it is

yours. Somebody is paying the price so you just take it." Well, the man says,

Why are you working so hard and saving up your money to spend for that kind, of an

old jalopy which is absolutely useless. Here you can take this which xrou

never could Possible own. It is yours. Someone else has paid for it. Why do

you spend money? you do have zwKzx money? This is for him that has no money."'

It seems to him that has nothing that it is comparable to that which you would
to be

expect w needed to secure that which is desired. But the man is making efforts

He is pouring out his energy. He is spending his money. He is weighing out that

which represents the labors that he has gone through. Your labor for that which

is not satisfying. Why do you pour out your money and pour out your effort

for that which does not fill your needs when there !.s available for you that

which you couldn't hope to take? That which you could never secure but which has

been secured for you at tremendous price by the one who has paid the tremendous

price to get it. So there is the question here which is a rhetorical question.

Why do you do it? What they are doing is saying they are doing it. It is not

asking you a question, why do you do it? Please explain just why you do b'at.

It is not a questêon tn that sense at all. It is a rhetorical question. It is a

fure asking why you are (loing it. It is pointing out the fact that you are

doing it. 'what is the reason for this? Well, I'm not doing it. I never dreamed

I was doing it. Well, look here it is exactly what you are doing. It is like

when I came up to a man once. I had. a friend y*!wRt American student,and, he lived

over that way and I lived over this way and. one morning he was going to meet

someone at a certain subway--there were three levels to it,-and. he was going to

meet them there. If I happened to get there I would meet them,too, and go on

with them. ut I wasn't sure whether I would or not. This other person came in

on a different line. He came in and converged here. I came in and I went down to
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the second. level and I didn't see .them. I walked down to the third level and

there I saw walking back and forth. He had been there nearly an hour.He

waslost in thought and he was walking back and forth along the platform and. I

said, "hy are you here walking back and. forth? 'h)r are waiting where no train

comes?" He never dreamed of such a thing. He was zip lost in thought walking

back arid forth there and when he looked down he saw that they had. justi±

hadn't laid. any track there. No train had come in there. He had been there a

whole hour. He hadn't noticed any. That became a rhetorical question, btt it

was a means of bringing something to his attention. He was waiting in a place

where there was nothing to wait for. He had been walking back and forth there

hour. He hadn't noticed that no trains had come in during that hour. We went

upstairs and the next train that came in brought in the Dersenxenc that he was

waiting for so we got there just in time. But he says

But he says here, 3zxltIx.! "Why do you spend you r money for that which

isn't bread." Well, he sayt, "I never thoughtOf it. I thought all these things

would satisfy me. I put all my effort out to get these things in life and. what

weemed to me to be worth while. Actually it isn't bread at all. It is not even

nourishment. It won't give you anything. It will never satisfy. As Christ said,

"The one that drinketh of this water, will thirst again; but the one that

drinketh of the *ater that I give, will never thirst." And so the verse continues

then.




(estion)
/

but we just want to know who they are so that we won't be shocked if they have

something unprepared.

ow let us take a little while looking at the Hebrew a little faster than

we aid last time and then come back to look, at particular points on it. Let us

look at chapter 55' verse 13 first. 55:13, Mr. Moffitt., you can read that then.
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low as to the point at which we were lookng and continue our discussion of particular

features. 4 the way, bfore we go on to that, the quarterly meeting of the

/-i
Presbytery is held next !4 onday afternoon..........

Now we could mWce up the meeting some Friday for two hours instead, of one or I

could give you a test. Which should we do? ....Then we'll make it up then.

(Question)

Now then looks let us look at 55 where we were looking last time. We

had. come along in our discussion to' verse 2, I believe. We noticed that in verse

1 the call that is given here to cone without money but it is not an implication

that the thing is free, simply that someone is Paying for it. That which man could

not do has been done by another. Wonderful things: are available. They are freely

paid for by another. Then the rebuke to those who are spending their money wièh

no results and giving their labor hoping to find satisfacti n and are not finding

it. They are assured that there is something whibh will give true delight and that

this something is something which they can receive. There is no sense in giving

their labor and. effort for that which they cannot satisfy. It does not mean that

you give your labor for that which can. because the previous verse says that the

thing that truly satisfies is secure without labor.

(uest1on) No, that wouldn't be it. You get it without your having to do

anything about the price of it. That is the implication. You are invited to come

and buy but it is stated that you can buy it without money d without price.

In otherwarcIs someone else pays for it. No. It is worth it. The Idea of the verse

is that you couldn't possibly buy it. If you tx±i tried to you wouldn't have

sufficient to pay for it. You can secure it without price because someone else

paid for it. It rests back on 53 IM because Christ paid for it. Of course,

that is implication in the verse. The statement to buy without money and without

price doesn't mean certainly that it is worthless. It means that you don't have to
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pay the price for it. So then unless there is further question on verse 1, we'll

look on. We looked at verse 2 last time. I think we need to look a little further

at it"




'Why do you weigh out gold. for that which is notbread and your labor for

that which is not satisfying?" We didn't look at this next word--/-"

What is that form, Mr. Inidla-'? Yes--an infinitive absolute is a rather peculiar

Hebrew construction. It is so far a I know not used in any other language except

those which are influenced by the Hebrew and more or less more in common. Someties

it is translated as if it were a participle. It certainly is not a participle. It

is a word that stresses the verb idea apart from all conditions of tithe or relation

ship. Ordinarily when it is purely stressing it, it precedes it. It "

may follow like this or it may stress it, too. Now he** really heor

following it, it may have the idea of continuation--he and he. The translation

"hearken diligently" is not bad. Lo really hear. Try hard. to hear and hear,

listen, listen. Continually keep on listening to me. There is something that is

worth more ±katxx than casual attention. It is worth constant attention. You

spending your labors.You are laboring hard and not finding satisfaction. You

are spending what you can accumulate of this world's iu±xizik*z

instruments, negotiable instruments. You are spenting them and you are not

curing satisfying bread for it. You are not receiving real food for it. But

listen continuously. Keep on listening. Through listening

to the gospel word you can find satisfaction. Through listening to the message

that God gives you can find that which is the true bread of life arid, that which

true satisfaction. You h'-ve to listen to the word. You have to pay attention.

Hearken ±x±hx diligently to me and eat. The translation "that which is good"

is quite a good way to represent the fact that it is a noun. Eat good . Eat

so-'e thing that is really worthwhile. Then the next /

is of course, a fifth . Is of course a femine form. It is either e.
7-

third feminé singular or what else? Whenever y.u see a word with no set form and
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third, feniinè singular . ... No, I was speaking about the person. It is either

third famine singular imperfect or second masculine singular imperfect. Speaking

of people, you mght say "you' would be right. What would a femine have to do

with it? Why would a fernine fcw'm be used here? So the soul of life being fetnine

it is "let the soul be delighted--let the soul find. delight'!-find delight or be

delight itself. Let the soul. delight itself in that which is luxurious, that which

is fat, that which is like cream. Let the soul delight itself in these things.

How are you to get that result? By litning and keep on listening. Listen to the

Word of sod, to the gospel call. The chapter is rather unique in the Scripture.

It fits right exactly in. Its thought is contained all through the Old. Testament.

It is nothing new. It is the truth which is taught to the Israelites by Moses.

It is the way of salvation and is known at all periods. It is here made very

clear in connection with the 53d of saiah. It is similar to the situation which

you have in the Psalms where you hav the 22d Psalm describing XX in such exact

terms the drucifixion of Christ and implying rather clearly the resurrection

tin mediately followed by the _3d Psalm showing the life of the one who has been

sav'd through his death, and here you have the 53d. chapter and here you have

the 55th showing the blessings and the pleasures and the satisfacti us wçich

can come through listening to the Word of God and receiving that which is made

available through what he did. as described n the 53d chapter. So hearken diligently

and eat good.. Consume that which is really satisfying and y:ur sou.l, let her

delight herself with cream.

(Question) xx is a word which means life or soul. It is

not really a metaphysical word. It is a descriptive word. It is rather

hard from some of these terms to try to determine the exact constitution of the

human personality. CrOa could if he chose have taken the constitution of the

human rsonlity and have given a specific technical term to each feature of it

and then have informed the people as to what these terms were and instructed, as to

what they meant. Then have proceeded to use them en that way. as if you were
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writing a book of mathematics or a book of law. But that is not what He did.. e

gave us a book in which he uses the language of the people and uses words in the

terms in the wai in which the people used. them, but used these words in such a way

to express His truth. Often no matter what words He uses by the zery nature of the

human language it would be a difficulty in expressing the exact teaching on many

points.
Then when you get into matters like this concerning which man did not

kntw and doe(- not now know the full answer to the question of the nature of the

human personality with the relation of the different portions of the personality.

We cannot express from the Hebrew words tkux w.kxthose people came to use in a

popular way and as they were used here to frwueexac answers to these problems.

We cannot do that. ~& traced the word. through the Ola. Testament

cane and. founa that the word is a wordt I believe never used. of a disembodied

spirit. It is always used in connection with a body. I think body would be a better

translation than spirit. You have to use one or the other. The word

some say describes the whole man with the spirit in the iix body. Some inter

pretate it that way, but it is anxKmaU an embodied spirit. Sometimes we trans

late it "life" sometimes we just say "soul". The nepha is connected with

emotion, connected with feeling. The nepha grows strong; it grows weic. It many

even be spoken of as od. The rhua which is generally translated "spirit" is

something fan more ethereal than the nepha. There is a distinct difference between

nepha and. rhua. They are certainly not the same, but it is a question whether they

can be definitely separated. Either the nepha includes the rhua or they are different

aspects of the I! zxif man's personality rather than different portions. That

is perhaps as far as you can go on that matter regarding it. Comparatively little

was known in Old Testament times and not a great deal more is known yet. A great

many people with a little knowledge of the few facts which they have observedor

ascertained either from the Scripture or from experimental studies. People build

great, tremendous theories on them.

Let your nepha be light itself. Let your soul, let your light, let your

being be light itself. It is not a term used purely of T?**x spirit. Our English
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word. "soul" has come to mean something very similar to spirit and. it is quite

different the way the English word. "soul" is used to today from the way the word.

"nepha" is used in the Old Testament.

Then the third verse continues the peal to the people. It continues

this. exhortation ±tkxxx which really is not an exhortation but a declaration. It

declares that these things are available and calls on the people to take advantage

of that which is available. The big feature4 of it really is the pointing out

that they are available and then, of course, thexkkwxz.tx exhortation naturally

follows and it is his desire that it should follow. Qi' 1

So then in verse 3 the exhortation is continued. Satu . What is the root of

satu? (Student answc'rs) You see first your "hey" with a on it, and.

when you have a word starting with a free form of it with a patha under it, you

immediately think of . The hey is a brief form of it. Then what is

the first radicle? The first raLlicel would then e nun wouldn't it assimil.ted

into the tate. So nun would be the first rad.icle and then you have your second

radiCle tate and when you have an ending "oo" right hfter the second radicle it

shows that it is so that it would be" nautai, to stretch out. Stretch

out your ears. That is an idiom which we are not likely to use in modern English

and so it is very beautifully translated "incline your ear"--turn your ear toward

me--stretch it out. Literally, put out your ear--stretch out your ear.

Looku is from what root? To go or come. It is motion. It doesn't say

whether towards or away from the speaker but the net word shows its source. Come

unto me. Then again we have the same word that we had just before. Hear. The

emphasis is on the hearing, the gospel call--har. And again a femine. To heed..

Let it live or it shall live. Hear and let your soul live. Hear, and. your life

and your soul shall live. It brings life not merely to the spiritual portion of

youl It brings life to your whole being. The whole man is safe. Certainly you can't

save the man without saving his spirit--that is the vital thing. God does not merely
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save his spirit. The whole man is effected and there will be a resurrection of the

body. Your Ufe and. your soul will live.

(uestion) Yes. Come to me. That is very definite. Come to me. Now

who said to come to him? Yes, and who is the one? Who says to come to him?
the one described by

It may be God or it may be
,\Isaiah.

It is God or it may be specifically the servant

of God, the one who has done great things. He says that he will divide the spoil

with the mighty. He is giving this gospel call, come unto me, all ye that are

weary and I will give you rest. The "unto me" very definitely shows that it is

either God who is speaking or it is the second person, the servant of God. Come

unto me--hear, listen, and. your soul shall live. I will "karah" literally as

you know "karab" is to cut. The word " to cut" is used in connection with a

covenant regularly . hey cut a r covenant. It is the way of establish

ing something that is cut out. It is used very frequently in the Old Testament--

to cut a covenant; to establish a coven:---nt. The King James Version trqislates it

just to make a covenant which is probably as near as you could come in modern

nglish. This Hebrew idon, to cut a covenant. And I will cut to you a covenant

of "olarn". The covenant of olam. We had in verse -s I believe it was--the sit

0f olam, the sign tat stretches on into the indefinite future. It is the

covenant of Olam, .a I will, cut with you not a tempora' agreement but a covenant

of long duration. What is this covenant that he will cut with his people? What is

the agreement that he makes? It is the 149-6

Take that last wordw-aaonamim, the last word of verse 3. What is its use in the

sentence? (Student answers) It modifies . Its masculine plural ending

shows that it must be either be a noun in the masculine plural or an adjective

modififlg a masculine plural noun. Where it is an adjective, an atributive

adjective, because it ±*X agrees with its nnlm in number, gender, and definition.

These sure ones, the established ones. The establis}'ed. what? The established

is constructive because it would be dative and it must be immediately

followed by the word with which it is constructed. And adjective would come

later. It is the sure, the established, the amen mercies. Mercy is not a very
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good translation.

(Question) A very good question. It would naturally be something"-

but you have and. what is tat "awe" on the end there? (Student

answers) H0 many know? Well, it is a little hard to bring out the whole

5ometies. In Lnglish we generally represent it, "let me do it". That is an

nglsh idiom. You arenot going to give me permission to do it. You are not saying,

enable te to do it. What you are really saying is that it is my desire to 'io It.

Let us do it. We will encourage one an ther to go forward and do it. i4ri In the

singular, let me do it, means that lit is my desire to do it. I would like to do it.

I want to do it. S o here, I will cut with you, means I desire to out with you.

That is the result if you come and. will listen and hearken and will come to me,

then I will cut the covenant, but is expressing my intentional desires for my

people. It certainly is not asking for permission. Our inglish "let" does of course

strictly speaking "let" would be permission. Let us go. Give us permission to go.

ut of co"rse, the way we use it is an idiom in nglish which means we desire to go.

We are encouraging wne another.

(Question) I don't think ' The "olam" would carry that

meaning. The cutting of "olam". (Question) I don't recall ever noticing that.

That is a new idea to me. is Intention with desire. I don't remember

any note o! finality in cohote It is not finality so much as suggestion,

almost a!sz±x appeal.

(Question) Well, it is not asking permission. I think it sounds a little

too xxix much permssIon. "Let us do it" doewn't sound like permission; it sounds

like we want you to either stand together o fall. But "let me do it" isn't

quite the same. It is "I desire to do it." There is a dsire here which is

sort of carried over to the others. It is not permission but there is a little

note--"now you listen and I would like to cut if only you would listen". I don't
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think there is any finality. I wo'ld be interested to know where you got that idea.

(Question)Yes, there is a question what do we mean by the sure /J- ,i
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of David.? What is the t hat translation "mercy' is Old Englh. I don't

think that it would give much idea today. Ithink it is very unfortunate although

we have such. a marvelous, usable product. Literary English in the King dames Version.
11




hen you get to taking it for people today, a tremendous ix number of the words

just don't haV the same meaning today except as they gather them as having heard

them in the ibe. Of course, that isn't bad. if you get a word that we don't use

in BnglIsh. You take.,. "behold.". It isn't in English today except in hymns or in the

Bible. We never the word. "behold" today. Did you behold the B. & 0. train this

morning? We just don't use the word. Consequently it is quite easy to get your

interpretation of it from our h'uma and from our -'ible and. to form from context

an idea as to what the word means. Sometithes we form an idea. Sometjnes we don't.

Many of the words we read. over and over and they are just blank in our minds. I

found that very few people have any idea what the word "n thou" means. he "
vn 4, f

think it is used of sod, but it is used many more times of man than of Goã The

word "ye" to them is absolutely unknown. They think it 'has something to u.o with

you, but what? There one man in five million who knows. That isn't so bad

as those words that people don't know what they mean. when you get a word that is

used in nglish today in a different sense. Then you are just lost. The sense of the

word has changed. Mr. Lane was telling me mx#'t how the joy Scouts thought

the people get near Jesus becaise of the press. They asked what the press

had to do with it? XkXkX -Id they have press representatives as early as all

that? Now you would never in modern Bnglish say that you couldn't get near Him for

the press. You swould say that because there was such a crowd there or something

like that. We just wo"ldn't use the press in that terminology. So in that case

of course,, it is quite easy to deduce it from the context what it means. Nowthis

WO-rd "%tY" in modern inglish means to "not give somebody the punishment he

deserved. " Well, of course, the mercy of God in that sense is a very real thing

in the ible. He did. give the punishmento Christ and consequently He freed us

from it. But the word. " is usd many, many places where that doesn't fit.
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The American Revised Standard Version, the Revised Version of 1901, cuite generally

renders it with the &dea of mercy. They translate it loving kindness. Loving

kindness, of course, is not a modern English words We never use it except in connec

tion with tile ible. I think it comes rather near to getting the idea--perhaps

benevolence is a modern English word which is rather near, and yet benevolence

is simply desirng good. This has more the idea of doing good. rather than desiring
modern

good. It is a very hard word. to find any,nglish word to represent it. It is
(9

sometimes translated "favor". Someone says to someone else--gshow me

and it is translated "favor". It is somewhere in that line of favor, loving

ifless, genera]. benevolence working itself out in actuality. So he-P are the sure

the sure lèving kindnesses or benevolences or determined good.

actions of David. Of course, of David, the question is what kind of a Genitiv is

it? Is it a genitive subjective or objective? Is it the good acting that David

did or is it the good actIonis that were done to David? Or is just the possessor

of certain actions that are bItxzaxtRxkkzxZacx oconnectei with David and that

bel&ng with David in some way? those are three possibilities to this. As we are

near the end of the hour we will not try to speak of which of the three but let

you think it over d see what would the meaning be in the case of these three and

how would you interpret them? Then as you look at the zaxx next verse anu you wonder

in the next verse who is the speaker. Who is the "him"? Who is the speaker and

who is t'e "him" asking who is speaking And in the fifth verse--'o whom is he

speaking and who is speaking? Those are questions that are worthy of consideration.

If you wlllthink of those ±xx (Our time is about up) until next Friday.

i think it is worth asking the question about these verses here--who is the

speaker? Who is the speaker in verse 1? Is it 'saii? Is it Israel? "ho is it,

Mr. Gordon? A very good point. he person who could make such a covenant could

hardly he 1saiah I will make an everlasting covenant with you. It must then be

0e20f two people. "ho could the two be? Yes. It must either be God considered as
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the tz-4x triune sod. or it must be the servant of the Lord who is God, the second

person of the trinity. Now a reader in the says of Isaiah woi'.d not have the

understanding of the trinity of God or of Christ as being the second person of the

trinity. To him he would say, this is God or it is the servant of the Lord. 'Out

those are certainly two possibilities. It is either God or the servant of the Lord.

We would say it is either the triwilne od or it is Christ, the second person

of the trinity. That much we can gather from "I will make an everlasting covenant

with You." Isaiah couldn't do that. hat could not be done by Israel. The

speaker is not Israel. The speaker is not Isaiah. The speaker is either God, a

the servant of the Lord.. Now thestatement that would apply to terse 3 and it would

certainly seem reasonable tkztx*!!1tu o think that it applies also to verse' 2

and verse 1. The Lord here speaks. The servant of the Lord. can be thoug4of

speaking, declaring that which has been won as result of the great victory of

Isaiah 53 or the servants of tie Lord. may speak on behalf of their aster. The

servant of the Lord, the evangelical preacher, could give this message here

speaking not in his own' name but in the name of his Master that Christ will

make, that God will make, an everlasting covenant with those who accept the

gospel invitation. So we have a very clear gospel invitation in verses 1 to 3

here in which it is either God who r5 speaking or it is Christ the servant of the

Lord. who is speaking here. The everlasting covenant which is to be made is

evidently further defined by a phamse in apposition with it. In English the word.

"even" is emphasized and *biipx in italics. Of cou'se, that means that it

belong there at all. The context shows that it is necessary to make sense

out of the passage* Now why would the context show the necessity of putting in

the word. "even"? I very often find myself when I write an article teppted to use

a dash. A dash seems to indicate apposition. In this case surely a dash would.

*eem to convey the same idea. I will make an everlasting covenant with you, the

sure mercies of David. Or you could say--namely, the sure merèies of Davia. e

word "even" seems to carry a little special idea, dosn't it. It will be as much as
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this. It will amount to this much--even. Or even might mean that this is the

fact of what it is. zither one of those ideas may be involved in apposition. It

is not necessarily involved. ither of them contains so-et hing of an interpretation

which would, of course, be based upon the context.

Now the everlasting covenant which s to be made with them is the sure

mar cies of David. The sure of David. he sure benevolences or

loving kindnesses of David. "hat kind of a 'enitive here is David? '%at kind, of a

Genitive do we have? Is it a Genitive of the subjective Genitive? David who

provides these mercies? Is it the objective Genitive--the nw mercies given to

David? Is it Ix simply a possessive-the mercies which belong to David? *It

Would you think that one of thee three would fit the idea or is there one of them

which very particularly does not fit the idea? 'hat wo'ild you have to suggest on this

line? br ëubjective Genitive you would suggest that it might be the mercies such

as David gave. David when he was head of Israel conquered the other nations around

and such mercies that he gave them are no* offered or such mercies as David, thinking

of him as the head of the line, the ercies which are given by his successors, the

successors of David, those who represent David. Those are two possibilities in

connection with the subjective Genitive. Now how about an objective Genitive? God11~

has wondeul1Y blessed David. God is going to wonderfully bless you. God gave

wonderful blessings to Davit certainly. Is he going to give the same to those who

come and ask for this gift which he here has so freely offered? An objective

Genitive--is that what it "cans? Or a possessive Genitive? Perhaps the

mercies which belong to David, the mercies which some are some specific mercies,

some specific things which were given to David. Are those the ones which are to be

yours? Now among these three, which did you think is the least probable one of the

three? (Student answers) Vou think that is the least. Which do you think is the

most? You think that the subjective is the most? lither the subjective or the

possessive. Which of the two? (Answer: Well, *i seeing that Christ was in the

line of David.. I would say that the latter, the possessive Genitive , the mercies
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that belonged to David.) Not the mercies that Christ gives as being a representative

of David, but the mercies which God, promises to David in promising him an ever

house. You think then that this is specifically referring then to

the Measeanic promises rather than to the mercies which are to be given to David's
tre atmett

line or the merices that are exemplified by the use of David all through his life'

It is rather specific mercies, specific blessings, to him in connection with the

Messianic promise. A speicific, wonderful thing which God gave to David , the

promise of David's greater Son. That is what is here involved. How many think that

is the best interpretation? Three. Well, how many think something else is better?

Pour.




Mr. Moffitt, you have something else you like better or you sply find this

one nnsatifactoryt You find, them both unsatisfactory. You don't know what it is.

Mr. G-ordon?

In itself a it stands one has to infer from context. That is, from the

exact words you can get the certain realm within which it can be interpreted.. Then

within these words you see different possibilities and you see which fits the con

text best. Here it is defining te everlasting covenant whibh God is going to

make Would it be a reasonable interpretation o: it to say that the everlasting

covenant that I'm making with you is related to the blessings which I have given

David? It is related to the covenant which I have given Him, the promise of one

who will not see corruption, the promise of one who will reign upon his throne,

the promise of one who will be a light unto the Gentiles. With all of that the

result of the promise to Datid is the everlasting covenant which is me with every

one who accepts the promise. Does that seem to be satisfactory?

(Question or answer) We have to explain it from the light of context and.

keep our explanations in line with the reasonable interpretation of the particular

word. Well, let us take this tentatively flow and keep watching for other interpre

tations which may seem better. We have to do that with interpreting most anything in
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langiage. We have to take an interpretation tentatively and see how many indications

we find to strengthen It! in our feeling that that is the correct interpretation;

and when we find something which seems to be against it, we examine it carefully to

see whether it is something to prove that the interpretation is utterly wrong or

whether it is a problem or whether it is something that èn close examination

proves to be an obstacle. But we take this for the moment then as the best

suggestion that we have yet come across. And we have noticed that this verse is

either God, the triune Gods speaking or it is the servant of the Lord. Verse 3

verse 2, and versel.

Now how about verse 47 "Behold, I have given him." Who is the "I" and

who is the "him"? That is a questIon.IIT What is the answer? First, well, you

answer peras the I unless you answer the "him". Who is the "him"?

It woild seem that there are only two possibilites: one is David and. one is Christ.

That would seem absolutely necessary. Now, of the two the one which at first sight

would seem obvious is David. You just said the pure mercies of David I have given

him. I have given David. ut when you think of that, it would seem to refer to

something in the past, something that did happen. What relevance would it have to

the present or the future situation unless David is to be resurrected and given a

new position of importance? Were that to be the case then surely it might refer to

50methng which is related to the sure mercies of David but which is not specifically

stated as such. In. such a case it might be the one who is the fulfillment of the

promises of David. The sure and. deter'ined. and established loving kindnesses which

have been promised to David, which are the great covenants with David. They are what

is involved in the covenant which is here being offered to those who will come to

the water. God makes the covenant with those who appear who will keep that which

is good. God gives them the covenant and he says that this covenant,the mx one who

is involved in this covenant, the one who is promising it, the one who David is

told is coming, greater son, God has given him, not simply an order that

David may be happy because he hf.s someone to it on his throne, not simply because

God has promised Israel a place of importance in the world, but because he is to be a
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witness to the peoples, a leader and a commander to the peoples, to the nations.

One whose leadership is to go far beyond the bounds of Israel, one who is to give many

nations the leadership which they need. It reminds us, of course, very strikbngly

of thcse promises between Isaiah ll and. 3 about the servant of the lord--that he is

to be a lipht to the Gentiles, that the isles shall wait for his rod, that the

comma are to O out throni the whole earth. He is to bring pease and. righteous

ness to all the world. God has established to be a witness to the people, one

who brings the i±k light to them, to be a leader and. a commander to the people,

one who brings law and leadership and knowledge and. gkidance to them. "al'-I ( /'.

Then if that is the one who is given, who than is the speaker? Is David ±ki:x

speaking? Is Isaiah speaking? "ho is speaking? In this verse, then, God is

speaking. So in this verse if Qod is the speaker, one of two things is true as far

as 1hese four verses are concerned. od is the speaker in all of the four verses

or in the first three the serv nt of the Lore is speaking and in the fourth verse

God is speaking about the servant who has just been speaking. Which of these two

do you like the best? Do you see any difficulty withthe servant speaking in three

verses and then the Lord speaking for a verse. There Is certainly no objection to

having different speakers in a different verse. It is very often tn the prophets

and in the Psalms that there is a change of speaker. It is very evident in the

prophets and in the Psalms. So in this case there is this possibility and it is

interesting to think through which it the more 11k ly possibility of the two.

Perhaps that can be decided by a study of the four verses. Perhaps it is necessary

to go further.

('\testion) Yes, except that so far as he is speaking here not so much as

what the person is as to what the person does. He is speaking of the wonderful

blessings they have received through the prion and consequently I don't think he

speuc'h1.m5eU but he is tieing it up.with the promise. He isn't speaking of

himself but he is speaking of what he does for them rather than what he is. So
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I think that suggestion is a very good one to think about. I doubt if it is a

particular objc.ction to the person speaking. (Answer) Yes, Christ offers

Himself. That which the T1une God gave to David, Christ offers. In chapter

3 it varies-who has believed our report. It is the lord, speaking mostly, speak

ing abuut the church. Oh, yes. Before this ukx chapter 14.9 is very clearly

the servant speaking--"listen, oh isles, to me and hearken ye people. The lord has

called me. He hath made my mouth like a sharp sword and has said to me, thou art

my servant, oh Israel, in whom I will be glorified. Now saith the Lord. that formed
4be-

me from the womb to be his servants to b1j.g Jacob again to him. He said ttx it

is a light thing. Thou sh&lt be m servant to raise up the tribe of Jacob. I will

also give thee to be a light to the Gentiles." There are a few passages, but this

one rather ltzz lengthy where the servant speaks.

Now if we look on to verse 5. Who is the speaker in verse 5? (Student

ansers) Yes. Now ii is it somebody talkitg to God? "Thou shalt call a nation

thou knowe st not." That wruld hardly bef God, would it? God knows all the

nations. (Cuestion) No. You could interpret the word "know" in that sense or

whether it is to be in that sense. (Question) Yes, in one sense. But then you

go on-because of the Lord, thy God and. for the holy one of Israel, for he hath

glorified thee. That would seem to suggest that tt is not God who is here addressed,

but someone else is here addressed. Is the one who is here addressed Israel? s it

David? Or is it he serveilt of the Lord? I do not think that it could hardly be

David. The question is between its being Israel or the servant. While that might

be hard to decide on the basis of sithply the one verse, I would think that the

probability would incline towards its being the servant rather thai toward its being

Israel as a nation. The fifth verse then would seem to be the lord speaking which

is the same doubtless as the fourth.

(Question) Yes, the holy one of Israel, the one whom Israel is to sanctify.

((ueetion) No. I think it refers to the Lord. I don't recall in this case

whether it is used. specifi.cally of the zwrri2 servant. (Question) I don't
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that would quite be the case. The holy one of Israel (Question) I rather doubt

The idea of a holy one is a rather common thing. ut the holy one of Israel

I think refers to God. It is an interesting phrase. I don't think it is very

common. (Queztion) How Lo they say it? Holy One. I see . Well, then, that is

a very interesting parallel but I doubt if it this particular word here would be

parallel *0 that passage. He says, "or he hath glorified thee" and we haven't had

much in this conte:t of Israel being glorified.. Is rael has been gathered and

Israel has been redeemed. Israel has been freed from its prislon, but the term

glorified, seems rather to refer to the servant rather than to Israel.

(Question) Well, of course, there are not a great many passages

specifically speaking of the servant of the Lord. I would. only be God, who would

make the covenant. So the phrase, to make a covenant, would suggest Etx to me that

is was God. who was ka± spaking unless it is so clearly the servant that it

carries the idea of the church. That is a very good point. Now verse 6 refers

to a previous line of thought. Verse 6 is very similar to verse 1, 2, and 3.

and 5 make something of an interlude. The tone of 6 and. 7 are very close to the

tone f the first three. The only ±tx difference being that the note of repentance
,

and forgiveness is brought in in verse 7 e,we had. not found in verses land 2 and 3.

One, two, and three were the free and tn1flerited, unearned satisfaction of me.

Seven is the unearned and unmerited granting of pardon. The two are very close.

They belong together but there is a different emphasis. "Seek the Lord while he

may be found. call upon him while he is near. We have already been given the

impression that lie is near in the wonderful promisesxtxkx±zxzxxxxMuax given

in the previous verses. Here we are told to buy up the time and utilize the

opportunity. "Now is the ciay of salvation. Seek the Lord while he is near. Let

the wicked forsake his way and the unrighteous man his thought and let him return

unto the Lord and he will have mercy upon him and to our God for he will abundantly

pardon." Does that sound like God speaking? Those two verses? Those two verses
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seems to be the s"rvant speaking. They are either the servant speaking or Isaiah

speaking. It would seem to be more likely that it is the servant speaking, giving

the author of salvation as a result of w1at he has done and that that would fit 1*

with the suggestion that the servant is speaking in the first three verses. That

the first three and. these two would seem very likely to be spoken by the seine one.

t would, hardly seem to be quite the natural thing to have these two spoken by a

different one the one who spoke the first three. So it would seem a very

reasonable suggestion, although by no means a certainty, that the servant speaks

in the first three, that the lord speaks about the servant in the next two and then

that the servant speaks again in the sixth and the seventh. That is by no means

a certainty but it seems highly probably. If that is not it you have the lord

speaking in the first five and then someone else is speaking-either
the servant or

Isai eli. It seems nnnatura].that i t would not be the same one.

Then, of course, in verse you have the Lord speak1ngut quoted. Is it

quoted or is it introduced? This is what the Lord says, "My thoughts are not your

thoughts, neither are my ways your ways." You would think that these blessings

wld require that they be eanned.at terrific effort on your part. They cannot

be earned by effort on your part. That would be insufficient to earn them. There I

is no way in which you c'n possibly earn them. God has provided a way of

salvation that you could never have dreamed of were it not for His wonderful

revelation of the fact. Were it not for the wonderful thing which He has done in

making this afailable through the sacrifice described in 'saiah 53, it never could

possibly have been so. "My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are 'y ways,

your ways, aith the lord; for as the heavens are higher than the earth so are my

ways higher than your was and my thoughts than your thoughts." How much higher

are the heavens than the earth? The distance is infinity. So infinite are the

ways of God to the inferior ways of man and. the thoughts of God. wapprior to the

thoughts of man.



Then we have another thought expressed in verses 10 and. 11. It would aax

9em to me that there is perhaps more of a break between verses 9 and 10 than there

is between 7 and 8. Because 7 and 8 have still the idea of the utterly unimaginable,,-

unsearchable rècháa of Christ. The wonder of that which He has done is far beyond

what we could have done. In verse 7 our relationship is to something different.

Verses 8 and 9 seem very tightly combined with what precedes--with the wonder of

God's mercy, the remarkable offer, the free ift,of these wonderful things which

god is ready to bestow. But that is not NUx exactly the thought in verses 10

and. 11. What is the thought? Could you give in one word. the thought of verses

10 and 11?

Pardon. Is that the word? (Student answers) Well, what about the word? We

have been talking about the word right along but what about it? What is he

saying about it here? Yes, well, then what one word? No, t what the purpose

is ..-that he has told. -.ft before. It will accomplish his purpose. 'hat one

word would cover all that? (Student answers) Yes, certainly or "surely would I

think. I should think the very word Mr. Benn'used would be especially good,

accomplishment. Its effectiveness, success, achievement. The tho'ght of verses

10 and 11 is not what is going to happen, is not the free grace of God which he

is giving. There is no stress on that in these two verses. That has been treseed

all the way up to here. It is not the unsearchablaess of God's wisdom. That is

not the problem in these two verses. The thought in these two verses is the fact

that what he purchased will be accomplished. The thought is that it will work.

That success will come to his work. This be not an -t1t1jxww4*i;x empty and. vain

invitation. You could go out on the street and you could go up to Market Street

and. you could. go along and aay, fx "verybody who is tisatisfied. with life or find

that you don't have anything that you like. Come and follow me and I will lead you

off to a land where you will be happy and prosperous." Yx If you talked, up and.

down Market Street and yelled that out for a couple of hours and the police didn't

bother you, you might get a couple of drunks following You- I don't know. You

--



might get children following you, but it is vefy unlikely that anyone of us who went

up there and. did. that would get many people to follow off to the land where all

these things would be given to us. There ord.inarilly before such promises are

accepted there has to be something that leads people to have some conf1ence in the

one who makes the promises to know that he is not just a person out of his mind or

a person who is making wild offers but a person who ±xx has something substantial

to get. The Lord has given here a wond.erfl]. offer. Now he tells us that the offer

is not going to fall on empty air; that it is not going to do something that is

just no attention paid. to it. People may say that that sounds pretty but after all

why .hold we bother with that? We have no reason to think that it will amount to

an;,-thing.

A man came to my wife not so long ago and. told her that she could have

health and happiness and joy--everything she wants. All we have to do is to pay

him twelve dollars aiece every month--just she and I. Then we'll have all

this. Well, we may have it. The thing that he would. give us may bring almost

nvery advantage' but we kxixtx hesitate a little about giving him the twelve

dollars.




Well., the Lord says here that word is not going to be something that is

given out and nothing happen. He says that His word is going tox accompl sh

what He pl'ases, that His purpose will be performed. We don't need to worry and.

say, "well, what can we do? We go out and nobody listens to us. Iveryone is

turning against us. Nobody is interested in the Lord." He says here that His

word. will not return void, to him bikt it will accomplish that which He ixzxx

chooses. He says that this is just as the rain comes down and. the snow from heaven

and accomplishes his purpose to water the earth and. It produces on the earth. There

are changel that come upon the earth because the rain and the snow come down.

You look at the earth ax±ñxx*mwiktxxxx with nothing growtng ziEx dry and

parched and dead. through the winter and the rain comes down and. the sun shines and

flowers begin to come up and. to bloom and 50"thing is accomplished. He says tIt



just as you se the rain come down you will see the flowers grow up htit you look

at the desert in southern California where nine-tenths of the year it is absolutely

parched and barren and. desolate, just dry sand. Then, you get a big rain in the

spring end. you see it just a carpet of wild flowers, you cn hardly step without

stepping on a dozen of them. This wonderful display produced by the rain when it

comes down. It says bbre that so ±±x is it going to be when his word. goes forLh.

Not that everyone is going to come, not that the whole world. is going to be one

immediately as soon as they hear the preaching of the gospel, but his purposes will

be fulfilled.. It will succeed in the thing that he has sent it to. There is a

definite declaration here in ten and eleven of something that is a new and distinct

idea, s separate from anything that has beenclared previously in the chapter.

We have been before told unless it would be implied in verses 14. and 5. Verses

L. and $ do fit in with it. I spoke too strongly when I said. different from

anything else. The offer was in verses 1 to 3 and. 6 and 7" Li. and 5 declared that

it was going to be fulfilled--that he would call a nation he knew not and they would

run after him, nations that he knew not, and here he says that His word is going to

ccomplish and do what Be intends it to do. God's plan is not a haphazard sort of

thin tat is simply given out and it is up to you. You can do nothing about it.

God has his definite purpose, his definite plan, his definite program ; his word

will accomplish its part. We have a part in it. Woe unto he if we fail to fulfill

our part, but that which God wil1will be fulfilled. We cannot say that the work

of God. is held up by the ignorance or indifference of one of us.

(Question) Yea, well, now in this case the WT*! word. "word

is also often translated "thing" or So shall the word be, so shall the

thing be, so shall the matter be. But it is here explained by the statement of

what happens to this word.. The word. that goes forth out of my mouth. That, of

course, if you want so shall the matter be, so shall the thing be that goes forth

out of my mouth. It is not a gro of sounds. Some people seem to think that if

you say certain Scripture words in good Old. nglish, people will hear those words



and. it will have an effect upon them. That there is something about these

sounds. God. never says that there is anything sacred. about the certain combinations

of sounds. They say that when Whitfield preached, they say, that when he would

say Mesopotamia, everybody would weap thear the word., the way he would say it.

His word, the combination of sounds had a tremendous affect on them. That i

sometiies true.

I attRnded a conference in Los Angeles once which was supposed to bring

together religion, science, and education. At this conference at which they tried.

to et people--everybody was itterested In religion, science, or education. A

man was there fromxkkixx a branch of the University of Chicago who spoke about

Christ and he used the most pious tone and he told. how Jesus never knew

5thing but that he was pious. They told. us how when he died., it was the end of his

life just the same as it would be anyone else. When he died and. was buiied he

remembered and that was the end. But he told it in such a pious tone that I could

see lovely old. Christian women in fro"i t of me and every time he would mention

\ Jesus one would turn to the other and say, "Isn't that beautiful?' They were just

8o impressed with the power of his tones that they were paying no attention to

\the things that he was saying which were dnying everything in the gospel. W

Well, that is not what the Lord means about the word. of God. being

eff'CtI'. It is not the combination of sound. It is the ideal. It is the matter.

It is the thing involved. It is the thing that goes forth out of His mouth. It

is certain ideas which He has sent forth into the world and these are not new ideas.

It is the word which went forth when He said, "Let there be light" and there was

light. It is a command. I*T4I This invitation is also a command... It is not simply

somethng that is thrown out onto the open air. It is something which will accomplish

H1 purposes. We are to be His instruments in the fulfillment of His purpose.

If we are unsuccessful there are two possibilities. One is that we are not doing it

right. We are accomplishing what He wants us to accomplish because we are not

doing it in the right way and the other is that we are not accomplishing what we would

/- J,-!_
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like to see accomplished because th't particular thing is not the thing which

is His purpose. to be accomplished. The first of these being true means that

wenever have any right to sit back and says "All right I've 1x done my part.

This task is simply impossible." We have t0 find the best way to do it. We

have to study to show ourselves pproved unto pod. We have tostudy to seek the

way to do it. We have t0 study to find a way of reaching men with the gospel.

Not simply doing a thing as if it were form or ceremony or doing it one particular

way because that is the way people usr'd to do it. We have to find how to do it

and until we find the effect of it cannot say that we have truly declared

the messape of God. n the other hand the fact th.t God declares th t His Word

will accomplish His purpose end. His purpose will be done means that we have no

right to have any anxiety or to have uneasiness or to have dissatisfaction or

discouragement. We have the duty of doing tc' very beet both in energy end in

method that we possible can. ut we have the assurance that if we do the t1

best we
possibly/we

can ónd really do it that God will utilize us for his

prposes. An d if we don't His purposes will be accomplished through some other

channel rahter than through us.

(Question) The word "prosper" means to be effective. It means to succeed.

(Quest1 n) Yes. It is used I believe in the first Psalm. "Whatsoever he

d.oeth shall prosper." It doesn't say that the mart shall prosper but that his

efforts are to be effective. (Question) No. It is the idea of carry ng out

and. accomplishing somet ing.

(O'iestion-how does this protect our view of inspiriation............

That of course is a little art from fu**x Isaiah here but it is an extremely

important matter. What do we mean by inspiration? Inspiration does not

mean that these vor,s are magical. The thing that expresses the mind, of God

is not the words. "It is the ideas behind the words. Inspiration means that

these words are free from error as they present the ideas. The idea is the

thing. But it is the words which are inspired, and not the ideas. The ideas



may be revealed but the words are inspired. When we say that the words are

inspired we mean that they express the ideas that God wants them to express and.

that they Rxpress it without giving in addition erroneous ideas. That does not

meant that these words are a perfect meaning for the eapression of the idea.

Words by their nature are very povr and us1ess and the Scripture is made up of

human words. It has the weakness ixx which human words have. But these words

are words whlbh axx express the truth without an addition. It is an idea

which is not so extremely simple but it is extremely vital. When people talk

about ideas being inspired they are not talking about inspiration. Ideas are

not inspired. Words are inspired. The words give us a true pitture of the

ideas. The ideas are the truth. But what we have from God are not some vague

ideas floating aro'ind in the air somewhere. It is certain words from which we

can gather vital Ideas.and which we study into to learn what these ideas are.

In so far as we grasp the ideas out of these words we are getting the true

Word of God. But if we tnerely repeat the words without an attempt to iscover
course

what the ideas are we are not truly honoring God's Word.. Now of ote it

is possible for us to take certain words of the more obvious teaching of the

Word. of God and simply repeat those words through those obvious teachings

and accomplish a great deal of good f"om that meaning. but that is not getting

into the fullness of the Word of God. That is not declaring the whole .nci1

counsel of God but simply txxxx declaring some of the outstanding features
I I:

of the Word of God. '

I think this is a little hearer, "So shall my command be." The command or

invitation. I think it is a little bit nearer to that. I don't think it really

means the Bible as a book except as the Bible is a part of God's commands. or

od's means of fulfilling His words. God's Word will not return to Kim void

That doesn't nteanthat every tithe that if you would cut your Bible up into a

thousand sections and throw up a section on every street corner that everyone of

those would bring some fri&t. That isn't true at all. Although it is te that



Rod has bumetimes in most remarkable was use$'smal]. portions of ±ij6 word. to
o e
e-4isa. most unexpected purposes. But it doesn't mean that every bit of

wording which you find here will accomplish a purpose. If that were it, we

would have to use the Hebrew words. This is God's word--the Hebrew. The

english is only a trzwiat translation . Whether you translate it into the

sacred lanu that ring James used. or into the ordinary language that people

talk today- It still is only a translation and. is not the original. The words

are not magic. It .s the ideas which are included andthe words are an inspired

meaning of what is meant by the ideas.

(Question) The prophet does not receive a ttctation from God. with secific

words to put down except where it saith "Thus saith the Lord" and Goa reveals

certb.in words to the prophet for him to put down. In that case you have

revelation. God revealing a certain message either by a vision or by sornethng

which He causes them to see or s*is some words which He canses them to

hdar. kdm That is revelation. But inspiration

the action of the Holy Spirit keeping the words written in the Scripture from

error in the presentation either of t-'at which God has revealed or that which the

man has heard and which God desires to put into part of the Book.

A man tells of experiences, observations, historical events. God keeps the

writing of it from error. That is what I would say is what we mean by

inspiration.

Now there was asecond part of your question that slips my mind. What was it?

(ucstiori) The revelation the prophet wouldn't necessarily have to understand.

In inspiration there is the possibility that God, directed him generally in the

selection of subject and kept him from error that the result tight be the

inclusion of truth which is unknown. We are told in I Peter that the prophet

searched what manner of time the Spirit of Christ did signify when he testified

beforehand the suffering of C)ir1stxxxsxx and. the glory which should f o].low.

There was much which was not m&.rthx known to the prophets, but also, of courses



there was a great deal that was known.

(Question) Oh, good . ...I think is quite definitely the name David.

As to a common noun, there is, of course, bhe word "beloved" from which David

,y be very weal be derived. There wouldn't be this form.Then there is a

word found in the Morrey Tablet that "7 - seems to be a leader.

That seems to be entirely distinct. I don't thnk there is any possibility

0 taking it as a common noun. What is your second question?

I would think that those could be...no. "To sanctify' would be

That would be It wouldn't have the vowel on it. See the

is to make holy". To sanctify i to feel it. This would be the

Holy One. This is not "t make holy" or "sanctify". This is the one who is

already holy and sanctified. That would have to be

If you didn't have the vowel in it you acould say that it was pointed wrong,

that they should have pointed it

That would be all right, but you have your vowel in it. I don't think that

would quite fit. Maybe we had better leave the third questiontil Tuesday

because our time is rather gone and I think you have already studied chapter 54

rather carefully in Hebrv. Suppose for Tuesday then youjust take the first

eight verses of 56 and get them ready in the Hebrw.

Just at the end of the hour we had kix some interesting questions raised.

That is the thing I like about a class that you get questions raised. It

makes r&1 feel that the thing is worthwhile. So last time this question

that wa s pacticularly interesting about the Word of God. So shall my word be

that goeth forth out of ir mouth. Just what do we mean by that? "So shall y

word be that goèth forth out of my mouth" We had a little discussion about it

last time and the whole subject--perhaps more than was necessary for t}-is one

word here because the context here makes it rather clear. It shall accomplish

that which I please. Yery evidently then it is a comand--that which I please.
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"And. prosper in the thing where I send it." The word that He sends out, the

command that hRe sends is going to be fulfilled. "For ye shall go out with joy

and be led forth with peace." Who is he talking to here? Who is going out

with joy Is th t the word or is it the rain? Is it theheavens or the thought

goigg back four verses? Who is he talking to who is going out with peace and

with joy? (Student) Oh YOU S5 not those whom he w.s speaking to in verses

6 and 8 but those whom he was effectively speaking to. Yes. Not the people

who are called but the people who are effectively called. If you take it that

way it can be those to whom he speaks in verses to 8. Certainly the people
first

who are blessed in verses 6 to 8 are in the rinstance unsaved peoplew-"let

the wicked forsake his way. Seek ye the Lod: while He may be found. Our God

will abundantly pardon." They are unsaved people. Thixux± Therefore

the people who are addressed in 6 to 8 could not be the people who are describeu

in verse 12 except if something has happened in between. Only on that condition.

You might say, Is verse 12 a conditional promise? Is verse 12 saying to the

people in 6 and in 8, If you forsake your way, if you turn to the lord, if you
He

come utx±xx while 's is nigh, if you come to the waters, then you will go out

with joy and. be led. forth with peace. Is verse 12 conditional? How many would

say, yes, verse 12 is conditional? How many would say, no, it is not con

ditional? ruite a few think it is not conditional. Why, Mr. Steinhouser?

Yes, there is nothing right.*x near it that seems to suggest a condition.

Yet we sometimes hav conditional predictions without something suggesting it

right there. If this verse 12 came immediately after verse 7 or 8, you would

almost have to think it is conditional wouldn't you. But what is its immeu.iate

consequence? It seems to me th*.t we must take it in connection W*rth the Immediate

preceding statement of God's effective call. That God's word will accomplish

the purpose to which he sends it and then with that in mind you can take it an

wa s said as unconditional. It is to those whom he effectually calls. It

is to those to whom the Word goes, 'let the wicked forsake his way" but not



necessarily to all. You must not say, maybe none will accept. It is for those

who do accept ana it is declared the will of God. The Lo*d's perfect will

be accomplished. So to those who do accepts those who are the ones that

He pleass shall be brought into the kingdom by His word, to them he says this

succeeding word--you shall go forth with joy. I think then that we can fully

understand who the "you" are it verse 12 and the "you" in verse l is a different

"your' from the "you" in verse 6. It is an overlapping "you".

(Oiestion) Chapter 52:12 to 53:12 is giving the basis. That is what Cod

does *4 which secures these results. 51+ is the declaration of what the

resUtt9 are going to be, and then 55 is the means of securing them. Chronologically

55 comes before 54. 51+ declares what will happen. 55 shows how it will

happen. 53 shows what makes it happen . 55 then gives the invitation on the

basis of which 53--we could just as well have 55 ahead of 5/+ as far as our

judgment is concerned. tither one of them could come after 53. 53 leads to

both of them. One is the result and the other is the means. 55 is then you

might say the chapter of faith as the instrmat. 53 is the ehapter of God's

work on the Cross. 51+ is the declar.tion of these results and the salvation

for the Gentiles bringing' in again of Israel.

Then the last part of verse 12, "the mountains and the hills shall break

forth before you into singing and all the trees of the fields *kz&a shall

clap their hands." I've heard people say that "You S Y that the Bible predicts

that Christ is going to return in bodily form and that he is going to reign in

rghteosfle62 on this earth. Well, that is a literalist. You must not take

ib1e predictions literally. It is symbolical. Listen to this statement

'alltthe trees of the field clap their hand.' You don't take that literally.

Why should you take these others literally." Well, of course, that is going

at the problem from the wrong end aiiizxt altogether. "All the trees of the

field shall clap their hands" does show that there are ft TTIFf1r figurative

elements in it but it doesn't show that everything is figurative nor does it mean



that you. just have the right to take anything fiiive that you feel like.

(Cuestion) It is altoether possible that there are sounds; in fact, we

know that there are sounds here, the sounas which we can rr hear now. But is

that what this vefse mens? (Question) But trees do not have hands. You

ght say the hands are a fignre for the leaves but the laves do clap together

I don't think that is what it means. I think it meanz that all nature w ill

rejoice. All natnre will be pleasant. Everything seems to sing. verything

seems happy. As to whether there actually is a spirit in nature which can

feel happy and Indicate singing. If there ui was singing in the mountains

and 15in of the hands in the trees, there would be a reflection of a

rational being. (Discussion) Yes, it might very wbll be. (Iscis8ion)

(Question.--that passage in Romans, 'all creation 'oaneth and travaileth')
'

If I recall correctly the word there translated "creation" Is the same word

which is translated "creature" a few verses ab:ve and below. So you could. say

the whole creature cx if you want, meaning the whole of the body. Is it the

body or the whole of the animals or the whole of the creation in general? It

could. mean any one of them, but it certainly included the human bcidy and it

certainly includes the animal creation. The pleitcreation is involved certainly

in the curse, but let the plant creation actually groan. I think the animal

creation actually does. A cat or a dog groan even t'ough it is a different

creation from we are I think we think of it as having feeling, as having a

certain measure of thought, certainly 'having emotion. We recognize that

much of it as emotion, but we aren't apt to think of ttx.x the trees as having

emotion. We think of the creation as groanin--you might say suffering under

the hardship. All creation is involved.

(Question) I would be inclined to think that verse 12 --"you will go

out and be led forth" It shows the come-outers. It sh... It 'would.

hardly b a4xxx a picture of entering into the kingdom



of God, entering into the millenial reign or of coming up to 3rusalem to

worship. It is certainly not a picutre of going m forth from Jerusalem after

the worship. Either it is just a general idea of happiness which seems to me

to be taking It too generally. There must be something a bit more specific

at l'ast in it or else that there is an idea of a progressional movement. Of

course, it is true that the word Gj±xx go out can just as well mean let's go

out or come out. There is an outward direction. ut it would seem to me to

perhaps gix tie up to a !*t pilgrim journey rather than of a position in

an enduring kingdom. Therefore I would be inclined to feel that verse

12 would apply to this age rather than/6




It would show the joy and.

gladness of the one who is following the Lord. If he has to go out and give

up the things that meant so much to him before he entered the kingdom of Ch!st

he goes out not with a feeling that he can bear this, he can endure this, for

Christ, but with a feeling of rejoicing as he goes forward. in his pilgrim

journey even as the Israelites left pt and came out as God. was leaaling Mm.

them in their DilgrI m journey through the wilderness. iey purely are a type

of the Christian who is coming out from sin and coming out from wickedness

and going forth on the pilgrith journey as od is leading him, living in tents

as Abraham did. realizing that this is not his home but that he seeks an nd.uring

city whose maker and builder is God, which will be the establishment which od

will establish in the next age. I don't think he is waiting for a disembodied

spirit for the condition of being a disembodied spirit which we call heaven'

He is waiting for the fu*ture age toward which he moves forward and. gcr which

he is being fitted.

.Question) The pilgrim journey? tea.

Well, now verse 13 seems to--*instead of the thsrn will come up the fir



tree and instad of the briar will zx come up the myrtle tree. It is rather

hard to pin that down specifically. because it could fit either condition. It

could describe the man sitting under his vine under his fig tree ix and none

an make hi afrain. The world with the curse removed. It could be looking on

to the end of the pilgrim journey as he is going forth in joy bearing his

sheaves and serving the lord and. he is going forward towa.ru. that land. The

thorn and the btiar are removed and the results of the curse are gone and *a
possible'

I nsteaci of that all is beauty and everlasting happnes, That is the 1tin

interpretation of it as t1iate following aftr God At the same time

when you speak of a journey, you speak of the trees clapping their hands,

here is the possibility that this is describing the trees. That along in his

journey the thorn is replaced by the fir tree. I am inclined, rather, to think

the other 15 true because while rejoicewith the Christian, _.tar

- and he is serving the lord. Yet he is beset with thorns in his

jlgrimage--thorns and briars to pass through. 9od gives him joy in it all.

But he cannot expect the life in this world to be without tribulation.

Consequently 13 doesnt seem to refer to kxx this life. Is the note of the

going out being led. forth in 12 to suggest a pilgrim journey? ut in 13

the note of the removal xK.xxxYx*r of the i curse seems rather to sgggest

the time after this present age. I would incline that from the sense that 13

zx shows te goal toward which he goes. It is a little hard ode for me to

see ,quite how 12 points to the future and to the miflenium or thexr±zxx

0f Christ.

(uestion Well, of course, the verb is simply 7 If it is a

conjunctive with the perfect and. It has been--younight say--the Lord looking

back on His work at the end of the ages and seeing all of this which is a

wonderu1 thing which He has done and has brought ev-'rlasting song. Or if you

want to take it with the "wow" conversive or consecutive with whether you use
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the conservative name or the modernistic term for it. In that case with the

perfect it is a rather infrequent constrnction. The "wow" with the imperfect

is very cor"on but tith the perfect it is far less common. If you take it that

way it could be either "and it should, shall be" or "let it be". It could be

either the coerdive idea or the simple futurity. This process, this work

of God, this leading the peuople out from their sin whose salvation through

Christ, this establishment of the great company of the redeemed who are to

glorify God forever. This is to the Lord a name and an everlasting sign. It

can be that way or it can be "and let it be for the Lord"--a prayer that it may

90 forth in a marvelous way, this wonderful thing which God is doing through

the great offer in the beginning of the verse and the assurance of it. There will

be many whoi$e will lead to take advanage of k±x the offer. You cannot speak

dogmatically as to whether it should 'be 'and it has been" and. "It shall be" or

"let it be". I incline to have "let it shall be", the way our English version

takes it butone cannot be do!natic.

Now somebody says, what are you oitng to do? How are you going to follow

te °Ib].e when you can't be dognatic wheber it is "shall be" or "has been" or

"let it be". All these possibilittes. That is a very good. question and. one

which a person should be prepared to answer. It is vfy vital. It is vital for

us 0 realize that there is hardly a sentence which taken alone without context

CA 4'Is not Susceptible of variations of interpretations as that. Perhaps

not that part*uular variation kind but ether sorts of fariation. You have to

have a great deal of help from context in order to know exactly what is the

meaning of one isolated passage in any lanu Therefore when you have material

in context in any language most inevitably there are indiviuciua]. statements

and sentences of which in the context ou ar e absolutely sure what they mean ana

there are many others of which there is a wide range, perhaps a little range in
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every case as to exactly what it means. Our laniage is not a mathematical

laniage. We do not talk in precise points. Our words express areas and.

o'ir syntactical constructions express areas. That is just as true in nglish

as it is i Hebrew or any other laniage. The are mo're precise In Greek

by far than in zxx English or Hebrew but there ui" there is a considerable

range of possibilities. So in this case your range of interpretation here

is, of course, as to What the "if is which I don't think is difficult. I don't

think the removal of the curse is the thing t}iat x is the -'ai.n thing, the

everlasting sign. I don't think it is the coming up of the fir and the myrtle

tree. I think it is the whole pracess of salvation which God performs or the

product of the process, the great company of the redeemed. It is one of the

two. Which of te two it is I don't feel for sure. I don't know as it makes

such a grt difference which it is. It is either the work of ssalvation

w-ich it does or the saved group, the saved. people. Whether we look back on

the process and see that it has been or look forward on it and see that it is

going to be, he says "let it be so". The meaning is quite clear I think.

To t the great secret of exegesis is to ask question and then hunt for the

answer. The asking of them is just s important as the answer--to get the

right questions to ask.

I have found it very useful lately in studying chapters inlsaiah, trying to

take a hold of a chapter to mxtx use this method. I take a verse and I

took at the verse and I say, what is in this verse? Is there blessing' Is

there r'buke in it? Is ther somethng about Israel in it? Is there something

about the church in it? Is there someting of punishment? Is there something

dealing with baaness specficaU.y? Whatever there is you can get anywhere from

4 to S elements that strongly sand out in one verse which you think may be

repeated in subsequent verses. Lit them at the top of a page and then put

te nnber of the verse under each of those which are involved inthe terse.
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Then as you look at the second verse and see how many of these elements are

repeated and. ow many new elements there are. As yo?i go through a chapter

that way, pretty soon you find that there are certain elements which only

appear sporadically or perhaps very little and there are otherelernents which

you will trace right through for a certain number of verses. It tx gives you

a sort of attrn of the chapter and that gives you an idea of the general

scope and. cantent of the chter and pretty soon its main divisions bX

begin to stand out. It is far more scientific method than to look for the

words "k "hear y" or some other indication which you will mark off sections

by- You ay use such indications or you may not, b-'t the indication is that

is like a sign on a box. This box contains. Iy* I said to my wife

this morning. I said, "I woulci. like some f which is a disinfectant

we use a good deal. I don't see anyhere in the medicine cabinet." "Oh,"

she said, "there is some right there." Well, I looked and there was a

little bottle that said on it--Dr. mx so and so. Take one pill after each

meal. She had used. them up six months ago and the bottle was handy so she put

the disinfectant into it. Well, the sign may indicate or it may not. The

important thigg is what is inide of it. It is the same way with the verses

of Scri.ture. It is not the headings on the chapter or at the top of thepage

or even the words zkix with which it may begin but it is what is the context of

the verse. That is what is vital. She said teke-a-..,lLtt-l8--ee- "Shake it

a 1lttle and see if it gets soapy on the top , smell it, see if it

By that rnethod of diagnosis I decided that it was the thing to use. I eculU. tell

it wasn't pills anyway very readily.

We have a pretty good idea of the content of this 55th chapter. There,are,

of course, many further points we could get and a more extended investigation

of it and the meaning of particular words and iyntactical construction. But



I imagine we would 'et more value now to go on to another chapter probably to

look back at 514. in more detail now that we have gotten gen-'ral structure from

5 up to 59 I think and a detailed study of 55.

Now in 514. we have this chpter which could just as well, I believe, have come after

5. I don't see that thereis much neess1by of one or the other being the

first one of the two. They both follow and one has to e first. Of course,

that is one thing about writing. You have to take an order. You have to

follow a certuin order. You may be divided as to which of t a two is the best

one to take but you have to select what you are going to say first, what order

you are going to take. It may b tremendously important. It may not be very

important which comes first.

In this case I think there is much to be said in the order as it mind*s

stands. There are certain logical rcasons why the ether in some viewpoints

might be better. Now 514. beran immediately after .53 with a statement in the

first verse here which is in the form of a command. What is the real

teaching of versl? Itxtzx Is it a coin-and? Is it an exhortation? What is

it? What would you say? I don't mean Dust the form but the real meaning of

it--verse 1.. "hat kind of a statement would express what is tight here? Would

it be a command, exhortion? I don't think it is a command. But I don't

think exhortation fits very well. I think declaration is as good as any. I

±3ikzx think he is declaring a fact. He is declaring it under the rhetorical

form of exhorting irieople to rejoice in the fact. But the declaration I think is

what is involved here. It is to make them aware of this wonderful thing. We

are told. what the wonderful thing is in the last half of the verse. The first

half of the v'rse simply introduces it with this rhetorical form by saying,

here is g0tIng for you to be happy about. That would be a declaration. But



he Bays, sing and rejoice. You say ika why? 14--,eclaration and he goes

on and says, "for more are the children of the desolate than are the

children of the married wife," Of co'ifse, the one who is ikx to rejoice

is again not the real subject of it. It sounds as if it is talking to one

person. It really is not talking so much to that person as it is telling us

all what the situation is. The !u!1ix person who is addressed in the form

0f it is the one who is addressed by this adjective here. Of course, this is

Old English- Sing 0 barren. We do not use adjectives that way in modern

English. That is rarely. I have known a man who specs to a weinan and says,

illo beautiful." That, of course, is using an adjective in place

of a noun. but it is a stereotype form. It is not co"mon Inglish. You wouldn't

go up to a parson and say, "Hello tall" or "Hello short". ' Hello fat." If

you said in English the ---If I said, "Who is coming in the door there?"

And yon said, "Oh, the fat". That is a usage which has disappeared from

modern English but which is common in most other langaages and which is very

common in German for instance. In Qerman they say,Who gave it to you? Oh,

the blond. They will mean a man who has light hair. That is the regular

use of it. In n 1 sh it has been lost because our nglish doesn't have

distinctive marks to indicate it. --the difference between an aijectlve and a

noun and particularly the differencr' in numbers and. genders. So we keep it

onlY for the ux plural. If you say the living and the dead are there, ani

you went to the place and. found one liv ng and one dead. one, you would say that

you had been told wr nng. In modern English the adjective used as Aa subject

as to be in the plural. So for modern nglish you would have to say, "Sing,

O barren woman" You would hve to Inaicate that it is a singular wrich the

modern nr'1ish would never do in this case. You would also have to have a noun

to modify it. Now who is the person who is addressed? We discussed" that



to some extent before. We might go a little more in detail now. ho is theØ

person addressed here? Is ±ix Israel? Itwo',ld seem impossible

for it to be Israel. "Sing, 0 barren, thou that aid.st not bear." That seems

to b a definite statement that this is one who has seemed to be not

çcomplishIng. What is the form of "thou tat didat not bear"? What is the

exact form j Hebrew? Femine, perfect, singular /Cf'

Third, sinpnlar, femine. I wasn't sure if I understood or not. Third,

femine, singular, perfect of of the verb . Is there

nytIing 'z else which this form could be? Is there any other possible

interpretation of the verse? A femine participle? Active or passive?

What would be the 7 active particIle femine, singular of
"* '

But you should indicate that you are doing so because their pointing has been

passed on for a long time. It is a good tradition and you wiliuind. in most

cases it is correct but it is not necessarily correct. It is like the verse

division in the chapter. It is -quite a help , well, it is better than the

chapter divisions. It is probably about the same as the verse divisions. It

is a help but not to be slavishly followed. So in this case unless you are

gtri to change the pointing, it seems to be definItelaperfect and. not a

participle. Would you say that this translation, "thou that d.icist not bear" is

an act translation? Shall we say is it slavishly literal translation? There

are two questèons. H0 many would say it is an exact translation? Raise your

h ands There is a point there that half of it perhaps is a little

more exact thatn it is. I'm not sure whether a great point because I think

this is pbetty noticeale that you have up to this time. It might mean that

you didn't mean . What I had in "'md was *xi*tttixxrnrn another matter.

Row many leaving this point aside that MMt Stienhouser has mentioned now, how

many from so'ie other ground would say that it is an exact translation? Mr.

cordon, give us an exact translation. That is not exactly what it says. It
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lik
dyes the exact meaning with a different form. Somewhat ]..k the case when I

Egyptian
was in Germany, we read story

about a snake on an island and somebody was cast

o the island and came up to this snake andthe snake was very sorrowful because

he had been left there alone. He 'ery much interested in a female. Then

there had. been an earthcuake on the island and. all the other snakes had been

killed and the one that this one had been so much interested in and he was left

all alone on the island and he tells is story to the mariner. The Egyptian

speaks of the snake as "he" throughout. But in Germany our professor

required us in the class of mythology ttrans-te-4-t-ee- in translating it

that the mariner spoke to the snake and she answered and she saj.d"I have been

left alone and t is female snake whom .. and she said and she went on"

d the reason was that in German ±txkz snake is femine . So you always have to

call snake she in German even if it is masculine. There is a case that in

order to represent it properly in German you had to use a different tense
or it wouldn't make sense. Just like in German if you speak of

"the girl" you say , because "girl" is neuter. unless she is a

in which case e takes the masculine form. ksx In translating from one

uage o another you hcve to follow the usage of the other language. In

h English you can't say, "thou that heed.eth", you have to say "than that 4' o7'

So in this case our translation is not taken literally but I

think it is exact. As far as this particular point is concerned.. I wouldn't
k

e*it call it inexact. Wuix Well, there is one who is addressed the øne

who has not born. It would :seem to indicate. It is a participle--you who are

flow in this state. 5ome people say this is Israel and Israel has been cast off.

Israel has been cast aside. She lo longer has God's favor. he is though of

as barren. But she is called on to rejoice because she is to receive god's

favor again. More are the children of this one who has been desolate han were

her children when she was a Iarried. wife, when he was in Ood's favor before.

There is the interpretation that you find a great many of the commentators give



to this word,. Of course, it doesn't fit with the New Testament quotation of it

which I th uk sould bedeciaive but it seems to me that it doesn't fit with

'1 either. Unless you are going to change that to aprt4ple

the would seem to indicate that she has not burn at all, not that

she just hasn't been in the Immediate situation, You are talking here of two

women rather than speaking of one woman in different times in her life.

Certainly this figure of being with child here is certainly a spiritual con

cept. It is not a physical matter that is here involved. It is aaLJrv-'

dont know as you necessarily have to say that it is a figure except ti*

as then8W t birth is a figure. It is a figure of bringing children into

the family of God. It is a figure of the spiritual birth. From that view

point Israel had not been barren in the past. he certainly had. brought forth

a very great contribution to the spiritual kingdom of God, in past. So the

contrast here seems to require that there are two different women involved.

ach is of co'irse, a figure. They are not real women. They are figures

for groups of people, groups of people, for *natituticns, for nations, whatever

you think is the best way to say this. "Thou that didzt not travail with

child." The definite idea that this was not done. It is one that was previously

thought of as unfruitful*

So we have this id ea of the spiritual birth in this instance. I don't

see any other rasonable interpretation other than spiritual birth. I do not

see any reasonable way except that we hav two women involved and, of course,

therr' is little of the idea of the Jews involved, from some time to explain.

You would wonder who they were and what they were. Surely the prophet under

stood . It is hard. to say. But it certainly in the context seems to make

the best eense.tkx± There are grave difficulties with any other interpretation.

It is the view which the apostle quotes it as definitely teaching. Th

Then what ao'it verse V Is verse 2 an exhortation, a comiand, a declaration?



What would you say verse 2 is not in its form bit in its actual meaning?

Yes, an extention and an increase. Now it is gone. It is rather zk hard to

say whether to call it an exhortation, a conrand., or a declaration. he

declaration I think is in verse 3. Declaration is telling what is going to

hanpen so I would incline to think that this is either an exhortation or a

command and is probably some of both. he Lord exhorts us but He also

commands us. He addresses us as children with His request but He certainly

is entitled to address us with His commands and His requests which we should

consider as a command. Lo w have the com-'and here to reach out and. enlarge

the place of thy tent. Lenthen thy cords and. strengthen thy stakes. We

sometimes forget about the stakes. We think of strengthen thy stakes. We

think of going out on a shoestring basis in every direction

and just going out here and there, but he doesn't merely say stretch out. He

says strengthen the stkes. Make it secure. Make it so that you can stand up.

ugxx He doesn't mean for us to do like St. Francis Xavier did when he did

to the Orient and he say the thousands around him who were lct and. he ftsx

felt so bad. about it that he just got some holy water and he sprinkled it

every direction and called out "I baptize you in the name of the Lord" and made

thousands of cnnverts every day. He felt that he was truly doigg a great

work. I think the great old. man was in his dotage probably at the time but

people speak of it as a great thingtxx to realize how important. There are

times when bmeone goes out on a shoestring and God wonderfully blesses. I
-' J

don't think that that is implied by I - 7

I think because if one is to strengthen the stakes and to establish the tent

ussbkdz Ix is Our tent or abode in this life is like a tant. It is not a

permanent habitation. But to make it zkx±x strong so that it can weather the

storm so that it will not get so extended so that it will just disappear. I







-'o

I think that is a very important thing to remember for our testimony. It is

so easy to sprad. ourselves in so maxyx wide a way and try to do so many things

that you don't do any of them well. The Lord wants us not only to extend the

force but e wants us also to strengthen the stakes.

(Queston) Yes. To whom is it? bszz Mr. Moffltt.answered. that question

with another one but we'll give him credit for answering this one. He said to

the Gentiles. (Student speaks) It is certainly not all the Gentiles. Certainly

not that. Is the message here addressed in i. terms of the figures. Is it

addressed to the married wife or to the desolate, the baiiren oe. It would

seem that if you are going to make the sharp division between the two, you would.

have to say the desolate. If you say the children, then, of curse, you

would have children of both. I think that as a matter of fact that it

is addressed to the truef people of God regardless of background rather

than specifically to the Gentiles. It is the church. It is the people of God.

In the age when the first church was put forth. Consequently the preponderance

(Question) Yes. It was unless you follow the figure the closely it

certainly does. The barren woman. And that would make it Gentile. Jut if

you take i* in the light of a full context I would think that the body of

true believers it would be--which involves the bulk in this age but also

includes the other. That is in the light of the whole context and something

that one could very easily rule out if on insisted on a more closr following,

That i1 It is an interpretation that involves drawing from a larger conezt

which is always dangerous unless we check at every point. We must do without

putting precautions and we must at the same time the closer interpretation is

always kept in check by the further context and see what is the wider inter-

pretatiOn and prove it.



Now verse 3 of course, is the declaration, the reason for the command

d or the exhork,tion. That you will break forth on the right hand. Aan
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arid on the left. That would seem to have deserted the ftgure of O

To break forth on the right hand. and on the left is a figure of enlarging, a

figure of extention. Of course, the increase of children, you mght say,

and breaking out of tent flaps as they become too maxx numerous. But I don't

think it is quite as close to the figure as that. I think the figure is

more or less left here and. the idea is of enlargement and eztend.in. You will

break forth on the right hand and on the left. Your seed will inherit the

nation and make desolate that to be inhabited. Those, of course, who make it

the married wife now as compared to the desolate. The married wife before w&
rT

now they take the desolate city to referring definitely to

the - -

Now we had better stop now. You have had quite a bit of assignment in the

Hebrew. I think for the next time just for an exercise suppose you take chapter

66 for an exercise. Just for this question: divide chapter 66 very closely

into paragraphs. I think in two hours you can do that. Decide ext1y where

you would make paragraphs--not over six or less than two--real paragrh divisions.

For a matter of method of now. W&11 spend. about fifteen minutes next time on it.



ISAIAH

c/ i/ Division res between ch. 55 &
1/9 561

2 76:2-7
76:8 ht God is going to do rather than what man is ordered to do.

Stress is on His Word rather than what man is ordered to do.

Ow-' 2/5-7 The caets
f 2/10 76:1-8 B1"4 stressed

(tk 3/4 76*9-12 11Rebuke. The sin of those who should be serving the Lord.
',. 3/7 57:12

3/10 57:16

4 56:1-8 belong with what precedes
relate to the resull of the atonement

in 40 to 56:8 there is arrow over sin but not the direct
ibnke for sin such as is coiizLon in oh. 1-37

k' 5/i- Imt. brearbetween ch. 39 & 40
7/ bad vs. division in Pa. 19:4

stanzas of which we take the last half line
of one stanza and the first half line of the next stanza
and combine them into one verse. Is ridiculous vs. divi

7/8 bad oh. diviaion between 5612 and 57:1

6 attempting to4

6/10 e sbntor more than a chapter division between 48 49

7 Feelings are lp to suggest questions to investigate .but
not to reach conclusions. --(

, 7/7-i 78:1-4 Subj. discussed is the sin of ji2 eo"e
oh. 57 - bad lend rhip rebuked
oh. 78 -wrong_types of worp rebuked

8 ch. 77, 58 Which passages rebuke? Which blessing?

9/6 Rebuke from 56:9 to 57:13a
blessing from 77:13b - 19

10 58:9,10 1easing with implied rebuke

10/6-10 79:1 Seems to go with what follows. Sounds likeblessing.

, 11/5 59:1-8 Sinful condition of the people
79:9 the thner. Break between vs. 8 and 9.

11/9-10 79:13-14

12 59,17 Division in middle of vs. 15
Rebuke for 1L41 vs and blessing for 6* vs. in oh. 17

15/3 Three fold division : 3 sections related to one another each
of which has two parts -- rebuke followed by blessing.
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4,vu 13/5 ch.56 Structure similar to that of Iiicah -- rebuKe followed by
blessing

1/7 40 -56:8

14/8 MlApLaj statef the odly similar to as if already in exile.

CAS 14/10 Consolation given the £o4].Y is applicable to the godly when
15/1 exile actually comes to pass

15/5-10 11luatrticm of wan in Arizona who had gotten lost in desert
16/1-10 and blindly walked for water with no idea of where he was going.

Analogy of the person who is frantically hunting without
showing any realization of it. Does exact opposite of what
he should be doing.

17/1-7 55:1 Come ye to the water. Don't realize what you're seeking. CLEAR
"Wine"means graeice, not have to be intoxicated.

l7j8-10 Come and buy and eat
18/1 hlandtl connects two main sections each of which has three sections

55:1 A strong command

LN-& 18/5 Money, coins. To weigh means to
Paradox

19 5511- (HELPFUL MATERIAL)
19/8-10 9'merican student in Berlin. Why you waiting where no train comes?

20/1-5

-
Rhetorical question a means of bringing something to one's attention

20/10 55:13

21/ 55:2 Can buy it without money because someone else paid for it (going
back to ch. 55)

22 Why do you weigh out gold . . . 7
4eanin of"hear dili2entlv° -- listen continuously- Infin. abed.

25 Soul delight itself in that hich is luxurious
cf. with Ps. 22 followed by Ps. 25 -- lea. 55 followed by 55

In-tk 23/8-10 Discussion "life' (nephesh?)
O 24/1-

4 Word is never used of a. disembodied spirit; always in connection
with a body.

d.,. 7 A distinct difference between nephesh and ruach

55:3 A declaration rather than an exhortation
Idiot - stretch out your $/ ears
Soul shall live i.e. it brings life not merely to the spiritual
portion of you, but to your whole being. The whole an is safe.

k1 26/1 Whole1emr. is affected. Will be a resusrection of the body.
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26/2 55:3 cut a covenant of clam
? 26/7 the sign that stretches on into the indefinite future

26/9 The sure mercies are the established, the amen cercies
Mercy is not a very good trans.

27/]_5 55:2 "].et" -- not permission, but encouragement

7/7 cohortative -- intention with desire (9)

, 28 sure mercies of David
Remarks on the words. "behold"
Meaning of "'thou" and-"yell

'1i-tL 29 iImercy" rendered "loving-kindness" in RSV

Has more the idea* of' benevolence, but more of doing good
than desiring good.

Is sure mercies of David subj. gen. or objective gen.?
Or is it possession?

, 29/7 55:5 Who is the speaker, and who is the "him"

50/ Spaker must be triune God, or must be the Servant of the
Lord. Speaker is not Israel, nor Isaiah

30/8 Necessity of putting in the word "even"

31 Kin4ci_genitiv.
David who provides the mercies - 3ubjecive
Mercies given to David - Objeptive
Mercies which belong to David - Possessive

Preferable

52 cont'd

33 55:4 "Behold I have given him". Is the "him" David or Christ?

154 The One who is to be a witness to the, people, a light,
and a leader. He brings law, leadership,

4 34/4 75:4 Who is speaking? Various possibilities.

37 The Lord is speaking which is the same doubtless as the 4th vs.

36 Holy One of Israel
.ç 36/4 75:7 "Glorified" seems to refer to the servant rather than to Israel
'

36/5 556 Refers to a previous line of thought - similar to vs. 1-3
(with vs. 4,5 as an interlude)

7 Close to the tone of va.-5, except for additional tone of
repentance and forgiveness.

1-3 Unmerited, unearned satisfaction
7 Unmerited intin of prdo

36/-lO 5 :6-7
, 37/1 The Servant speaking.

55z1-3;6-7 Spoken by the same Person.
55:4,7 The Lord speaks about the Servant

57/6-10 57i8 The Lord speaks
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57t9-lO have more of a kEeak than between vs. 7-8

38/4 55:].0,ll The thought here in one word is accomplishment
This is no empty, vain invitation

(344)




59 God's offer isn wild proposition that nobody will pay
attention to

59/7 His word is not going to be something that is given out and

nothing happen. It will accomplish what He pleases.

1 40 75:10 The
40/8 eaning of the - the thing. Not a group of sounds.

41 Nothing sacred about a combination of sounds Whitefield saying
made people weep.

41/3-7 Women who were impressed with the pof a speaker's tones
and he was denying everything in the !el they believed

4 41/9 Two possibilities for lack of
42 Need to do our very best, and need to depend on God's purpose.

42/6 77:11 4e ning of "pros 11




-- to be effective, succeed
42/8 N ion - the words are free from error as they

present the ideas. The words are inspired, not the ideas, but
it is the ideas that are important

c.-- 145/1-8 Words are inspired, not ideas. Ipration cont'd
L-*- 44 Discussion on inspiration cont'd
4. 44/4-6 ff. between revelation and inspiration

,44 44/7-10 Understanding of the revelation imperfect

45/7-10 55:11

46 55:12 To whom addressed? Saved or unsaved? Is vs. 12 conditional?
47 Said to those who do accept His word. "You" in vs. 12 is diff.

from the "you" in vs.

47/5 Chronologically ch. 55 comes before ch. 54
54 declares what will happen
57 shows how it will happen
53 shows what makes it happen

47/7 55:12 On taking the Bible literally. Are figurative elements in
language, but not everything is figurative, nor do you have
the r take anything figurative that you feel like.

48 Rom. 8 - "all creation groans". Suffers under hardship.
48/9
49 55:12 To go out -- geographical movement? Pilgrim journey in this age.

Joy of following the Lord in our pilgrim joury.
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50 55i1 Describes the state of one following after God. Refers to this lifet
Vs. 12 sugesta present pilgrim joury l, the goal toward
which the pilgrim goes, or time after this present age.

50/10 - aw(conjunctive)with imperf. is very common; less common with perf.
(,-tr& 51/1 Wx.ive or consecutive -- conservative or modernist term?

i/4 55:l Can't say dogmatically whether it should be "and it has been; or
"and it shall or "let it be." xrefers,"Let Lt 3hall be."
Good cict3jon o }o; to decide which is correct. Need to under
stand c.

52 We can't talk in precise points.
Words and syntactical constructions ess areas. Are a range of
possibilities

52/4 Main thing is not removal of the curse, or the cowing up of the fir
UmyrtIe tree, but-theof process ofsalvation whicri God per

forms, or else the product of that process which is the great company
of the redeemed.

52/6-10 To me the grt. secret of exegesis is to ask questions and then to
hunt for the answer. IMPORIANT discussion.

MehodX. Far more scientific than looking
for "key words"

5/4 Sign may or way not indicate contents. re aiainctant
What is in the context that is vital not the "sign"

54 54 Could just as well come after ch. 55
4/6 54:1 Is it command? Exhortation? clat ion is good -- declaring a

fact, under rhetorical form of exhortation.
4C

55 54:1 Use of adj. as noun in most other languages than English, except
in the plural. Good illustrations.

q' 56 541 Who is addressed?
"Thou t Edidat not bear" -a perf. and not a participle.
Problem of exact ti,atere.

57 tale of the snake which was a "he" in Egy. but when

d
trans. into German was made she" since in German snake is few.
even if it is masculine.

57/6 In trans. from one lang. to another, you have to use the usje
of the other lang.

- 56/8 54:1 Common ttep.
58/1 Does not fit with N.T quotation, not with the Heb. Are talking

here of two women rather than f one woman at diff. times in her life.
Each woman is a

r 58/7 54l Spiritual birth spoken of here
58/10 542

. 59/1 An exhortation or a command or both.
' 59/5 Sometimes forget about the staces: are not merely to extend but

to strengthen and wake it secure. Cf. F. Xar baptising thousands
60/i IMPORTANCE OF THIS FOR OUR TESTIMONY: DO great many things but not

do them well.
a 60/5 Addressed to people of God whether Israel or Gentiles. 18 the church

61 54s A declaration, the reason for the command and exhortation
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Isaiah 94( - Second part \

discussed in Isaiah, as I think you gathred from our meeting last week, is not

intended as a class in which I am goin to tell you what I think Isaiah means

and thatts that. It not here to expound to you the meaning of these passages

so that you may know what I think it moans and you could go on the rest of your

life telling people what I say it m'ans if you want, but that's all you have out

of it. Anything like that might as well be put in a book and you can read the

book and that is the end of it. I don't see therticular value of a course

that simply has that as its purpose. I feel it is very important to learn what

them passages mean but my purpose in this class is something far more important

than that. It is not to learn what these particular passages mean but it is to

l'arn how t0 find out what passages mean. It is training in interpreting passages

which can be used later in other passages and which I hope will be used. by each of

you in many other passages. You cannot possible learn enough of Bible interpreta

tion in three years of seminary to go out as creditable servants of the Lord for

the rest of your life. What you must do is to learn how to interpret the Bible

in seminary and learn the meaning of a good many passaies and then go out and keep

on interpreting other passages, and learning more and more, of what the Bible

means, and right there th're is a very importnnt point on my belief as to the

proper attitude for Bible interprt-tion. I do not think you can take a passage

and say, "Now we know what this verse means. We know what this second means. We

know what the third mans' and so on and. then. take another and go on through. I

dontt think you can d0 that any more' than you can take a stience, take chemistry

and start in with oxygen and learn ev'-rything there is ever t0 know about oxygen

and then everything there is to know about hydrogen, and so on. You cannot take

a subject that way. It is interrelated. You can't understand this part thoroughly

until you understand this part. You can't understand this part until you under

stand this part. It is all interrelated, some of it is extremely difficult, other

parts of it are very obvious, and the difficult is not all put over here in certain

books and. the obvious over here in other books. I believe that the only way of

making progress in Bible interpretation is to take the material and look at it and
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get what is very obvious and something that's clear. We stand on it.

Here's something that is fairly. We are quite convinced of this. Here is a

ouestion which you may not get the answer to for many years. We have made a

great step forward when we become aware of the , and we see the proposi

tion is therr, the need that is th-re. I've heard the staent made that the more

a pesJcn.os_the less he knows, and that is, of course, entirely true. The

illustration is given of a circle. You take the whole field of knowledge and

let us suppose that it is this whole blackboard and here's a persons knowledge.

He knows everything in that circle. What he doesn't know is the blackness which

he touches here. The amount that he -nows is the inside of the circle and the

amount that he doesn't know is the circumference. He even know these

things exister here. He's not ignorant of them; he just doesn't know anything

about t1-.em. Now this man knows this much. That is he dsnt know a:Vthing.

This man has this much knowledge, many times as much as this fellow but he

toiches this many more this many more areas of matter are in the field

of which he is aware and consequently he feels many times as ignorant as this

fellow does, even though his knowledge is many times as great, as this

knowledge. He is aware of a far larger number of t}-ings w-ich he k'ws he does

not understand. and. which he knows he will have to work into if he is to understand

them and. get a larger area of knowledge and also a larger area of ignorance, a

larger area of things that he knows he is ignorant of and knows are problems to

him. That is true in any science. It is true in the field of knowledge in gen

eral; it is true in thc Bible. The more you learn, the more you become aware

of problems, the more that you recognize that you know need further investigation,

and. so with Isaiah it is a big thing to become aware of problems and then as we

reach an answer which seems to satisfactory to certain problems we may be sure

that we will become aware of twice as many more, and we should. Thus does our

knowledge grow and our understanding prow in any field whatever. So I am not

interested in doing, as a man can very easily in a class, taking a subject and

giving you what I know and. concealing from you the things of which I am ignorant
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so that you don't realize those problems exist and decide that I have the

last word on everything in the subject, and. never attempting to bring out

many of the problems before you of which I am aware but of which I do not

have the answer in order that you may lern more about how to learn that

which is aaparent and thus learn of the existence of problems with which

you were' not previously familiar and then as you learn of the existence of

a problem in one passage of the Scripture and later on studying another pas

sage you find the answer to this problem here which you never would have seen

if you been aware bat the problem existed. You would have looked, have

passed over the matter and not have seen the important factor in it. To become

-- aware of problems is, in a way, as important as the learni' answers to problems,

and so that is a big part of our . Consequently you will not se that I

have the answer to everything. You will probably have an idea of your far

more ignorance than you would hav' if I took the other approach.

Isaiah

follows a passage that the whole Christian world agrees is a description--the

Christian world, I say, not the world of nominal Christians, but the Christian

world agrees certainly is a picture--of the death of Christ, and we have the

question, "Is our next chapter r'lated to it or is it distinct from it, and.

we notice there is a strong presumption that it is related to it and then as

-mong the various interpretations which are possible of the next chapter, the

nuestion of which relates us to what precedes, can be a very important factor,

so I became aware at the end of the hour, which I had not previously been, of

a problem, and a vital problem, "What is the moaning of the statement are

the childrc'n of theso1at'! I had previously thought of the problem, "what

is the de.até?' "What is the married wife?" and had. not thought of the problem,

"what does it mean "more ar th children?" But that is a very important problem

to face. It was brought up at the end of our last hour. Does that mean they

have a larger family? Is it a promise of physical increase which is here given?
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I think that it quite evidently is not simply that, that it is a promise of a

Spiritual increase rather than a phvsical increase, but it is a promise that

more are those who are members of the family of God, from the desolate, the

one who seem to be desert, wilderness, than the one from whom one would normally

expect the bringing of children into the fom ly of God.. We notice that from

v,jouv.3 it seems very reasonable to consider that it probably is a

description of the extension of the gospel to the Gentiles, that that is a very

rasonab1e sugcestion of an interpretation of those three verses *tth much less

difficulty to it, it seems to me, than any other interpretation. However, from

v.4on thre is a strong probability that it is Israel who is bring athirssed

that h turns his attntion from the mrren to whom he has been speaking to the

one who h--,s been the married wife and is in ianer of becoming a widow, so it

would seem, and that he tells Israel from v. 4 on that God's mercy which goes

to the Gentiles as a result of the sacrifice of Christ on calvary who was first

predicted to us in c. 41 and 2 as the one who would be a light to the gentiles,

that He is not a light only to the Gentiles but Israel also is ultimately to re

ceive fill and complete blessing through Him, and then from v. 13 on it would

probably refer to both, perhaps the particular emphasis still on Israel but re

frring to both and. certainly the last sentence, the heritae of the servg.n of

the Lord refrs to those who are followers of the Servant of the Lord, those

who are born into the kingdom of God through what He did on Calvary's cross.

Yes? (Student) Yes. That' is to say that the sttament, the last statement

seems to rather re;uire the , at the end. The question is, "How far

back does that extend? And you carl say that it probably extends back to where

you find. a statement that carmot , and. when you find such a statement
at

you see how far forward and see/what point the most likely transition occurs.

Now ther is much more that we could do in delving into the exact teaching of

this chapter here. I would like to just mention to you an incident which is

an e:perience I had not so very long ago when someone told me about a man who

was doing a very worth thing. He was studying psychiatry studying medicine
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in relation to mental problems in order to help people and this man was going

out to coi).nsel peorle and. to help people and. I was told of him he was a very

fine Christian, a man raised in a Christian home, who had attended Christian church

es and now he had gone into this field in order to get material which he could use

in order to help people, and I was told how ideally fitted he would be. He already

has the Christian material, the Christian viewpoint; flow he gets this material of

the discoveries in psychiatry and in mental study which will be useful in aunsel

ing people with difficulties. Well, it just struck me that that coula be very

excellent. There is much that is unChristian in the theories of scientists in

many fields and. of course whatever is truly unCristian is untrue, but there

is much that has teen discovcred. by them that can be very, very helpful in deal

ing with people, but the thing that discuieted me about the statement was, "He

already knows the Christian part; flow he is getting the other. " as if going
School

to a Sunday/class a few times and hearing a few sermons gave one what he need

ed to know about Christianity. Now he has to spend years of discovery what has

been laboriously worked out about the constitution of the human mind and its

activities in order to get-that is necessary from that aspect for dealing with

the problems of people. It impressed me that to know the Christian side of

it is the thing that could never be said. You never know. God. doesn't gise us

three or four chapters which was all we need, to know. He didn't present His

truth to us in a few pages. God has given us a large book and in this book He

has the secretsof salvation so clearly written that a man with comparatively

little knowledgeof it can seek the lord and can find. Him and be saved, but the

one who is truly saved desires to know far more than is necessary for salvation.

He desires to go on in the things of God. and God has given us a textbook here

which goes on and. gives us a tremendous amount that is useful in theproblem of

dealing with human needs and. hiunan problems and }ilpin.?' people and one can

never l"arn too much of the Scripture for this purpose. Well now it may be

that with a certain amount of study o± interpretation of the Scripture one is
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would
at the point where he/be better able to help the people with now having a

certain knowledge of psychiatry and of what has been observed from observation

of the activity of the human mind. That may very well 1, but to soy that a

little bit of this is sufficient and then a great deal of that is an absolutely

wrong, absolute failure to recognize the depth and the importance of that w'ich

(od has given. To my mind it is one of the great weaknesses in the Christian

/
church today. People think, "We've Pot John 3:16 and what more do we need?"

If that were all that we needed, that is all that God would have given us. God

has given us a large and extensive book in which John 3:16 and certain other

matters are stressed and. are tremendously important and probably it is better

to have them without the rest than it would be to have the rest without them,

because you couldn't have the rest without them. It would be meaningless, but

the, I believe one reason for the weakness and powerlessness of the Christian

church today is that we are satisfied with a little bit of truth in stead of feel

ing the need of getting into that book and learning all we can of the secrets that

God. has there for His ch.tch and for His people. I believe that all, the methods

we can use of advancing the gospel, reaching people with it, rousing their inter

est are valuable, but in the end. I think the secret of the 2ess of Christianity

will be the knowledge the Word on the part of those who are serving the Lord, and

th depth of their study of it, and so we are interested in this class in learning

all we can from this passage but if we worked on it five years we wouldn't learn

everything that there is in these thirteen chapters, mit I wouldntt think it

wise to work straight ahead for five years on it. I think you work on this

awh1e, you .'ork on something else, and this helps with the other thing and

then you come b..,ck to t}'is and the other thing helps with this. Mr.---? Do

you have a question? (Student) Yes. In the context there he says, "Tell

me, do you desire to be under tM law or do you not hear the law? For it is

written that Abraham had two sons, the one by a bon.matd, the other by a free

maid, but he who is of the bond, woman was born after the flesh but he of the

free woman was by promise." These things are an allegory for these are the
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two covenants, the one from Mt. Sinai which gendereth the bondage wich is

Haar. For this Bagar is Mt. Sinai in Arabia, an answer to Jerusalem which now

is and is in bondage with her children, but Jerusalem, which is above is free,

which is the mother of the Gentiles. Do you get what he says.? (Student)

1o. Which is the mother of all. Just that mean just to the Jews? That means

of all who are truly God's people. The heavenly Jerusalem and the earthly

Jerusalem overlap. They cannot be completely separated. Everyone in any age

who has be'n saved has been a memer of this h&avenly Jerusalem which is free.

Every one who ever was saved is a mem"r of this Jerusalem which is the mother

of us all, but the law has its true purpose which Paul gives us clearly in other

passages. It is meant for a blessing for God's people and. it, the'law itself

is not accursed, the Old Testament is never a curse butablessing, but misunder

standing the law and misapplication of the law becomes a curse and genders to

bondage, and that is the Jerusalem below apart from the heavenly Jerusalem, and

so the heavenly Jerusalem is the mother of us all and. it is written, "Rejoice

thou barren tht beareth not. Break forth and cry, thou that travai].eth not,

for the desoate hath many more chldren than she which hath an h'siand. The

earthly Jerusalem which would be expected to bring the children into the kingdom

of God has failed of her task because of failing to seek it according to the

faith which was the way in which she was supposed to seek it from the beginning

and on account of this she has failed and the married woman doesn't have the

children whom she would be expected to have, but the desolate, the one who seems

to be outside of the family is the one wich h $ brought forth more children into

the kingdom than the other. Now we brethren, as Isaac was, are the children

of promise, we who are by virtue of this promise which is based. upon the chapter

w-ich immediately follows, through the death of Christ, we are brought into the

king dom of God whether we be Jews or Gentiles. More are the children of the

desolate than the children of the married wife but there a-r- from both. Yes?

(Student) Excue e, He doesn't say there are no children from the married wife,
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but only fom the desolate there re more children from the desolate because

the married wife has been seeking, you see, in the wrong way. Yes? (Student)

No. I do not believe so. No. I don't think that is aprcise parallel. I

think that Jerusalem which is above is the true family of God but I don't see

how you can possibly call it the desolate. I think the -eeeiat. is the Gentile.a
are

There/more from the Gentiles than from the Jews, but there are from both and
from above

those from either one, he says, "Jerusalem/is the mother of both, of those from

either one. (Student) I would think so, yes. It isn't, you see, an exact

par'llel, but it 18 a comparison with " Thats a very interesting

cuestion to raise. Let's think about it more and study the passage more.

Some of you may have a suggestion on it which will amend this one somewhat and

will improve the interpretation. I haven't studied the passage in Galatlans

very carefully by:trying to compare it with this one. I think there is cne

thing right therm to mention about New Testament quotations. I read the state

ment once 'the proof of the inspiration of the Scripture is that the New Testment

proves a point by a single refr.nce to the Old Testament. It proves a point

by the fact that a singular instead of a plural is used, by the fact that the

present tense is used, and so on. I saw a whole string of these whereby one

word, by one tense, by one numberof a phrase in the Old Testament, a great

doctrine is proved in the New Testament, and I believe the statement is one

hundred per cent wrong. I do not think that God ever wants us to prove a

great doctrine by one number, by one tense, by one word of any pb.rtion of the

Bible. The words of the Bible are not something magical that you can grab

three words here or five words there, and here you have something which solves

all problems. You study the Bible and see what the truths of it re, see

what its teaching is, and then you select verses which give you a picture in

brief of the te.chin of large passages, and you no right to build on

a verse taken out of context, but to build.nh teching of a passage which

is summarized in a verse, or which is brou&ht out clearly in a particular verse?

is the way to build, up our truth. I examined those very cases once when a
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ni" of which I think grow o'it of c. 53 and are based upon it and. it is calling

on the i'eople to rejoice in that which He is giving them. There is no call

to the poeple in Isaiah, in c. 51 to do anything. They say, ?ear not. Rejoice."

That's not calling on them to do anything. That's simply pointing out the

relevancy to them of the statement. It is showing them what God. i s going to

/
do for them. There's no call, theeg no summoning the people, no exhortation

to them, nothing like that in c. 511.. It is simply a declaration of the great

blessings which are theirs by virtue of c. 53, but when we start 55 we have a
fr.

little different note.
"
We have definite exaLtri in 55, We have the indivi

dual note in fifty-five. People are lumped together in 514.. They are grouped

in great masses of people and these masses of people are told. of the wonderful

blessings which are theirs but there is an individual note in 55. The note is

here stressed. in 55 that here are blessings which rest upon the attitude of the

individual, blessings which are available for the individual, blessings which

the individual. may take to himself and so there is an exhortation, there Is a

call to acceptance of the blessing given, there is a declaration that these

blessings are available and. that they are sure and. it seems to me that whatever

one may think about 511., a Christian cannot question that 55 is the dirrct out

of 53, and th-t 55 Is calling, is the gospel call to theindividual to

come and avail himself of the blessing w}ich God. has provided through Christ's

act in 53. I don't think any Christian can question' that. I don't know of any

other interpretation of 55which can be advanced other than on the type of inter

pretation which just divides it up into fragments unrelated to one another.

The connection is so close and. the relationship so definite between It and. .53.

/
Hence there is no meaning in 53 at all if 53 Is not the basis out of which 55

comes, and it seems to me that that is tremendously important in interpreting

514.. Fifty-four is right in between 53 and 55 and I think closely related to

both. It seems to me that the archbishop's horse must have been unusually

well behaved. the day when he divided up this passage into chapters because

you have such a good. chapter division at the beginning of 514. and such a good

chapter division at the beginning of 55. They are minor divisions, they are
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they are paragraph divisions, it is closely integrated, but if you are to

make a division in here, they are c'-rtainly the right places to make the

division. Fifty-three telUng of the work of Christ, 54 applyin- the

work of Christ in general to large grouns of people, 55 showing the indivi

dual and specific application of it to those who come to God through Him,

and. of course the note with which 55 begins is the great blessings which

are available without money and. without price, and then in V. 7 there is

a specific call to turn away f om sin but so different from the call in

the rebuke passages in the early portion of Isaiah, or in later portions.

You cannot certainly call v. 7 a rebuke verse. It is not a rebuke verse.

It is a blessing verse. He is not saying, "Oh you wicked sinner; turn away

from your wickedness or God is going to punish you." Not at all. He is

saying the wicked has a wonderful opportunity. It him forsake his way,

his wicked ways, because God is ready to have mercy upon him. It is a

blessing passage, exhorting the sinner to come and. receive the gospel offer

of salvation. Very clearly, I think. lity-five is a gospel chapt'-r. It

is a presentation of the gospel of Christ which is available to all indivi

duals since the time of Christ and before, and before the time when Isaiah

wrote, available to all to come to God by virtue of the shed blood of the

Lord Jesus Christ. And so we have these wonderful individual promises in

c. 55, these exhortations to turn away from wickedness becaue God has pro

vided a way of escape and return and He will have mercy upon him and to honor

God for He will abundantly pardon, and then an emphasis on the inscrutable

goodness of God, the inscrutable will of God, that God's ways are higher than

our ways and. His thoughts higher than our thoughts, so much so that we could

neverhave worked out the plan of salvation, we could never have imagined it

except as He has revealed it to us. We could never have found the way in which

God could be both just and also the justifier of them that believe on Christ.

It is only He who could do it and it is b virtue of the fact that His ways are

as much superior to ours as the heaven is higher than the earth, and then, of
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course, the certainty of it, v.10 and II. Gods Word. is going to accomplish

that which He pleases. There :ou have your contrast, the free agency of man,

the free offer of salvation, "Come if you will. Turn away from your sins; come

to God for He will abundantly pardon. The offer is before you. It is up to

you now. Take it, and accept the wonderful offer that God gives, but God's Word

will accomplish tho things which He pleases and will prosper in the thing t0

wi'ich He has sent it. God, has elected. those who will come, God, has ordained.

it this way and at the same time youIe a responsibility and an opportunity,

and ycu hav before you a greater condemnation if you fail to accept the oppor

tunity which God, in all sincerity and truth lays before you. We cannot fully

understand just how these aspects fit together and we don't improve it any by

taking one aspect or the other and trying to for-et the opposite one. By saying,

'Tes, it's all up to man. Man can do as he wants. You can do and God can't

help yourself." Well that is not the teaching of the Scripture anywhere. God.

has ordained, God's Word goeth forth and it will accomplish that which He pleases.

He will draw to Him everyone whom the Father has given Him. That is clearly

taught in the Scripture. And on the other hand. I have known people who have

said, "Well you can't say, 'Whosoever will, let him you say that

because they can only come if God draws them." God. has given us no right to

say that anybody cannot come. God h as given us the order to go forth and. the

offer is a sincere offer of salvation to all the world. It is the sincere offer

presented and made available to all people. We can't una.erstand. jast how it

fits topethr. God's ways are higher than our ways and His thoughts higher than

our thoughts and you cannot expect to work out a human explanation of it, but

so many try and. when they go forward. in doing it, what they do is to take one

side and to leave the other out and they get the two unbalanced. I remember

hearing a man say once s ,me years ago when I was speaking in another seminary-

this man had been a very fine evangelist and a fine minister and was doing a

splendid work "nd he was taking a graduate course in doctrinal preaching, and.
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I was sitting next t0 him at the Senior faculty dinner at the end of the

year and he made this statement to me that the year had. a trinendous effect,

the course in doctrinal preaching, a tremendous effect upon his preaching,

because, he said that he sued to say, "What shall w do to be saved? Believe

on the Lord. Jesus Christ, and. thou shalt b saved," but he sid he found out

you can't say that any more, a man can't belie'e unless God gives him the

faith and therefore you cannot say that, "What shall I do to be saved?"

Ther is nothing you can do t0 be saved. Well, that's not the Scriptural

teaching. Paul sid, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ." The Scripture

cl'arly taches that we CPfl tell every man, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ

and if you do not you are responsible for your failure to do so' and that is just

as true as the oter aspect that God, has ordained who is going to believe. They

are both true, they are both clearly taught here in this passage. And then, of

curse, the last two verses of c. 55, the wonderful blessing wich God is giv

ing to all His ciildren, to all those w}-o believe through Christ. He says,

ye shall go forth with joy and. be led forth with peace. The mountains and the

hills shall break forth before you into singing, surely afigurative passage,

and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands. I've heard people say,

"You don't believe the trees actually clap? This is figurative, ther'-fore you

can take anything in the Bible you want figuratively." Well, of course that is

absurd. The Bible contains a great deal of figurative language but we have no

right to t'ke something figuratively if

Isaih 7

as a book where anything can moan .nything, but as a book which has a solid uther-

irding of clear literal statements, clear literal te-ching and has beautiful

figures interspersed here and many a teaching drawn out in certain places in

figurative language mush more clearly, perhaps. than a litral statement would

have brought out that particular thing, and so in v. 13, instead of the thorn

shall come up the fir tree, and instead of the brier shall come up the myrtle

tree. Perhaps that very thing is going to happen. The time is going to come
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when we have the thorns and the briers to contend with, instead of them

we will have the fir t'er' 'nd the myrtle tree, perhaps this is here a specific

nrediction of a literal thing that is going to take place, but that certainly

is not all that is included in the v'-rse. It expresses a change in the condi

tion of God's people, a chanEe in the circumstances round about them, and even

if you were to make v. 13 to refer exclusively to a great time of wonderful

blessing ahead in the material and physical sphere for God's people, even if

you make it refer exclusively to that, it still cannot just mean the fir tree

and. the myrtle tree, but they will be examples of a general change in the

phsical creation which will take place and. which in aulition wö2l& be symptomat

ic of a change in the Spiritual realm which would take place then for all of

God's people and which takes place to some extent for God's people in the agr

preceding that time of blessing. Well now we come to a much more difficult

roblem. Between c. 55 and c. 56 I think that anyone will feel that there is

break, that the archbishop's horse was in pretty good condition at the be-

innn' of chapter 56 but I wonder if he got colic or something before it was

over. I defy anybody to interpret c. 56 as a unit. If there should be a

break between c. 53 and 51.1-, and I believe there should, and there should be

a break between 54 and. 55 and I believe th'-re should, and a break between 55

and. 56, and it seems reasonable to make a break there, certainly there is

one hundred times more reason to have a break somewhere in the course of 56

than there is to have a brak between 56 and 57. In fact, it is highly

cuestlonable whether there is any reason whatever for a break after v. 12 of

c. 56, highly questionable whether there is any reason whatever to make a

break there, and certainly there is a place somewhat earlier in this chapter

where there is far more reason to make a break t'-an there is between v. 12

of 56 and v. 1 of 57. Where would you suggest such a break might be made,

Mr.---.? I trust that everyone will have your Bibles before you as we make

these discussions because as you see I am not simply givtng you stuff to

write down and memorize but I am trying to go into the problems with you and
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You can't follow them very well without the Scrpture before you. Of course,

this I ran over v'-ry rapidly and I wouldn't necessarily expect anyone here to

have an isediate answer t0 the question I asked. I was not saying that in

any way personal, Mr.-, but simply for exhortation to others, that I would

bO interested to know how many there are here who think that you have a place

to sugeest which you think is a more important place within 56 than any reason

to make a break after v. 12. How many feel that you have an answer to that
so far.

question. Raise your hands. One--two--three--only three,! How many more?

I think if you look at the chapter that it should not be difficult to reach

conclusion. It is quite clear if you read the chapter, and surely most

can run th'-ir eyes over it quite quickly and can see a chang- in atmosphere

in the chapter. It is not a change 'such as takes place between day and night

and that gradually gets dark like this. We have such changs in the Scripture

but this is not that kind, of a. change. This is the kind of a change that

taks place when the bell rings and everybody rushes to the door. Mr.---?

(Student) After v. 8. How many would agree with that? How many think it

should be after v. 9 instead? After v. 9. I went over this in a class a

couple of years ago and there were quite a number who thought it should be

after V. 9 while a good many of you seem to feel that it should be after v. 8.

Personally, I think that v. 8 is much the better place of the two, but I

( think we must agree that either after v. 8 or after v. 9, in one or the other

of these places there is a break of tremendous importance. What is the great

difference? Mr.---? (Student) Yes, but it is a figure, isn't it? Don't

you think? It's a figure for people, isn't it. There is a suggestion, I

think, in what you say but I think there is a stronger r'ason. Did. somebody

have--? (Student) That would be one way of putting it, I should think. We

have in c. 53 God's wonderful blessing in sending Christ, in c. 514. there is

not the slightest rebuke to these people. It is all blessing. In chapter 55,

it is wonderful opportunity of blessing and reality of blessing, realization

of blessing to God's people. In c. 56, it is far less well known that either
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5 or 55 and. as you look at it you may not he so sure, but certainly the

predominant tone is strongly one of blessing in v. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and

7 and. 8, very strongly blessing, but now in v. 11 - they are greedy dogs which

can nevr'r have enough. Come ye, they say, I will fetch wine and we will fill

ourselves with strong drink. That's very different in anything in 54 or 55

or the first 'eight verses in 56. Ileven and 12 are very clearly a rebuke of

those who are evil and without any visible relationship to chapters 53, 54

and 55. It is a complete and. total change from the whole atmosphere of 54

and 55 to the atmosphere of verses 11 and 12 of 56, aud how about 10 of 56?

His wtchmen are blind. Whose? Whose watchmen are blind? They are all ig

norant, they are dumb dogs, they can't bark sleeping, lying down, loving to

slumber. Now it seems to me that 10 is related to 9. All you beasts of the

field come and devour. Isn't that terrible, the beasts to come and devour.

The beasts should be kept out so they devour. Well, why can they come?

Because the watchmen are gone, in ignorance. They are dumb dogs. They keep

quiet when the forces of evil come to devour. He isn't wanting the b"asts of

the field to devour. Nine is a figure of speech. It doesn't mean he wants

them to do this. It is a prediction that they will do it.

They will he able to do it. Therefore, come and do it. There is nothing to

stop you. That is what he is saying. He's not rejoicing they're doing it.

He is greiving, that they can do it, that there is nothing to stop them from

doing it, that the way is perfectly open for the beasts of the field t0 come

and devour because the watchmen aren't on the job. Well now that has no re

lation whatever to 53, 54 or 55. I don't mean no rr'lation whatever in the

sense that they do not have , do not have a rasonab1e place

as portions of the book of Isaiah. I don't mean that at all, certainly. They

do fit together in the book, but it is, 54 and. 55 blong to one large sectin

of t e book telling us the results of the sacrifice on Calvary to which c. 40

to 2 have been leading up, and then reach the great climax and 54 and 55 tell

of th wonderful results of it and then everything previous to 56 from C. 40
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on, all that section forms a unit together which is not immediately related,

at least I know of no way to immediately relate it, to v. 9 to 12. V. 9

is the beg1.nnin then of a new large se.on of the book. There are those who

divide the book into sections, one of which begins with chapter 58. I think

it is a rather foolish division. I think that the division between 57 and

58 is not one-tenth as important nor one-fiftieth as important as the division

between verses 8 and. 9 here. It is the nding of a volume, let us say, of the

book of Isaiah, and the beginning of a new volume which starts with a differ

ent section. It is as if you have been reading D'Aubigney's history of the

reformation and you have been reading about the reformation in Germany and

you come to the end of the life of Luther and then you start over again with

the reformation in ngland in another ook, and the first chapter of that has

no relation to the lrgt chapter of the other, although the whole book there

has a definite relation to the whole book w}'ich precedes, and surely there is

that difference after v. 9 of 56 but what are you going to do with the first

part of 562 Is the first part of 56 closely related to the last part of 56?

and to c. 57? Or is the first part of 56 relted to what precedes? Or is

it a volume by itself with only those eight verses in it? What do you think

about that? That would be a matter to think through, very important in the

organization of the book. What is the teaching of c. 56, vs. 1-8? Is it a

teaching regarding the importance of the sabbath? Is that the purpose of it?

Is that the primary thoueht of it? Just at a glance we might say, "This is

a passa-e on sabbath keeping. Sbbath keeping is mentioned a number of times

there, but is that the primary thought? If you have these eight verses and

you want to discuss, "Whrt is the thought of these eight verses?, can you

express in six words, say, in a few words a very simple, brief idea which will

Eive a unity to the passage as a whole? Well, if you don't think you can to

the passae as a whole supposing you skip the first two verses and ask this

question. "Is there anything which would give a unity to verses j-8 and around
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which everything in those six verses co'ild gather, and if so. could you

perhaps subsume one or two under the sane head? Do you see the question?

It is a problem which I think it would be wise for you to study. Now

as I have mentioned before, anyone who is taking this course as an elective

to he applied for undergraduate credit, we expect to average to hours study

for each hour of class, but if you want graduate credit for it, toward an

S. T. M. degree, then, of course, .t wo'ild be three hours study outside

in relation to the hour in class, and so if anyone is thinking of taking this

for graduate cre&it I wish you wo'ild. let me know so that I can give you the

additional assignment and let you take that extra time.

Now for our next lesson, one portion of the assignment--last time

soiiebody asked some questions j'ist at the end of the -our and I completely

forgot to give you something to which to put your two hours for today but

I suppose most of you read these first two chapters in the Hebrew during

that two hours, but the--for next tiie the first portion of the assignment

is the study of that first section of 56 and a reasonable answer to the problem.

What thought gives a unity to these passages? Is it, like Proverbs, a lot of

isolated verses, or is there a unity to it? Here you find v. 3-8 having a

definite unity that can be stressed in a few words , or if you do,

can that possibly include verses 1 and 2 also of c. 56, and if so, does it re

late to what follows--the last part of 56 and 57, or does it relate to what

oreced.es? Then the second part of the assignment would be--run ahead rapidly

nd tell me where do you think there is the next rather major division in the

book. You have a general line of thought starting in v. 9. How far does t1,--s

general line of thought run before you get a marked change? Where would the

next ilmDortant division be in the book? That's the second part of it, and.

then I think it would be well for you to start reading in the Hebrew for the

next time 55. We'll come back to 54 later, but suppose you do 55 first in the

Hebrew and read. as far as you get to in the two hours for next time. Friday's

assinment. As I mentioned to you, I have to have my eyes examined at two

o'clock next Friday and. I think I can be back by four but I am not sure, so some-
ne suggested that we begin at 4:20 since there is no five o'clock class.
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Record ?0 auoareutly aid a. t r'cora as I cannot hear it at all from. tiie

br on to te fl L. I'm sartin t:a th numbr'r .

Look on at the oirLt at wh c w hod bee looking at the 'iestiois 01

conflicts. ./hat was th, last vrse at w} ich we were looking? ,1er w' still

on tJII Yes, then oi '-' w haL 'Fear for thouhalt act. neiter be thont

confouuied fo tau shalt not e ,,it to the test.' Here is an hortatioa

to an emotional attitude in vie; of te act in the ysical realm. The ronise

te hysical real, th' nate-:iol r"aln, or theactual

real", t' Pr-fore em:tional circumstances are called upon. This is t' sort of

sent,-ice ;,rich is r"ally not u much a con n:--s o Jact. It is

fact. It isn't t}at you take a hola of yourself aria be afaid There is

no nei for t'- at. There is no OeP for yo'i to b hurt of u,nger . you are

roin to fcrget the misery which irou hrp gone to throuYou are gong to

.net t'-is n sery. Tow thF ot "r nuestion is: 'iiho s Le ±uI ta1Jcng to here?

I he talking to he desolate or to the arr.ed wife?

That aoes h' n( ")oeo t 'oeari t e ct1 th'.t ore aes&lote?

This wc'la fit in perfectly with the interpretation i he is re sneaking

of the Israelite. in 9a1)7,,-!on unaer captivity. Pal,stin is in ruins. aer cities

are i". aeolation. Come back and the cities will he guilt up. That will be

strictly literal interaretatios of tho passage on entirely possibi as the iater

nretation f t:- nassae. However, that is not the only possible interaretation

of it. The .uestion is: He is then talking h"re of an increaso. Ihat kind of

an incse is he ta1ng cut? Are then ing to h ye more peeple. Are there

mere physical peonle involv"u,? Are t Fr- more children horned? ill there

be more people cone into t!-.P Or when he speaks of more are the chilaren

of t ' ic' sol':tte, is he speakinE spirit-.A persuns? th ar' possible -it we

otI° thOt in the context spiritual :jersoss seems to ft rather than large

numbers of human beiss. If W t:ke that iat'rpretation for verse 1, w :ve the

riht to ask the c'leStiofl whether that interpretation fits also in verse 3.
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If it will fit in verse 3, ten this definite city to 1 jIoabitea wo'nli an

a city hich nrevioisly did not have tn them this kind 0±' peo1e, peo.1e who are

spiritually born people. You mit say, here is a city hich is a city of strife

nd cf turmoil, a city of lo. ruraiity, a city of wickeuness, a city of which

it is said tier is no fear of G left in it. In that xiX Cit/ there occu rea a

numbr of sniritual. )irths. Thre come into the life of that city f.-o-1 o tsiu.e

or thro'ig}i a change of DoJle n the city there come into it chilren of God,

peoole w}- are spiritually 'oorn, De0T1P who are of a different cult-,if They cause

the city which was desolate, as fr as that tyue of person is concerned, to be

inhabitd. That i3 to si, if you can have t1'e fiire o± the chilaren being

the siirit'al airth. You can am 1y tt to this. Speaking lit-rally, thethc'r

.oulsi h te ".caniag of it. Lhet}.r meaning I aon't think carries throug

lo ica1 ly. I think t s is the "eanin.g that c'ries thro'ieh iocicaly a can

scuetly I kton't believe ie have any gr"at aifficilty in intrtretig this

particular th.cnght in line with th fiire of th t s'ate"ent. if you deciae that

is the fire in vrse 1. Certainly it is the one that arostte Paul

Then if we are to tJce that interpretation of vrr 1, I think that t, P

phr'a:, c---,use ti-e. uesolate to be inhabited. Then the neat verse there is t'e

uestion, who is e talking to in verse I it the same person a in ve:seo

and 3, (r is it a different srscn? 'e1l, in the vry first half of verse 1,

'-p t iked to one ,reon, one, wb dia not travail with. chila. Then L continues
r son

n te third in co.ring th chilu.ren of the desolate with the chilaren

of the marrid wife. ie notice the interpretation the spjoe one who was the

,.r-ied wi' is nr'w the aesolate ana the one ;o Is now the asolate -as more

children th wen -e was the married wife. f piir

which. I dc'-'t think carries out very logically because if sh jesolate anc.

has prvi:isly se n rried w fe, we w'il e-ect her a-ain to beco'-e a

'arri0L wifc sefore we epect hr4 to have ch5laren. Paul crtaiily stat's it

as 'acing two d.ifferrnt women. If you take it as two differs-nt women, then you
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will have two women here rrsnted. in the thirci person. In line of t 'e tnc og

of t}i hol verse, you ExDect thesfntevtents of 2 and. 9 to r'fr to the one

has ohen of as te aesolate one. But then yo'i come to verse L, you k the

'iestion, 'e SPC11 to 5O'1 on- to who'i h 5iOke in v're an 3;

or is ''e s:rakirg to tie other cm'? There are two persono anci. there is

nhsolntsly n i f'icult in peoJoio of t'e att tion of th. speaker as as I g

from t'"e on to the oth'r whm ::oa have two pr-sent. That is a very common tiiag.

i




be 41-U7i--ig to two P-" rna " talkic1t to on of them a while. I

.;enking to t oter wit') a slight t'irn of eau_ It is a very con on

thI. Therefore, there wc'ilL he no rascm 'hy he sl:o' ilja' t switch over. So

that oesn't say that e does turn his att'ntion to t o, aiil'ere'ot parson.

in vere from the previous verses. it do s sy that r" is no u.fJicui.tZr j

nE, t at other piY" It leaves i open to 'is as to rri h is

soe:i1-in. is a c'iestion. w often raise. To ;horn is he s relative

to .-at us saia. e have to 1mter-nrt relative t0 hom it is soi.x. I'm sure

you no nell as I h-ve a. these exriencs in le of having

ooeone ask yon the cue stion aria fioain o'it tt he was talking to a versca

ri'at bhina ycni or right iext to yo,-,. He sked you sonethii that yom just

.i(jn1t 3--row hcw to answer. It a.icin't make sense.

now how ahout v r se Li. Does ver .' Li continue with the previo'is verses,

or ioo it ac-al with a different rson? How many think it is still possihle

that t is the same parson in vrs- 2 and 3r I see most of is hcuht so

Ho w many think it is a different one? i'ost of the aick row. Jell, now we

havP cuite a division hetween the hack row and. the front. Lc's -t some

arrwle -it.

Stiiu.'nt spaks V

Yes, well, the ar'iment !'r. has alvanceu is fh t in v,-r. 7 tlccr° is

a aefiriite change hut there hardly seems to be
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Yo'i io'ld soy that thrre is oae vrse 7 or 'arlier. Reasona1y so. You ;'ou1d

sr verse is differ-It from terse 3 so that the ouestion would. be, aoes the

cha -11cone at the be inaiui at the verse 7, E, 5, or . 3ut that it comes,

".oula asre. How many agree that v(,, 7.-e 7 is oif2eret f r. - verses 2

na 3. The back row sprns to are with tt. i0W about the f oat row? They

sem to be S--1--it on that. Is t1--re someone els from t front Whc,

thhiks as Mr. S±tt thought v,-r, 14 was the same as verse 3.
,

You have the aitional rg1L-"-nt I
rood

x.fx gave 'IS the argument that there is a chLnge

' 'rs '-'her at vrse ana he is inclined that we aint

it. Ta1raly p py ther." is until w. have rrason to think so.

(itscussion) r. m-h"s you think ther' is a ch*ase in

(no-ier) 1 :ov forsr1sen tee prvious1y, but nw I give yc'.i

rprcT. I hi n: face f-om you for a -o'-ent, but I will h-ye nFrcy on you.

If hr hii his fc 'ofo:-e from h1, has he previously hit his face from the

Gentilps or forsaken them? You 7iht soy th t Fe has ot iven the gentiles

his -wian. Th.t is an ianicaticn t"-t he revh;sly tDem has seen hlrssin them.

That 5P3 t it 1 t2 the idea of the Tew bring aaressa in verse ..
--

-ath'r than the enti].e . It se'.s to be the

'-arri'n wif who is tow peis that the wesolate has sure chilaren than herself.

in vrse 7 That :S te re.imnt r. prsents. I te it that

t:¬ th:iht tat there uas a change rXxi±r as early -- verse 5,

agree t .t t'r' is a change in verse 7. 1e all a"ee tat the change .

±n verse 7. e have got tugether the t.o cads or the class. The front

rw has admitted hat by verse 7 there is a change and th back xWe ro'
""

alreaY held that the change was in 7. The question is, aoes the ehange come

ea±lier than 1 or does it first come at 7? - That o'iestion we will n.t be able to

cossloer further this 1: on account of bkx the onerican Council meetLle-s.

': shall oostpone its consideration nes-t week. You might go on with your

nroblem tuJy of the Hebrew in the passage.
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"e wrrc still sc'issin Isaiah 54 last time. e haven't covrrec n:ch 'ouna.

yt w hv spent a óod bit of time on Isiath 5. So w are a little further

than it woua.a. araear at fj."st siht. In charter 514 ue have noticed. evidence

from the ew Teataent that the first verse is comparing two ifierentzefe

women in one mement at two iferpnt tiaes. Anu that these women are flares,

and t1at one f them in the figure of the ntiles, ani the other is the 2iure

of Isrel. 5o we have these two djffrent women. accor;Jn to Paul's inter

pretation, one of whom has done her part an has 'resented the Wcr of the ira,

but the other has done far more by her wstchic

Tatnr?,l olive ix trecs are grafted off and wild olive trees are grafed. on for

a asàn. Now, of course, a iestion whic' is o: great iit rst to 'is. is

just .;hat aart of the versesj,j in th charter r'f"r to one o these ac-en :d.

whCL arts refer tr. the othr one? o it wo'il be i itrrestin to look thro'ah

these ver:s a d to ask a'c'nt each one. Ar you sure that this refrs to the

tilps A.--e you b,-r(- that it refers to te arried wifet, Israel? re you fairly

- 1tincertain that it is one particular one or th¬' other or arr c11 a)3olUteJYCeT c -

Befor beinp able to make a definite judgment upon particular verses, it woul be

well tc o tbro'.gh md et a 'general picture of how the evidence ppears.

So as w lock at verse I, w of cnrcP, woiU all in"ediately :-:re that in verse

1 both are entioned. Both are ':Dlicitly mentioned, and. are thre on:ared so

there is nc ("lestion that both are here in mina; that is, if you have two women.

Tot as so many commentators te it--one women at two wiffernt 'oeriou3 in her

life. We n.:t the difficulty of t-'at 'rew. fe flotCPL1 Lcw it esntt fit in

the conte;t particularly well. Pow it ha little relationship to Isaij 3 jhich

precedes it an Low it is just contrary to the intrpretation which t e
". I A 41V

postle Paul, i'es it. So I t.hiik at present we o not Fu futher into the

ustion 'less sonecne 'ants to raise some ct}-'er point as to wether t:'-ere are

wflfl or one alu. one is the ntiles. Then if that is so, what abont verse 27
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To whom does verse 2 then refer? how many oi'.ld soy V--Se 2 is aefinitely

ref-rring to Israel? Nobody. How many wcuiu. sa that it is Lc-finitelyrpfF-rri-,.g

to the Genti.&s? Uobody. We have r.boat nine-tent's or niny percent saying t:at.

So 111 wit own 2 with three i.±s under it. Now how many are there who soy

t refr.s to Israel, but I'm not ware. I th.nk moyle it does. how many soy that ?

we have three who think that number might refer to Israel. It is cnly

3 against the field. We might wit a ? with a question mark after it. Now take

verse n'imb 3. To whom aoes vere 3 refer? Pow many say aToscimtly Gentile?

Cnly about Li., aoit 6. In other woras for verse 3 we'll. wit a 3 '.ith x one

unerline iateaa of . How many s -y definitely Isrel? Three. SO

cver there a 3 with a nrstion mark, how may say perhaps Israel? oouyT Oh,

two. All right xxyx ma-he we sho'd me another cuestion. how many soy

rhaps the Gentiles? veryone thinl-g t' .t t'e 'enties is sure. 'e won't need

a c'iestion mark after it. All right.

'Tow vrse am be' Li... :- rwny say verse 4 is definitely Israeli Up to th.s

ront we have been c nsideria w}-ic one specs of both exp&icitly. V'rse 2

end 3 I hov eskea how many tho'ipht it .ns this one asa w many thuaht it o s

that one antI how many it mght be tat ur it might be this. I ala not ask the

uestion, were there some w c thousht v-rse 71 might refer to both? That is soth

in one picture. /ill you raise yomr hand? One thnks that they both are included

aicture in verse 2. ho.ever, in vr 3, cwmn.ny? Again.

One vots l or bcth.




Re wo la cve Truman fcc prSi.Leflt aria. Dewey for vice

sidnt. Foi ab it vrse Li. now. bow -any would. say that 4 is definitely

Incl'isive cf Israel? Five. '-.ire to uiu.erliae tat t'en. Ro'a many

iitil' x Three. 'ell, that only eroiigh for a cueicr

mark. how 1riy soy .s probably Israel? On,-. many say it is prosably

ent'Th? Four. We'-1, that is rncuh for an unuerline. How many ay vrse 4 is

both? Two. Jell, hat is still a o'sestion mrk. I

How about vrs' 5? Definitely Isael? Five. Underline that. How many say







verse is (e±'initfly nti1e? (n1y one. Few nny say 5 is robaly Gentile?

Three. Row r-ny it is proha:1y Is ael? I think here ar a -,any who

didn't vote on that. How iany say jctht Three. Y&1, the vote is very s911

Then }ow rnany think nurnbr 6 is Israel? igit. num'Drr then is

defiflitely Israel. How manr -ay t is Gentile? Tone. 'hat about the r t of

you? Pow many it is proably the Cr11t1l5? Row many say probably

Isr1? Cuj' a fw. 3etter underline hatone. How many say both Tohcay.

oiw y.--",a say both for ?, 3, +, an 5, but not . How could 5 )P both ant b

(71
:.'ot? c''

Verse 7. Isael? :To. \TPrse 7 Gentile? No'ooy. Probably centile?

FoØone. Probably Isre1?

gell, everyone Seems to thiak then

You dont think then fhat the *escendants cane from Jacob. The others sons f

Toah were for a small moment for krt and now are to be gathered for a 'eat

±XXaix blessing after. Now what do you think '

The:i n'imber . Row many woula say t at R rfe s to whover 7 refs? Ros of

,j would agree to that. So we'll ''it also underlined.

Verse 9. cw many think 9 goes a-ain like these previous v'ses? Cuite a

f,-w. How n'ny say 9 is different? can only g't ? on that.

How a'sont 10. How many say 10 is the same as 9? Sevra1. Row many say it

is differrit? Then w.'ll h' ye to syxt ask exactly wh.t it is.

How soy 10 is defthtely Israel? There nr more who thought 10 was te

sr as 9 which they thought was Israel than there are who think 10 is Israel.

That is a logical contradiction. Tley h-ve to uMcide t'--it it is Isr- el.. how

many think 10 is entile? How many think 10 is both? Two, three. ell, 10

will be both with a question mark. Israel with two underlines. Most ;f you are

rather n'utral.
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Verse ii? how iy say it is Gentile? Tobo y. How iany say Israel? Soe

say it both bit icst soy it is Israel.

How abo'it l? Twelve s the same as plven.

Fo/ abo'it 13? how iany say 13 is Is l? How rnany say Gentile? :Toboy.

How 'Ian:? say both? .11 right for 13. It is 2.2

Verse l. Eo many soy Israel? o r? How many say Gentile? Now many

5P1,T both( Fi7'.

Ters 15? How x3xxz±nsay against
- r I)k

Verse 16. '

So m v look thro'igh this Scripture here we find. that the (!P-it, 1es La not

seen tc have 'een t%-en alone rhere after v'rse 6. :Tot positively rx

niywere 1ter verse . ±rx Israel seems to br ccnsid.ered. ana aefi.iitely

in mind thrrigh rnost of th assae.

(Qnstion) The class seems to feel very oositive that ?%s Gntile. A few

d - little cueston that it was both or Is,aei. On 3 some sirested Israel.

Scm.e think joth
/

So w' seem to hve V-5---t it i. - th cons,-n-3-,-3 o.--L opinion t'a it is Israel th.t

is spoken to from verse 7 on. That sems to se brr-tty well agreed that from 7

to
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o they say letverrcne who is in troLole rejoice?

i) they sy let '-1l t1,- o:' the earth repare themselves oecause the

atomic hob?

huocs it say, Let all t'e people nf the TTtpd. States rejoice?

It cc-Jan' t say rDjo!c ecaiise of the atomic homh

No: in th s case y co'ild say this ref-- to c1oa's peo le incln both.

rPre t is Israel the




-- '( -:
Yo ccL } araly soy -- -
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If I wprp to .:r!te a riaizine article aai say, ejoice o:TL acccunt of the

atomic "-orb. Well thIs culo rnein that all t1e Americans shc'la rejoice bcause

) v -ve t} bomb anu all the Russians should rejoice ecause they uill soon

have the atomic bomb.
-

n that case my wotst be

'-ia alao eans t at the Jews w1 for a t oie

2cesn't it ire to m-aa on or the other? Is-i't it retty difficult t make

tb verse app1r to them both. / -

Ca1lin an Israel I-:1--c' as formerly the chilarn of the desolation. It is one

or t cthr. I on't haow hc -rca can uist aaish which one. w

can intrrrt It in such a ry so th ".t the ward It'orenIt xmRx means

spcc tj Israel at one time ana the her .ay me:s EoeC :icAof e-ntil'

'a ve tc witch ot. You hav' to f5 a out at the sreci C ieaai is

CL t

i,y mrtci it is r4ways passibl totake an area a: meaning an fino. that you

cn se it o't to ccver a lrr-r area.

Unlesa we say that such nu in'-n1r'frs to v:'ae 1 WE wcr''d. th:t

versc ' r"fers tc whorv'r is called t P :)arr'a. Wmnfl.

Chat w s your idea !r. itfson?

.oes it. rer to a s-iritual birth? T' at is to say tx receivLn children

into t ki aom or aces it refer to a physical --receivina more area. Is it

sical iss1 over l'rer ra bere a:' is it a spiritual Issue? I
'

You ca'ila te v'ree 3 or vese T as I catin the spirit ci Is:"ael which may

he : rdominnnt, but not cl'isivy as incl-i.in those who wo'il become hstin:as.
1I 5("

That oe ih"rent from that it e .'s tap hyalcal race a:' . -h

The 'Lsicl race of Israel. You might say that this verse might be very easily

r.'iotpa at th Dresent time when the nIted Nations "ave Israel a territory which

ccc'r:ied about a thir of Palstine and the Israelites ti-de an auvancement -A c-1
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co'iple Weeks a---c to t e sct.'d fl-s- - ' rn .rca a.c. hh s week they

ave .vaced to t'e north rni seized t) icrthern ara. Th re hroing forth

on te right hnnd. and on the left o.n. sèihing t' trritory f the rntiles

ncr so-it!, cf thi nd drivisgxx o'--,t the Arabs who are going as

refgees u to Lr anon and down to Lrnt and thr arras and t,-err are probably

as ny Arabs driv'n c't of Israel as there are sow "Tw in Paipotjn. They

hav hen r.ven out as rfues. Thus thy aro extending their trritory. Now
-




f~' -- A




Jill
t1-at is
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I:oevo-', :en yo' conr on t ther is not th .me cloc r'.ationship in 4 as

3. -r




-t
There is a change of person t: t h icno:. looking 't. ,,

C 'lu Yim 11-1.v, a transition.
'

fl at is thcr- :n vr.e !.L - .ch s'cts t a v'"se 4 is snrakiig of Israel

rather than of She- ",rntilps't

thr alwsys have this -oroble,n to determine the 'ice c: the wori. OU

se-".-i -ir cs rebuke

it is aretty hrd to -c this can at tr'ithfuUy happen.
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He ives yon a hole ch:tr and sors this chapter (Is definitely --,n-rt ,f

A
. -' . . - - -.

It cc id ft -ry nceiy .'t h verse at-vr . -he o-iy thing is 4

is t-.t .old sugg-t io t} wor

±ts use is - ften c'1t a conparativ' '-att'r. You can us the trr-' ia

rativ




ana relative sonse. 9

h' cove-n--at :ho t ave th pre'eace cf C-o. You

d to give you a wcoarf-f ner!o in a ;;rat futnre o'd great

Ti:n //:7 S
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It' tr"E' a:" roing fc ia' hro'H t'e r'-rroach. . "You are g-ng to pass

t:rouc-h a Te!'od of ut the Jcer is ycnr h'sbni. is :o'ir

edeer1mr.




God has or r-' :;h e : c:: to cast aside

wki even though for a tiie it appears to b o'it of rr'ach. Therefore, you

-o"ld riot a;pear on ccount of this
- / -

ni 1tho'it bringing into account anything ciscjust tokin- it for wht it

sa"s there . 'iy theory has two won there ana. they are antithesis of each other

you can't 'ire one into tie other. he says soriethin he s:cs to

one an. not the ther. U

I on't think that ir to this point in th chanter at last :ou hav to

bring .- olved. Paul clar)r teaches regara.less of

any relation to the '-'&llenium he teaches going out of the gospel to the Jews

as bing rc'ived. into the Olive tree of the entire Jewish race. I a.on't think

that carries with it any. Gonversicu of t}e T'ws as a nation born

a"ain. It see-is to re that that is rather taught in the !ew Testa'ient--that there

is great Ploy and great hapniness rgardless of just what all is incDuiea in

that. Th're is a period when as a nation they receive grrat )leSSiig whether

it is for a brief perioct or for a lonrer period. }tCtL in this case he is

coming to trot or still referring to th Jews is the uuestion on which evio.ence

could sway vo'i either way. I cion't think you have to 1port a xfx 'iillenial

consec'lence ier" in orthr to pick one o other. I think tht is nct

necessary to ao here. This is a '.iess.

(iscussioa) I a.oa't think it -"aa-s -ntnonisr so nich as
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Is thr cr or is on- tho'ht of exactly the other?

Syin' that .e want the Lcra. to declar 0', righteousness our 'orks. e

would lihe th Lord. to ive is n' just desserts anu. 'are satisfied. They are

as ood as the next fellow. They will ±k take their chanc". They are perfect,
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all rip4t. Let the Lor: declare t''±r iriteonsness and. their works aid they

are all right. That s what they s'id. It c mes from superficial saylig.

It tLY does not come f cm a real. 'inderstanct1 of the nature of the heart.

TprnJ said the "Part is deceitful above all things and d iarately wicked,

not xry merely that it is desparately wicked but. that it is dec,-itful -aid

)
esDarate1y wicked. I rmemhrr when one of the At Nazi leau."rs ten years ao

from Neumberg xxxxxial was being accused of b"ing a very ñoo thirsty man because

of t e terrible treat-ant which he was ivii Jews. He told. the reporters that

th s was utterly f'-se. He said, "I just. love little canaries an. I cio evry

hin. I can to keep the canaries fro-' suf±'erii° in any I take car of

them anti I'm so hint them." He felt that h -s a vrry kinaheartcai fellow.

Others felt th't his t'atment of the Jews was more important than his tratment

0f the birds. Yt it is simply typical of th. way in which people fail to see

the wicecjness of their hearts and they turn their attention upon somethi 'r that

s good. and think that that is fine and they d'serve cr,dNt for it. Of co'rse,

1. true of is .s well s fo- them. 'ic lave tie same tendency to "juage our

selves wron1Y xx bofore oa. So here is a wo-iderjl tt for a sermon it

is a woaaerful answer to tat attituac of the' human heart. Goa gives them what

they ar after. I will declare th. righteousness - ad their works. 3ut he

said that they :ill not urofit thee. The first half mi ht leave

'is in doubt. Te last half I thik makes it ka± clear. God is saying the

declamation 01' your rihteousness and. your works results in seeing that they are

±ilf± filthy ra-s. Pey are nothii' good. I cd's hands. It is a rebike.

So r. Haney seems to he all alone taking verse 12 as blssin". Well., now

who would finish with verse 12, the end of verse 12. Well, then .,et 11 ask it

,not' way. Mr. Haney's first Pip-'estion *äs 15a, how many agree that 15a

was th- mlace wherc- the rebike assage ends? Tobociy arees with that. d at

e said was iSa but he tetrack that. so we won't hold. that against him. But

obocy else seems to aree with that eiter. Mr. Harririrton s'irgest 13 a. How
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-any woula apree with Mr. --arri-ito:i? e seem to ye a r'-ter large vote so P.171

let the 'iajority rule on this, and s--,,v t)-,-t it is 13a. "When thou criest, let

thy comiany deliver thee, but the -ind shall, car--y them all awo,. Vanity shall

take them. T,-at is certainly xxñ2 rebuke, but the last half of that, "He that

uuts his trust in iie shall vossess the l-'-id a-id. shall inherit iy holy mountain.

That is pretty haro to t from th feelin that that is lessiag, isn't it.

Now the verse is one' of those of wich wr have a ooci many of in Jeremi&i where

.e have two .altrnatives, one that ioes this--rebke--and. one that oes this-,e

alternatives. And hence there might b' a goo ariment to put

in the two halves in one vP--se here. But the two halves are h-raly exactly

rallel are tey. When thc'i criest let thy corm-any mlzy deliver thee. but he

that u'itteth is trust in me shall possess the '-ancA.'t he:-e is the iaea that the

cne is trusting i--i his company t0 let them deliver him ana the other is trusting

a L(-r(; -au. theLord .;ill- ciliver hi-fl. There is certainly a parallel but it

15 not ! e:-act irirallel. In orLier to et an e.-.act parallel you have t0 confer

a certain ideas±x from 13 which are definitely therr but iot cl--any exressed.

It surely se-ms to me t)mt it wO'lTh be a "nich better vrrse division to rnar:e our

verse division hare between the end of the ,resent rerfce passa-;P ana the beginiiig

of the blessing assae. I would think it much x better to -nke the t verse

division iht after 13 a there. especially as verse 14 aoes not seem to be a

comalete verse does it. Surely there will be something to be saia for maki ig

1)4. a part of 13. T--,I, a one vere rs a while and if you are going to mJ:e two

it ;ciild seem rather reaso-lable to mike the divjsio-i between the two verses

CCm .t the ena of l3a jnstena of the place were it toes as arrangea here.

Now 14 is surely not rebuke is it. 14 wo'ila surely be blessi.-ig. Ua is the

introduction to 15b. You have blssing then I think we'll all agree begin-iiag

with l3a. How far does the said blessing yass-p continue? how far does

)1essiu&- continue after 13a? How many sr thro'ih 19? About half. How many say
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somewhere short of 1.9? Mr. Davis, herr' do yo'l say? That is a rr'aso 'aDle ay

to take it. 12 is a xmk s'ib-'ebuke assage 'out part of a blessin passage

because of its r'tation to w'-at precedes arta what follows. wi11 not ccatena.

forever nor 'dill I attays be wro'iit. I havr C atended in the nast and. he

not turn to rihteo'isness bit I am oi' to ial him nevertheless. The

sovereignty o (iioa n salvatio'i. (i-ods lan is going to be fulfilled. S0 that

we n pretty well agree that l3 through 19 is

a blessing iassage. Then we have to verses of rebuke, very ei'i iltel.- reb:e.
-------------

Ia cc'atrast to what recedes. Are these two vrses then properly a Tart of

t- xt sr.ction? Tey are rather eculiar hr'-e. Or does the ne rebhke

passage start with them? Or arr' thr'y a littl' 0st0p to this section?Th,t

is an nn'isual arranemeflt 'o't one which is aT t unparalleled in Isaiah.

(iir'stjoi_-M'. Hof±'ltt) Your su-'stioa is as I take it that vrrse x 2u

and arr' art aliaT with a t,-,)- of rebnk. H1s nat sovin:.rou ar dchea

and you -are going to 'or' punished. H talki'IE to the writer in a comparison

rith t1 cther situation fo which they have co"e o"tt ana with which they are

not conaected.x but rittig this into strong reliTf. That w wo':la De

some thin w1'jch is r'rhas not ulDaralled 'but certainly not cor:on. But it does

seem to have an afinity of general idea of what precedes than to ".hat follows

in the next chanter. So that although at first onr' would. soy the chanter

diviSiOfl. should. 'or' atat the end of 19. rebukes begin h're aria, these two verses

of rr'bi'ke s"em to he a different tyne of rebuke from that which follows. It

very likely to 'e again a rebuke section which is a subsection under a blessing

title given by way of contrast to show G-cu is i" rig to bring ueace to him that

is far off and eace to }Ithat is near aria C-o. will heal him but t:ar'rr' is no

peace to the wicked. 'But in contrast it shews the bzzkx blessing ci' the rigt-

PO'5 rather than as a SDPCIfIC ciefinte reb'ke. I wo'ilu. incli-te very much to

think that thrtt is the correct tx iaterrretation. since they o-o seem to be no-c
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conaecte in gearal tone with this chapter th with what follows. If w o

that, we W0-1i! say that we have a main subsection. We have a s"ction, I 'cild

say, that bepins at 5(: r'iis to the end. of 57. We have a srction. Is this

great sction b itself like O to 56:P? Or is it a nortion of a great

section? It seems ha--dly lonc eno',b to be naralloea with U to 56:. We

wonLi hve to say that if it is as definite a s"ction by itself as that is, then

we must 1- v- very marked change from what follows. It wo'ild. bE .nite reasonable

to enect tat the section o' the book tht begins in 56:9 will run further

than a chant'r hd a half.

o we look on at the no-:t cha.,ter and se' if we can finu similarities to the

-revio's chaater if we think it is Dart of a main aiVision even thou "h there is

a section under th' main section. Does 5 begin with reb'ike or with

)1eSiL? With I1ebuke H'.___says. How marty agre with 1r.

Fc-; "any u.isagree with him? Perfectly neutral, but mst agree. H' saia, 'Show

'acob their sin' -,','et icontrast kx ccmparson with the sin it s ys ti-

are a t -e;ale wbr are 1. -vu,ffe:'Pnt. T ey are 2ut nplp who ae

turned, away f om (ka,. Show them their sins but they are seekin. God. They

are tryin-' to kn-w the Lo-,-i's will. They want His ordinances. They tce

aelit in a personal God.. Rkxx Vrse : could be blessi or rebuke.

W could. net be sure whic- is i at.xtxx wren alone. Its combination ;ith versel

wo'ild sicp'st it bs rebuke because 1 is a declar'-tion and a com'iand. t, at is

-ebuhc. This one sbcis the gooa. thins's about them and. seems to e subservont to

end' rat! r than t0 he a declaration of blessins. Then wbat is the

relationship of v se 3 to verse 2, "r. Hill? As Hr. Hill ioiats out verse 2

says that the Deople b-au. been seeking the Lord. Verse 3 this seeking has not
r'-dwv' rbeen in the right way. Ve'se 2 says that they t:e aeliit 1 . &-4l Goa,.

Verse 3 shows the r;eoale saying that they have fasted but ou. doesn't n, any

attention to tc'i. We have a±'flictc'a our soul but God doesn't give 'J
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knowledge of it. Here is the c',estjon. Jhy have we fasted aid thou hast ict

seen? e ave aff1.ct r. r soul and thon takest no knowleige of it. To say

they is an ass ition it is not a statemeot of the crit'ire. T is beooes
,1J1(1 I




cuite clear to heco'e thr, eaning of it. is cuoting their situation.

You seek the Lo--d asa they doi't finu. Hi"'. They ti to follow Him ~4-a Hp does

ct rwa them. Then we mve the siswer to that given in the last half of

3 and. in Here it j Would it not be a better aivision Si"'. ly to

ut the cuestion in vere 3 !ID to the word ItknowledeU t}n to pt the last
jtr

ë.ç

XX one or tvo vrses i'eCause they are.verse 3 ana all of verse L. in either

(ilte dstjsct, are they not. Th;. say, tIt have afflicted our soul a.ia God.

taheth no hnowlea.ge, aria He says. "Behold Iri the aoy of your fast, you find.

oleasurC. xact al' yur labor. Bc old you fast for strife .fl.( O.C )ate aso. to

smite with the fist c' wickedness. Ye shall not fast in the ac aria sahe your

voice to oe heard on hiP'.. He says, "You are ciois lots of ceremonies. u

are vry rolirios. Y u no no miss ont on any forms of religion, but what Z'

oo is it gcino to do with you? The heart is wrong ana the forms are worthless

if the heart is wrong." Luther said. such things and they almost surnect him at the

st::e when he said it is not enough to o through the form. You have to have

a penitent heart along with it. That is what Isaiah zrote. You ci o all

the form. It does you no good if the heart is not right. Then he continues

(jiscussing for'". He says, "Is this c fast? To go through all these forms--

bow down your head like a bulxiish, sr'ead sachcloth o h,s? Is that acceptable

to the Lora? It sa-s in verse 5--he is rebuking them.

It is a little hard to ut verse 6 very u.±'initely unner the category ui

r± rebuke or lessing because the form that 1 :s serss tc b not so much a

matter of tellinr the people you ar wrong bee-us- you ..cn't co this or you are

ri1 t hecaus" you do this as to rive the e,:n1.anation.anJ solve the ocblem tc tell

1-whatkind of a fast is d.eirea. You might say he is re )uking them for not
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f:.stin in this way. So to that extent it is a continutation of the rebuke.

These are the thjnp.s you don't ic na therefore you ar CflrSr. On the othr

hand as he cc.ntinucs he shows that blessing will cone to you if io these

things. o it s a little hard to place 6 or 7 defnite1y un.ier rebuke or

blessing. It woul seem to be thoiurh a continustion of th pass-.,T telling

what is wrong with the ople. hy are the pople not receiving God's blessing?-------------------------

ecsnse thoilgi: they h--,v- plenty of form for ceremonies, their heart is not right

-it- it. It .oesn't mean they sho"ildn't fast. It aoesn't aeai you shoulan't go

thru11c cereowny. It noes mean thn they ar" absolutely useless if hc x

right heart ttit'ide is not with them. If they are not a elp to get the right

heart with thorn in it itoel. o he says this is the k n of fast I want

to loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, to let the oparessed

Po f'-ee, to bred: evry wicked yoke, to xtyff deal your bread t0 the hungry, to

riflg the poor who ere cast c.'t to your hose, to cover the nation and hide

not thyself f"o thy xmx own flesh. These arethe things that are a right fast arid

they are not doing it. so the rebuke. They are the things that should be one

x if f'sting is done right. W at will the result b'" if we do these thins?

The blessing passage might be conceivably tilcught of as starting at verse 6. It-

certa ly does not start la$er than verse . So we have 1-err' again aefinite

-----------rebuke ssing to words of 'blessing. Thepople are!shcwn their wickedness and

the reason for their wickedness. hrbat thy are doing is wrong and how they would

do it if they were doing it right. Then if it is done in this right way, then

comes blessing. So whether you would make the exact divinin line between 6 or

'bet''een P is hard to Soy. The whole thin. is a unit. There is a paragraph division,

it seems to begin at . The contrast has been rresented. and a part of rebuke

perhaps. Tow he says if you would do the thing that is right insteaa of the

hero is the blessing that woulu co"e. What is t}:e blessing that wcnla

co"'e? Verse P. The blessing then is given from verse F, how far, 1r. Goron?

Yes, verse P to 14 is blessing. God' s blessing upon the eo'nle.
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Now comes a very interesting cuestion. Is this blessing prediction a

prediction of unconditional blessing, something that is bound. to take place?

Or is it a prediction of conditional blessing--if you do and so, such and. such

will happen? ixxEktx What about 57? We had blessing there from 13:9 to 19.

Was thr.t urcoiitiona1 blessing or conditional blessing? How many conditional

essiflg in 57? Raise your v-and. Several. How many say it is unconu.itional?

"k much larger number. What does the minority have to say for itself? (Students)

Predictions which are---God has a plan e is gol g to crry out, the plan

tho make people heppy. God is going to bless. You may ask, which are yc?

'e 'u ong those who are going to receive the punishrient? Are'ou among those

who are going to receive the blessing It is definite that the blessing is

coming and ther- are those who will receive it. There are others which are givn

if you will do such and such, God will send this terrible punishment; if you do

the oposite, God will send a wonderful blessing. The two can pas over

instances, to the point where there is no sharp division. But there are those

which clearly belong on one side and those which clearly belong on the other tide.

of this dl-vision. This one is not clerly on the one side but is fairly definitely

there, but is not extremely on this side. It is fairly definièe. It is only

the3e words of condition here, these words of description rather, of those Who

receivex±txx the blessing ratrer v,-an state'ienL, if you. will do this, you will

get that; if you ao the other, you will ket that. Of course, all of that is

lied.

(Question--Mr. Jeroie) Yes, there is on one occasion, but the implication

jven rather that there are two categories. The one category gives this and

the other gives that. Rather than saying, here you are, which are you goil. ng to

do? There is always that in the background.

A ' (1 (Question) He says, "I hid me and was wrought and he went on forward, and.

the way of his heprt I seen a wys." Doesn't it sound like sovereign grace

there? That's overruling and turning the -'an aroun who is going on forward in

the wy of his heart, and God entering in and just taking a hold o± him by the back
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of the neck and turnin him around and pushing him in the direction of God's

desire. He izx has seen his ways and the ways just described are pretty bad

ways. e is goLng to restore him. ow you don't want to draw a lot, of co,irse,

from a connection of two verses, but it is at least a possible interpretation

between the t'o verse,ta atd to draw the opposite certainly required reading

into it. It is not a thing on which the doctrine can be settled on this

particular verse here, but I think that it must be agreed that verse l fits

7, (K this very well with the idea of the sovereignty of God in grace--that God is saying

that Israel. has gone x on in wicked ways ti± but that God is going to heal

Israel, not because there are some in Israel ho are so good and so fine that

they turn away fom their wickedness and. turn to god, but because GCd in sovereign

grace is going to overrule and. He is going to produce a iank. That would

certainly seers to be ometh ng that is not at all far fetched to et at the

possible interpretation of this verse.

(Cuesicn) That ;o'ild be the alvinistic interpretation. (uestion) The

infinite wisdom of God that the fact that any of us are not wicked is not

because WP are so good. that we deciae to turn to Goc. but because He in His marvelous

grace ti turns to us. It is marvelous love that makes us to be righteci's.

(Cuestiofl) A very interesting suggestion here. T0 divide up into six

sections the section from chapter 56:9 to the end of 59 omitti the last three

verses of 59 whch h woild put over with the next chapter. That is a very

interesting suggestion. The first place in it where it diffrs from the suggestion

we had made was where he considc'red 57:1-2 t0 be blessing. ',,'ell, $7:2, "He shall

enter into peace. They shall rest in their beds, each one uuiAc walking in

his uprightness." Does he walk in his sleep? 'iaLking in his uprigtness. Tht

certain verse is a very peculiar verse. At first sight it certainly sounds like

blessing, but verse 1 doesn't seem to me be blcssing. "The righteous perish

anu no man lays it to heart and mrc1ful men are taken away. None considering

that the righteous is taken away from thevi1." (iAsc'ission4-few sentences)c2&i_/O
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It is very ouestionahle whether one is anv blessing at all. certainly 2 might

be blessing- It is a very peculiar verse. I think that we nrust soy that if

I and 2 are' blessing, I'm not ready to categorically deny, but which appears to

me rather i"iprobabl. Then Mr. Lin's sugg"tion to have two divisions here

56:9 to 57:2 and then 57:3 to 14 is a goo one. But I am rather skeptical about

this, although I must confess I ion'tknow quite what verse 2--verse 1 se-ms

to me to be rebuking people for their wickedness. "The righteous perisheth and

no ofl lays it to heart; merc±'ul men are taken away and nobody realizes that the

rihteo"s aftor all are in sod's hanu." The tone ofce seems to be

1/4uite clearly rebuke, but 2 I just aon't really know, whether 2 is simly an

itx exclamation of the righteo's gcng into peace as showing the rebuke to

the wicked who sends him or what it . is. I don't think it is n extremely

vital question right here whether we would take what seems to be the probably

thing that 56:9 t0 57 is one section or divicie here at 2 on that p rticular basis.

Now the next place where 1r. Lin raised an interesting cuestion is when you

co's to 13a. 57:3 to 13a we all agreed. was rebuke. /hether you start with

57:3 or with 56:9. Certainly it is rebuke. Then Mr. Lin suggests 13b to 124

to be a section of blessing ending that x paragraph and then starting a new

one -with another blessing section followed by rebuke. As against th.t we wonu.er

about the fact of verse 15 starts withxxxx "for". "For thus saith the high

nnd lofty one". The "for" doesn't necessarily mean that it connects with

what precedes. It might be in connection with what follows. It certaihly

9ugests it. That is a certain suggestion against it. It is ui interesting

1ggestion to have this one be blessing add rebuke rather then to have a long

rebuke passage followed by a fairly long blessing passage and then two verses

sort of :enging in the air as an apnuix as you spoke of. which is quite unusual.

This is an interesting suggestion to get around that. It is new to me and I at

first sight n inclined to hold to the prvi'1s idea, but it is worth thinking

through more. It is a very interesting idea.
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Now then the next point where he. That take s you thro'igh 57 so that the

rremnt h ;gests is a very interesting one anci the basic points of Ltivision

is the safle. The main thing is to me mre ujvjsjons }lere than we aid, but tlze

general basic aLproach is x much the same. Now the next one he :s-de 5$:l-?

Ls a rebuke passage which I think we would probably all agree with unless we

tut 6 and. 7 with a blessing passage follving. Then 8 to 9a he makes one

division and then 9'o to lL a section all by itself of blessing. Now that is

true that 9b starts with condition, and øo it is either cond.iticn given before,

co.iJtons and results, conditions and results repeating. or a new section in

whch conditions are riven. It is an alternative rat, er than int,retation

here and very interesting indeed. I doubt if it effects our general main con

clusion. It is a very inter-sting suggestion. At any rate from 8 on to the

end of the chapter is blessing whether it I simply one section or two sections.

I think on that we would all agree.

Now we notice that while the end. of 57 is not thoroughly or d.eceisively

unconation0 yet there is 'such to be said for taking it as an unconditional

blessing. There is much wiich suggests the implication that this is God's

sovereign grace here givtg the conditions which will be there in connection

with His showing it rather than to offer the man, 0yo fulfill these conditions;

you 'so contrite; if ou are Ill do this and. if you are not these blessisge won't

be fulfilled." There is a
- that says they are

going to 'OP fulfilled. and. they are Eoing to be there for those who will receive

them.



Isaiah 54:1-56:8

1/4 Learning how to find out what passages mean.

1/7 Proper attitude for Bible interpretation NB
The Bible is all interrelated

2/5 The more one knows, the less he knows.
Illustration of the circle - knows what's inside, ignorant of what

is beyond the circumference --- more than that he does not know

they exist.

2/8 Important to become aware of problems

5/4 Becoming aware of problems is, in a way, as important as learning the
answers to problems

/6- 54:1 Explanation of "children of the desolate" Meaning of "more are the
children"?

4 Promise of spiritual increase rather than physical
54:1-5 Description of extension of the gospel.

4/4 54:4 God addressing Israel
17 "heritage of servantss of the Lord"

4/8 Man who was studying psychiatry
5 "He already knows the Christian part, now he's getting the other."
5/7 Never know all there is to know of the Christian side of things

6 Great weakness in the Christian church today: "e're got John 5:16,
what more don we ieedt"

6/7 Secret of progre of Chrsitanity found in knowledge of Wod on part
of those serving the Lord.

6/8 Question relating to Gal. 4:21-28
7/5 "Mother of us all" - can't completely separate the heavenly people and

the earthly people;they overlap

7/5 The law itself is not accursed. Misunderstanding and misapplication of
it becomes a curse and genders bondage.

7/6 54:1
7/10 Not "no children" from married wife, but "more children" from desolate

8/5 The "desolate" is the Gentiles - are more from Gentiles than from Jews

8/5 NT quotations and verbal inspiration. Not to try to prove doctrines
by a single word and its use.

9/1 NT quotations. Abuse and misunderstandings regarding them.
9/7 Stephen's speech - knew his facts about Abraham and Jacob.

Mistake on his part unlikely
10 Scribal error less likely probability than thet this is a

telescopic account of two into one. NB

10/7 Possibility of scribal error extremely small.

10/9 Relation of ch. 54 to ch. 55



Iaa.54: 1-56:8

1]. 54: No call, exhortation, summons to the people to do anything

11/3 55: Different note. Definite exhortation to individuals.
Contrasts noted between oh. 54 and 55

11/6 ch. 55 a direct outworking of ch. 53. Gospel invitation to avail
self of blessings provided by Christ's work in ch. 53

11/8-10 Example of good chapter division

12 Ch. 53 tells of the work of Christ
Oh. 54 applies it in general to a 1rge group of people
Oh. 55 shows individual specific application ot it to individuals

12/4 55:7 Not a rebuke, but a blessing verse
12/6-10 Oh. 55 is a Gospel chapter

13 55:1C,11 Free agency and sovereign election both
God gives a sincere offer of sa1vition to all the world.

13/9 Evangelist who took graduate course in doctrinal preaching and
lost truth of man's responsibility to Gospel invitation

14/7 55:12-13 Figurative change expressed beyond any literal fulfillment.
15/1-4 Fir and myrtle are examples of general change in phyeical creation

and symptomatic of change in spiritual realm

15/5 Between ch. 55 and ch. 56 comes a break, at least a break occurs
in course of ch. 56, but not after vs. 12 of ch. 56

16/5 Not a gradual change, but the kind that takes place when the bell
rings and everybody rushes to the door!.

16/6-10 Reasons for putting the break at 56:8
17 cont'd

18/3 The division between ch. 57 and 58 not a tenth as important as the
division between vs. 8 and 9

ie/s Illustration from reading D'Aubigney'a history of reformation.

18/7 56:1-8 The teaching of 56:1-8

19 Assignment

20 54:1 "the children of the desolate"

21 Interp. of 54:1 fits s4: - ci1dren of desolate, desolate cities
city which was desolate as far as that type of person is concerned.

he
21/7 54:41 Who is/apeake±g to?

21/10 Two different women

22 Shifts from one to the other
22/8 54:4
23 Class discussion and argument







se. L:1_ 58;

24 4:i Coo.oares two different women in one moment at to different times.
Tese women are figures - one of Gentiles, the other of israel

24/4 Row determine which woman is referred to in which verse?
411 entions both

25542-4 , Votes of class on to whom these verses refer,

26 54:5-10 -- voting continued

27/1-4 11-16




Gentiles oo not seem to be taken alone anywhere alter vs. 6
27/5-10 unirrtel1iible discussion)

28/1 illustration; rejoice on account of the atomic bomb

28/3-10 not clear

29

o/5 !he to women are antitheicel & cannot be :eerged into one

31/5-1171, illustration of iazi leader who when accused of atrocities to Jews
denied it and pled his love for little canaries ana kindness to them.
ienêency to judge ourselves wrongly before od

51/7 57:12 1 will declare thy righteousness -- declaration of it results in
seeing they are filthy rags. A rebuke

52 57:13 iecusaion over whether it contains s clear division or parlle1 thought.
14 i3leasing

35 ?:lb-19 blessing
20-21 Rebuke

4/4 58 ]iiscussion over what is rebuke and what is blessing

35 58:5-4 Form not enought; must have penitent heart also
35/9 58:6 escribes the kina 0± fast desired rather than rebuce.

36 58:6-7 Rebuke passing into blessing
36/10 8-14 blessing

37 is the blessing conditional or unconditional?

57/9 57:17 Sovereign grace
38/1- 7 18 11 11

58/7-10 interesting suggestion on 56:6 - 59:

39/5-5 57:1-2
5-10 l3a-15 The "for" of vs. l does not necessarily mean it connects with

what precedes

40/1-6 58: Verse division

40?5-8 57: nd of oh. - unconditional blessing?







Today we are taking up the last three and a half of Isaiah, and particularly

the first two and a half of those three and a half. That is to say, it is

chapters 63, 64 and 65 that we are partkularly interested in now, although

we may glance also to some extent at 66. I asked you to look over these

chapters, and I haven't yet had a chao& to look over your papers and find

out how many of you have done it, to look over 63, 64 and 65 particularly,

and find out what ew-what- the man is talking about. I think this is

a vital thing in connection with the prophets. We should. recognize that

these men are talking about something; they are presenting something. It

is not a series of magical words, that you can pick out a fewwrds and get

a blessing from it. It is a discussion, and the discussion may be sei

suinnied up in a few words, and those few words have great value by themselves,

but in general words have to be taken in context, and we see what the

subject matter is of the whole section of the book, what is under consider

ation. You can't make a rule that everything is going to be literal. You

certainly can make a rule that the great bulk in an section is literal,

or it makes no sense at all. But there are figures of see- speech inter

spered in any section of the Scripture that you want to look at, more in

some,/%$/ less in others, but you have to know by your context, what is it

talking about? What is the subject under consideratthn. Now I would like

to ask, how may of you have studied 63 sufficiently to give me an answer to

this, What is the most important dividing point in the chapter? Would

you raise your hand. Not many Didn't I assign 63 also? Then it is

understandable why you do not have the division. I stated at 64 Ø)( then?

Mr. 0, you had 63. What do you say about it? (St: I think the primary

division is between verse 6 and. verse 7.) Yes. Verse 6 and 7. Let's look

at that. And if I didn't include 63 in the assignment, we must look at

the latter part of 63, because it and 64 form a unit, and while you could

probably get the idea from 6k, to fully understand it, you need 63. 63:1-6

is a picture of God coming in wrath, a tremendous picture / of God coming

sometime at the end of the age in wrath. There is no question that that

is what is here described. And it is closely related to previous sections



of the book, previous chapters, but at verse 7 we begin aThew section,

a section which probably runs to the end of the book. It changes to the

first person. You have the first person in verse 3, but here it is aithar

the prophet or some person other than God speaking in verse 7, and you

begin a unified sectinn which runs perhaps to the end of the book, but at

least to the end of chapter 64. It is easy to see with just a glance with

at the first few verses of 64 and the last f 4w of 63 that it is a prayerk

which is in 64 and in the previous verses of 63, and that they go together.

It is one continuous section. It is highly questionable whether there

should be any division where chapter 64 begins, but there is no% question

that one of the major divisions of the book come s between verses 6 and. 7

of chapter 63, far more important than the division at the beginning of
(K. James)

chapter 63. And so we will begin with verse 7 there; 111 will mention the

loving IX kindnesses of the LORD, and the as& praises of the LD, accord

ing to all to all that the LORD hath bestowed on us, and the great goodness

toward the house of Israel, which he hath bestowed on them according to his

mercies, and according to the multitude of his iovingkindnesses." - P'M6

Now here is a section then, and you immediately ask yourself, W1aj.she

urposeofvrse 7? Is the purpose of verse 7 to begin a section of

praise to God? Or what is the basic idea of the section from verse 7 here

to the end of chapter 64. Is it a section which has as its primary purpose

praise to God? Or is its primary purpose the revelation of future things

to come? Is it God's message to us that is being presented primarily, or

what is it that % is the basic thought of this section? What would you

say, Mr. L, that is the basic thought of the section as a whole? (St: That

the Lord will remember in future days what He has not done or brought to

them in the past.) It is a prayer that God will do something for the

people. It relates to the future. I_deAL Is it necessarily distant

future? I don't think in chapter 64 the people are saying, ttGod,ve want

this. Do it for us in the distant future." I think they are hoping it

will be soon, aren't they? It is future, definitely. It is something they

don't have as yet. But they want something. They are praying /God to do



something for them. Chapter 64 begins, "Oh that thou wouldest rend the hsv

heavens, that thou wouldest comd down--" Chapter 64 ends, "Wilt te- thou

refrain thyself for these things, 0 LORD? wilt thou hold thy peace, and

afflict us very sore?" They are asking for an end of affliction. They are

asking for something to be done by the Lord. And what is it that they want

done? Do they want Him to release them from Babylon? Is that stressed

in chapter 64, release from Babylon? What verse in 64 refers to release

from Babylon. There is no mei mention of any such thing in the chapter,

is there? What is it that is mentioned in 64? (St: It seems mostly to

be the breaking down of the temple and (7) the land.)

Yes. The end of the chapter: "Thy holy cities are a wilderness. Our

holy and beautiful house, where our fathers praised thee, is burned with

fire. Wilt thou refrain thyself for these things, 0 LO, wilt tu hold

thy peace--?" If you come to me and you say,, tilt is time for chapel and

there are no hymn books there." Are you going to sit quiet and do {%

nothing? What is the idea? What are you coming to me about? You are

coming to see if something can't be done to provide the hymn books. And

here it is perfectly clear that it is not a rhetorical statement; it is

not the description of a condition; it is not an utterance of praise to

God. All these mey ei- enter in, but the primary thing is, 0 Lord

rebuild our temple; 0 Lord, rebuild our cities; 0 Lord, change our area

from a devastation and a wilderness to a place which again is blessed as

it has been in the past. Chapter 64 is a prayer that God will return His

blessing to His land. There is no mention of exile. Therefore the critics

divide the book into three main sections, say that the first part of Isaiah

is discussing conditions in the time of Isaiah when there was danger of

attack by a foreign army. The second. part, from chapter ko on, is discussing

the condition when the people are in Babylon, in exile, and asking for

del%everance from Babylon that-theee-- The third part, this section,

is asking God, after the peop]ave come back to Palestine, for help in



rebuilding the land. And so, they say, you have three different stages

and three different Isaiahs. Now, of course, we do not accept those

conclusions. But those conclusions rest upon a recognition of the basic

theme of these sections, and the fact %% is true about the basic theme.

The basic approach in the first section of Isaiah is to the people in

Isaiah's day. The basic approach in the second section of ˆ%Ø$ Isaiah

is to the people is exile, giving them assurance of God's deliverance. And,

of course, he is addressing it to people in his own day who have seen the

wickedness of the land becoming so great that they know t1 his predictions

of exile are bound to be fulfilled. They envision the exile a already

present, and he talks to those people to e comfort them, and also talks

directly then, to the people a century and a half later who wl be in

exile. But now, here, he has gone on past the return from exile. That has

been dealt with. That is taken for granted, and now he is looking forward

to a more distant time. And he is appealing to people in that time, and

he appealing to people in his own day who realize the certainty of this

situation that is gdng to come. And he is not necessarily stressing three

stages--return from exile, and then be settled in the land, and what it

rebuilt, but what he stresses here is a-PeaeE- desolation of the

land. and need of rebuild1n. And the question is, What is going to be

done in this situation? The land is in distress; the land is desolate.

Thy holy cities are a wilderness; Zion is a wilderness. The holy and

beautiful house where our fathers prasied thee is burned with fire. Wilt

thou ref rein thyself, 0 Lord. Wilt thous hold thy peace and afflict us

very sore. Now then, if that is the key passage here, if that is the thing

that is under consideration here, a prayer to God for help in this situation,

what does verse 7 have to do with it? What is the purpose of verse 7 of

chapter 63? (St: It seems to be a calling to mind the things that the

Lord has done in times past to His people, and uses that as a basis for

hoping that He will do that sort of thing.) Yes. Exactly. Verse 7 is

remembering past goodness, id as a ground on which to hope f or future



goodness. They are saying, "God, you did so much for us in the past. Why

won't you do something similarly now?" They are saying, "We remember how

good God was in the past, and therefore we $ have reason ;f to hope that

He will now again be good to us." And so verse 7 here is introducing a

prayer for help in the face of desolation and misery in the land, in view

of the fact that God has done good to them in the past. That is the

thought of verse 7. It is remembering God's kindness in the past to Israel

for a certain jI purpose, for the purpose of being the ground of a prayer

for present and future help. And so we continue with verse 8, "God was

so good to our ancestors. Why? Because He said, They are my people,

children who will not lie. So He was their Saviour; in all their affliction

He was afllicted,and the angel of % His presence saved them: In his love

and pity he reddemed them; and he bra them, and carried them all the days
these

of old." God did all/things for the Israelites: bringing them out of

Egypt into the Promised Land, and blessing them in all these ways. That

is wonderful, those things God has done in the past. Now we see-- say,

o Lord, you have done these things in the past, now do something similar.

But you can't quite make that jump immediately from the past/ goodness.

You remember the past goodness, and then it is necessary to remember a

little bit of what is happening between. Is it just because God is

arbitrary and changes His mind that now we are in such suffering, or is

there a reason for it? And so they naturally, having mentinned His

goodness in H4s past, have to mention how it came about that the eah

change occurred. So we see in verse 10 that they rebelled and vexed His

Holy Spirit, and so He was turned to be their enemy. That is how we are

in this situation. They Pegalo d-4t-- rebelled and so God has done this
fought

to them. And He '/f4% agqinst them. And then He remembered the days

of old, Moses and His people. And they say, Where is He that brought them

up out of the sea with the shepherd of His flock? Where is the One who

did these wonderful things coming out of Egypt? Where Is the One who

brought us through the Red Sea and protected us? That led us by the right



hand of Moses with His glorious arm, dividing the water before them to

aek make Himself an everlasting name, He-arm- that led them through the

deep, as an horse in the wilderness? They are looking back to God's

goodness again. They mention/ that "We have fallen into a bad situation

because the people have rebelled against sod, and so He became eu our

enemy.7 But," they say, "think of what God did for us in the past. May not

He, who did all this in the past, again do wonderful things in the future?"
"As a beast goes de *

And-as-these-ge down into the valley, the Spirit of the Lord caused him to

rest so didet thou--" Now they address God personally--"--So didst thou

lead thy people to make thyself a glorious name." They say, God, you did

all these wonderful things in the past, and the implication is,
we

0, 7 wish you'd do something lice it now, do something in the future like

the wonderful things in the past. And so they continue, addressing them

selves directly to God, "Look down from heaven, and behold from the habitatioi

of thy holiness and of thy glory: where is thy zeal and thy strength, the

sounding of thy bowels and of thy mercies toward me? are they restrained?"

They say, God, you have done all this in the past. Won't you do similar

things now? Where is your love toward us? Where is your $% holiness?

Where is your strength? Why don't you do something, Lord, like you used

to? What are they basing it upon then, their hope that God will do such

things for them? They are basing it upon the fact that He did such

things in the ?at past, aren't they? They are basing it upon that. And

they recognize that the reason that He brought ill to them was because they

had rebelled. Up to this point, how much expression do we have of

repentance for having rebelled? (end of record)
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that we no longer have that attitude. 1/k statement, 0 God, we

have done wickedly in the past, we deserve what you brought upon us but

now we want a change. Give us a right spirit within us. Change our

hearts. Make us truly yours. Help us to do your will in all things.

There has been no such statement up to here, has there? Up to this

point it has all been based upon this. We are your people. You did these

things for us in the past, now can you cast aside the ones you have done

such wonderful things for in the past? Aren't you going to continue

similar wonderful things in the future? Just think of these wonderful
You d

things. did all these things in the past, 0 why, aren't you going

such things for us now. The ground is a recollection of what God has

done in the p$%ast and a claim that they are his people. And now, they

say in vs. 16; "Doubtless thou art our father, though Abrahamabe ignorant

of us, and Israel acknowledge us not: thou, 0 Lord, art our father, our

r3deemer; thy name is from everlasting". It is based here upon God being

their God, they being His people, therefore they have a right to expect that

He will do wonderful things for tam. And then they say; "0 LORD' why hast

thou made us to wonder from thy ways, and hardened our heart from thy fear?

Return for thy servants' sake, the tribes of thine inheritance". You

might say that is Calvinism carried to the extreme of hyper-calvinism, is

it not? 0 God, why did you cause us to go into sin and wickedness? Why

have you done it? Why don't you make us righteous? Why do you sXend us

into wickedness? Make us righteous instead of wicked. (question 2)

Read the revised version then . Yes,Go, Abraham, that is




.....Yes, well the people who have been speaking just above are the people

whose ancesters had been lead by the hand of Moses, aren't they? And in

vs. 17, "Return for thy servants' sake, the tribes of thine inheritance."

In vs. 17 and vs. 11, and the other earlier verses, it is quite clear

that it is Israel that is talking and so here Israel would seem to say even

if Abraham doesn't do anything for us. Evan if Israel were to turn against
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us, yet, you God, are the one who did so much for them, for our ancesters,

then surely, even if they were to turn against us, then surely p4/5% you

wouldn't turn against us. (question 3 1/2) Well, we haven't a yet reach-

ed a conclusion on that point vs l6,? Well, Israel here is Jacob.

I don't think it means the nation. No, it is using the word Abraham just

about, who is the first, It would impress me that it is referring to

the founder of the , rather than to the nation, Abraham, Isaac, and

Israel I don't think so. I think you would say even if k

yet we all are descendants of God's people, we are His people. Yes,

it is a little bit difficult, the verse unquestionably, a little bit ob

scure. It is a little obscure, undoubtedly, but it in the

light of the context that that is the best way to interpret it. That Abr

aham is an individual here and doubtless Israel is also. If they meant

the people of Israel, I don't think they would p%ut Abraham in parralel

even if we had nothing to 1/2 human beings who are

our ancestors who were great men while they were living, yet God was their

God and we are His people, and surely He will not forget us. (question 5)

It may be, I don't know. It is difficult to decide positively how it is
at least

means, but negatively %/%/ˆ% even this not for the

people to say, they wouldn't. To definitely say that, it would seem to

require something in the context and there is

nothing in the context to suggest , but even if

now, whether there is a little recognition

that they couldn't look upon the sin of the people , I don't

know. At least, even if they were to reject us, why God is our God, He

is our Father, He is our Redeemer, for our nation, and surely

He will continue . It would seem to me that at least that is

the big start of the here and that particular phrase is different.

I just don't see any, I mean it fits in with this sentence, I think, fairly
well, but to draw further implications from it, it is pretty difficult and

willI don't know of any other sense to suggest that '' work out in the light
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of the whole context. Well, then, in vs. 17 there is this prayer; "Why

have you made us err from your ways? Now, you might say it just means

'not cause us' but 'permit us', "Why did you permit us? But why did you

harden our heart from your fear"? At least it seems to be attributing

their sin to God, doesn't it? It seems to be making him the author of

evil, doesn't it? It seems to be saying: "Well, we can't help ourl,

and God made us this way. What can we do about it? God has done this

and here we are. Now won't He help us and give us some help?" It seems

to have that idea, doesn't it? Well, now, they say then, "Return for thy

servantz' sake, the tribes of thine inheritance. The people of thy holiness

have possessed it but a little while;" 'It' is in italics, but'possessed'

requires some kind of an object. "It possessed something but a little

while." What have they possessed a little while? What is it talking

about? The sanctuary is specifically mentioned in the next verse. It

would seem at least to include the sanctuary whether it includes more or

not. At least the sanctuary and "tribes of thine inheritance". That

would seem to refer to the land that pe1e had inherited. erhaps,

just the sanctuary, but probably a lot larger area. "The people of thy

holiness", thy Holy people, "have possessed it but a litt1 while: our

adversaries have trodden down thy sanctuary." Does that mean just the

temple? Does it mean the whole of the Holy Land? The whole of the

sacred land that God gave to A1,,raham. At least it means the sanctuary

and if it just means the sanctuary, it would surely seem to stand for

an area rather than just the building. "We are th1ne thou never barest

rule over them; they were not called by thy name." Who are the'they'

who are not called by thy name. The adversaries. The people who had

trodden down the sanctuary. CHrist said that the Holy Place will be

trodden down of the Gentiles tt the time of the Gentiles be fulfilled.

Here they say, "Our adversaries have trodden down thy sanctuary. Thou

never barest rule over them. We are your people. They were not called
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by thy name". What is the big argument now? God should restore to
Israel

the land. God should restore Israel its sanctuary, Why? What

is the reason? We, they only possess a short time, they say, but of

course, that is 9

They had it for a few centuries, ertainly, but just a little while in

the light of eternity. The adversaries /% have trodden down

but the reason is that they are God's people and the other people aren't

God's people. The other people haven't been called, by God's name and

they have been. Well, He ought to do it for His own rather than for

sonne else, shouldn't he? He ought to do it for His rather than for

the other people. Is that at all similar to the attitude that I must

say irritates me when I hear somebody talk about, we must do something

we have got 100,000 boys in Korea and think what will happen to them

if we don't do something. Well, I agree with them l005!. I agree wtth

every word of it. But, yet, when I think of 15,000,000 Koreans subject

to slaughter and torture and terrific treatment at the hands of those

who would like to make the whole world a slave state. 1t/seems to me

that terrible as it is to think of 100,000 boys suffering that the

slaughter of 15,000,000 Koreans is even more important, even worse, and
they be
ought to at least given an equal position when we discuss the matter.

It impresses me. They are ours and we are interested in ours, but are

we not interested in any human beings who are in danger of terrific

sufferng and torture and misery at the hands of the thugs who control

about half of the world today. They are ours. We are interested in

our own. I know a. lot of people have that attitude, but I don't think

ˆthat it is a Christian attitude, especially, I feel thtt a Christian

is interested more in any other Christian in any part of the world,tre

mendously in any other Christian regardless of his race and of his and

of his nation and I think that any uman
&e1 being should be Interest

in the suffering of anybody anywhere and the fact that he happens to be cf
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hths yhome nation, while it gives him a special reason to be interested

in him, should not be so important as to make him forget the other

altogether, certainly. Well, now, do you think that there is anything

of that spirit here? "We are yours. You never bore rule over

them. They weren't called by your name. They are just the heathen, they

are just the outsiders. We are your people. We should get these

b)-e--sings.Well of course, God's people should get his blessing, and God's

people will get His blessing, but what is the vital thing in getting the

blessing? Is it the fact that God has shown you mercy in the past? That

is vital. But is that the most vital thing? Is not a more vital thing,

what is your relationship to Him, and what is your re]ionship to the sin

that has put you in this present situation. (St: ....Malachi...the people

were looking for God's blessing, and they aen't receving it, and God

was blessing the Jew's enemies above them.) And they were crying for the

day of the Lord to come. But wasn't it Malachitho said, "The day of the
be a

Lord will/day of misery for you, not a day of blessing. The day of the

Lord is a day of darkness, not a day of light," by which he meant to say,

you can't simply say, "Once God does things, everything will be fine for

us." God is interested in rlghteousn3ss and justice, and not merely in

the treatment of His own people, although that is a real factor, enters in,

and has its place very definitely. But it is not the exclusive place, and

if it becomes the primary thing, it loses its true significance. And I am

just wondering, do we ai have perhpas not too much stress in this thought

here, as perhaps an unbalance here, with a lack of the other side. Now, of

course, you dnn't want to say that just on the basis of one chapter, or one

passage. It may be balanced with other passages elsewhere, but we do have
13 1/3

$ at least a very strong stress here in this passage on this (brought?).

And we have this, "Where are your people? You never bore rule over them.

They aren't called by your name." That seems to be the big stress here;

'1We are the people who belong to God, and He must bless us." At least in
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this verse. Well now, the next chapter continues right straight on,
(Isaian 64.L AV)

and you have this wonderful prayer: "Oh that thou wouldest rend the

heavens, that thou wouldest come down, that the mountains might flow

down at thy presence, as WnCfl the cielting fire burns, the fire causeth the

waters to boil, to make tu name known to thine adversaries, that the nations

may tremble at thy possfie presencei When thou didst terrible things which

we looked not for, thou camest down--." What is verse doing again? It is

referring to C acts again, isnˆt it? It is w- showing the wonderful

mercies God in the past, what he ias done. Whereas v. 1 is looking to

the future, praying that God would do wunderful things, v. 2 is saying

Jod is a God who does do such things. Verse o is saying God is a god

who has done such tunings. They are referring to the power of God, and

to the powerful acts God has done in the past, and saying, Why 89RØ- can't

sucti things happen how? (V. 4 read.) The wonderful things that God can

do a vital element of prayer. Praise to God, recognition of his power, of

His Fed goodness, of what lie as done in the past, and what Le can do.

(head v. óa,b) You would almost think the verse ought to end right there.

v. óc) "Behold, thou art wrath; br we nave sinnedj: in those is

continuance, and we shall be saved." ou are wroth, we nave sinned, but

your mercy is from everlasting, and surely there will be salvation.

(end of record)
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...terrible condition. (v. 7) "And there is none that calieth upon thy

name, that stirret up himself to take hold of thee." Why because we

are such awful sinners, that we don't turn to God Pg-away as we should

and ry to seek his will, --and now let's do it right away? No, "for thou

hast hid thy face from us, and nast consumed us, because of our iniquities."

God has turned away from us, there is iniquity on us, and

God has turned from us, but now, after all, God is our iJt.r, even we

have been sinners. fven if we nave been wicked, God is our fatner. We are

the work of your hands. You sent us into sin. You broukit upon us to do
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this wickedness; you made us err from your way; now turn around and, take us

'back again. We are all the work of your hand.After al-L., God controls all

things, so he should turn us around. "be not wroth very sore, 0 L1D,

neither remember iniquity forever." We are going to change our attitude,

and we are going to follow God and ask him for power to do his will. "ieither

remember iniquity forever; gehold, see, we beseech tnee, we are all thy

people. Thy holy cities are a wilderneso, Zion is a wilderness, Jerusalem

a desolation. Our holy and our beautiful house, where our fathers praised

tnee, is burned up with fire: and all our pleasant things are laid waste.

Wilt thou refrain thyself for these things, U Lord? wilt bhou hold thy

peace, and. afflict us very sore?" Delitzsche says something like this:

"After this tremendously moving prayer, God can do nothing but give immed

iate answer. Re just cannot wait until he grants the things that are

desired and gives immediate answer after, this wonderful moving prayer."

Just can't wait because of this poignant moving p prayer. However, before

we have God's answe, we first have a passage of rebuke. " That is what

he says approximateiy. Now, if God just can't wait this wonderful prayer,

why then does He interject a passage of rebuke first? Why, did some

editor get it mixed up and get it in the wrong order? And between the

prayer and the answer, put in some other thing? You come to me and you

say, "Oh, we've got to sing. We want to sing the praises of God, and we

need some hymn books. 'aoi't you give us some nmn books .t And I give you

a good scolding for something you did last year. It doesn't seem reason

able, does it? It seems as if chapter 65, unless there is a sharp break

in the passage, chapter bb must come right after o4 and relate to it, and

it must show us God's reaction to the prayer which we have in 64. Oh yes,

lie could start and. say, "This wonderful prayer moves me; I am goig to

grant your request. Before we discuss '.ietails of it, I have a few things

to discuss wherein you have been wrong, and I want to point them out.
wayHe could start in that wasy-, but that is not the way he st4rts it. What
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does he say? 7Ø5j "They say, 'We are thine. Thou never barest rule

over them. They are not called by thy name.' " He says, "I am sought

of them that asked not ior me; I am found of them that sought me not: I

said, behold me, behold me, unto a nation that was not called uy m' name-7

I have spread out my hands all the day unto a rebellious peo1e, whicu

walketh Lu a way that was not after their own tnoughts." Now ho can
and 64

ou interpret the beginning of 6o ia relation to 63/except as to say, "here

is a prayer presanted to God, and God rejects it." Does he reject it alto

gether? Or does he reject certain aspects of it? Well, we are not ready,

until we nave gone quite a ways, to say with certainty that he rejects it

altogether. A person can reject certain aspects, and then turn around and
ought to

grant certain tnings. I can say, "Look here, do you think I w& give you

any hirm books after 1 he way you wasted those we had last time? The way you

were so careless with them, and you tore pages out of them? I think you

ought to at least pay for throwing around the ones that you I can

go on that way for a while, and then I can say, "However, I see the great

need you have of then; I think it is a wonderful desire; I am ging to

provide you with them." If I do, the rebuke is at least important enough

to be placed first, and relate itself directly to the petition, and in this

case e nave a petition and we ave an answer which relates itself to some

extent to, the words of the petition. But we are not ready as yet to ay

whether there 'Ls a favorable answer to the petition, but we are ready at

least to say this: "There is a sufficient element that is unworthy in the

petition that a rebuke must come first, and then if we have nothing but

rebuke, we must say the petition is entirely unworthy." iOW it is a little

nard for us to say right off hand that the petition is entirely unworthy,

because tue petition stresses the fact they re God's people alicL that is

stressed in the Soripture. They are God's people, and God's mercy to His

own. And he shows His lovingkindness to those that follow Him to thousands

of generations. And we have so mucuthat may (be, lead)Lo) a postie answer
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IS-tothe prayer. That may be. We can not sa until we o on further and

see. iut at laasb, before that can come up, Lere is somethinG else that

is immediately vital. There is somctfll: about tne prayer that is not

like, and my inclination is GO feel that in tne praier nine-tenths of it is

good, but it is unbalanced, because it needs at least iaalf as much more of

abject penitence, of confession of sin, of deciaration of great remorse

for sin and desire to turn from it, and asking /God to show a way, and

promising that never, by His grace, Lo fall into any such situation again

It needs to be balanced with that, with at least iaif as much space devoted

to that,. And then there is an occasional note in it which while even they

have an element of truth, do not seem to be quite the proper approach, like

this: "e are tame. Thou never barest rule over them. Tey were never

called O, thy name." Are Israel God's pets that Ge wants to do everything

for tiem because He loves them, or arc Israel God's instruments, God's

pattern, God's means of bringing the gospel into the world, His means of

giving the oracles of God, HIS means of preparing the way for the coming of

his Son, His servant through whom it is His wi.l that his message shall go

forth to all the world? They have a special blessing and a special place

as His people, yes, jut not that they can compare themselves with others

and say, "Ge are bette than these others, and we I deserve the

blessing, because we are not they and they are not we." It seems to me as

if there is a wrong attitude, and a wrong approach shwon in a lew of trese

verses which perhaps colors the wtole to some extent, and that there is,

more than that, a very definite unbalance, because something is stressed

which is, after all, not the primary thing, though it is a real thing, but

that which is the primary thing is omitted completely. If anything, there

are one or two verses where you may think you can gather from them a little

remorse, but it is not certain you can, and it looks more as fi they are

olamtng God for their sin, and saying, "God put us in this situation. It is

up to Him to get us out of it." And so I can't get away from the idea that

chapter 65 is beginning with a rebuke of the prayer and of the pirit which
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is back of the prayer. And that doesutt men the prayer is denied or

turned down, but it means that at least there is that in it which deserves

rebuke, and so that you have a close organic relationship between chapter
prayer

b4 and criapter 65, and if that is the case, this/is rot the prayer of a

godly remnant, but is the prayer of Israel. flow is there any question up

to this point? Or is that fairly clear, and does it seem fairly rasonable?

(St: Concerning the quotation that Paul makes...) That is what is going on

to what follows. We want to go into that. (St: 64:4 Would that be an ele

ment of truth that Paul ould take from that?) Yes, definitely. s

very verm__t=e- Doesn't Paul say that there is nothing but what God nas

prepared for them that love ]m. Doesn't Paul say, "For them that love

Thee," ? This says, "For them which wait$eth for TTim," which is rood, but

not as good as the way Paul ives it here, them that love Bim." But

the expression here is woriueriul. No one nas heard or perceived oy the ear

or seen b, the eye what God has prepared. That is, God'd merry has power;

Qd--PBat- God's grace is beyond anything we can imagine, and there is

a very good expression here, and there are "ood expressions for a lot of

things in the prayer, but there is a basic approach that is wrong in the

prayer, and it is rebuked immediately thereafter. Unless you are going to

say, "There is a sharp break. This prayer is given. Then you stop, and

then you start again, and then after a while you go back and deal with the

prayer," which doesn't seem reasonable or logical, unless you are going to

say that, the rebuke is in relation to the prayer that we have just had.

ell, then, if he is going on here, and God is answering, so the creak

between 63 and 64 is a sort of semicolon; ft is a break in the midst of a

prayer, it seems to me it would be better if it were one c:apter between

63:17 and the end of 64. But at the end of 64, you have not a main division

of the book by any means, but you have a definite paragraph division. You

have the end of the prayer of the nation, and the beginning of God's answer.

And so it is a proper place for a chapter division, although not for a main

chaper of the book here. And so 42 answers, they say, we are yours;
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you never bore rule over those people. TheH were never called by your name.

Do soinethin for us. ' And Be says, "I am sought of them that asked

not; I am found of them that sought me not: I said, Behold me, behold me,

unto a nation that were not called by my name," taking up the very words

they used. The, say, those people have oppressed us; why do you do anything

for them? Why not for us; we are your people. Be says, "1 have said, Behold

me, to a nation that was not called by. my name." He says, "I have mercy

and blesing for these people that you think are outside, for the pepl

people that were not called by m' name. But in contrast to that," lie says,

"I have spread out rny hands all day to a rebellious people which walked. in

a way which was not good, after their own thougnts." He doesn't leny that

they are His people; He doesn't dens that Be has done wonderful things in

the past; He doesn't even say he won't do wonderful things in the future,

but lie says they are a people who are walking after the own tIiourhts in

a way that isn't good. And this is aurely a rebuke of Israel; not of some

people outside of Israel, and it is pretty hard to keep from ting it up

with the prayer we nave just mad. "A people that provokes me to anger

continually to my face; that sacrifices in gardens, and burne incense upon

alters of brick; which reiaains among the graves, and lodges in he monuments

and eats swine's flesh." ell, what is wrong with eating swine's flesh?

It is against God's law given to Israel. It is very definitely dealing with

Israel, isn't it? "The broth of abominable things is in their vessels;

that says, Stand by thyself, come not near to me; for I am holier than thou."

He is rebuking spiritual pride, isn't Be? He is rebuking the Pharisaical

attitude. He is rebuking the attitude that says, I am better than the

other fellow; I am God's people and they aren't. And it is an attitude that

Christians have to be careful that they don't fall into, too. It is easy

to fall into it if we forget the fact that it is only by tue grace of God

that we have anything, and there is no goodness in us. Out rignteousnesses

are indeed filthy rags. It is only God's mercy that makes us worth any
thing, and for the wonderul things lie's done for us, we should be his
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instruments to make available to others, and. to bring }1ju to their

knowledge, and it is only as we keep that thought constantly in ind,

that we can altogether escape the danger of looking down on those others

who are outside, and thinking of them as inferior to us or different than

us in some way that hives us a right to look down on them A terrift

danger. But here we see what God thinks of our spiritual pride. He

rebukes it. He says, "They say, Stand by thyself; come not near to me;

I am holier than thou." He says, "These are a smoke in ii1 ose, a fire

that ourns all the day." And can you imagine a Pharisee in the days of

Christ, as He looked down on this publican, and looked down on these people;

who didn't fast twice in the week as he did, and pray as often as he did,

and all this; can you iriagine him reading this .verse in Isaiah? It is a

direct rebuke of spiritual pride, and it is not saying that it is a

characteristic of all the Jews an as- means, but it certainly seems

to suggest that there something of such an attitude in the previous chapter,

in the prayer. The say, "We are thine; tnou never barest rule over them;

they were not called by tny name. Thou, Lord, art our father." And he

says, "They say, Stand by thyself, come not near to me, I am holier

than thou. Tiese are a smoke in my nose, a fire that burneth ail the day."

He s- certainly seems to be rebuking certain e¬as- elements of the

prayer, certain aspects of the prayer. Rather than being so moved by this

"moving prayer" that He"just cannot wait7 to say yes,a-Q I am going to

do everything you want, but first I am going to take a little time out

for a reuke." It surely shows seems that He is dealing directly with it,

immediately, as the only logical way to do. knd,of course, Delitzache

is g very excellent commentator, and nas got a great deai. of very material,

but at this particular point, I think he iiissed the organic RRIty union of

the passages and the connection which logically must be recognized. And

so as he goes on and says,Beho1d...." (end of record)
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your iniquities and the iniquities of your father together, saith the Lord,

which have burned incense upon the mountains, and blasphemed Me upon the

hills, therefore will I measure their former work into their bosom." So

t1e Lord says, "I am going to continue to bring suffering and misery to

you because of your sin, your idolatry, and your spiritual /,0/%// U 3/4

and surely that is a lare element of the prayer that nas just been

upraised. but 1-Je is riot through yer; He continues;

"Thus saith the Lord, As the new wine is found in the cluster (read through

"And soriesays, "I am not simply forgetting this earth. I am not

turning my back on it. I arc not turning my back on Palestine. " He says,

there is a blessing in it. tie says, the great bulk of this people nas

turned away, out for my servants sake, I will riot destroy all; I will

bring a seed out of Jacob, and out of Juuahj an inheritor of my, mountains,

ana my elect snall inherit it and my servants shall awell. So there is

the promise that out of Judah is going to come great blessing, great blessing

for the people that have sou. ht God. And then, after this assurance that

he is not through, that Re has blessing to oring, blessings in accordance

with His purposes, then lie contiri es with the rebuke and with a contrst.
tile

And now, "But ye are they--" oho are/"ye"? The people who have said, "Oh

Lord, we are your people." He says, "If you are my people, why you

live as if your are?/' They say, You never bore rule over them; they weren't

called b your name. "Well," he says, "if you are the only ones called

by my nanle,why don't you show it in your loyalty to me? Why don't you

show it in your life? hy don't you show it in your abhorance of heathen

customs and your staying away from them altogether, instead of the
he says, "But ye are they tiiat

ay you've been doing?j,y-' forsake the Lord, lorget my holy

iountain, that prepare a table for that troop, and that rurnish the

arink-offering to that lAumoer." Complicity in idolatrous worship; connec

tion with h¬athen practices. "Therefore will I number you to tne sword,

and ye shall all bow down to the slaughter: because when I called, ye did

not answer--It They are saying,give us your mercy, do all these things for

us. he says, when I callud you didn't answer, whe I spoke you did not hear.
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You looked the other way when I nad something I wanted you o do. Why

should. I pay attentiin now when you have something you want me to do?
cnose

You did evil before my e'es, and that in which I did not delight."

Arid, now we get the contrast: "Therefore, -thus saith tre Lord GOD, Behold

my servants shall eat, but ye snail oe nungr: behid, my servants shall

drink, but ye shall be thirsty: beh id., m servants shall rejoice, but ye
He

shall be asiiamed." Iow, who is the "Ye" abont whom/is taling% to all

this time? Is not the "you" the people who have given the prayer? The

peop.L to whom He has addressed this rebuke in the early verses of this

chapter. Is He not rebuking them, and comparing them with some other

people he calls his servants? And His servants are going to be ah happy,

and they are going to be &R- in misery. (head v. 14) And it certainly is
few

a fact. You take our last few centuries, and you will find that there has
Christians a great joy in the Lord, a reat happiness in Him and what he

been among truet P-PW- Ps-wP,
has done for them, a

es7 and though you

would on the whole finc. that Israel has in these last two millenia been

characterized by a wonderful loyalty to the law that God has given them.,

and to their peculiar institutions as separate from other nations, that

nevertheless there has been a general sorrow and oppression, a feeling

of being inferior and mistreated, and rejected all through, and coirpari

ively litle time when there ws a feeling of singing for joy of reart.

(st It would be very good. to bring out at this point that it would seem

that the "my servants" Here would refer back to the note he xias already

introduced, "I am sought of them that asked not, I have said, behold me,

to a nation that was not called by m name." course, v. 1 and 2 xiere

are quoted b Paul as showing Goals turning to the Gentiles, and he is not

quoting out of coni.ext; he never does that. (St: Explain the figure in v. 8,

will I do for my servants sakes." ) Do you mean the figure, "Destroy

it not, for a blessing is in it"? It would seem to be a figure of a vine

about to be burned. It would seem to say, there is good grape juice in

it; don't destroy the whole business. He says, there is to be something
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comes out of it; His blessing, His servants, they come out of Judah,

they come out of Jacob, and. for His servants sake he is not simply going

to cast Israel off ana. destroy them now, oh no. Chrint comes out of

Lsrael. The early Christians are .Lsraelites; tne shole Christian move

mint comes out of the Jews, but speedily becomes largely a Gentile movement.

(St: I thought the passage referred largely to the return from captivity.)

V. o-16? That might very will be said of v. 8-10. I don't incl±ne to that

view, but it is not at all impossible. I am incline to the view that v.

8-10 is looking forward to the spiritual seed coming ot of Jacob, but

it is not at all impossible that it might be return from exile. (St:..
7

spiritual...) It could be. It could be used as a figure, although I

wouldn't think an extended pasage of that type could be a igure, and

possibly it is better to take that specifically as a return from captivity,

these three verses. Possibly. I ai uncertain as between those two inter

pretations right there. Put whichever you take it, v. 11 IT. is rebuke,

isn't it V. 11 to 16 is surely very strong rebuke. (St: Gould that possibly

be looking forward to the time when the remnant of Israel will inherit

the mountains during the miileniuxn?j You. mean v. 8-10 just briefly look

way forward/? Not impossible. TherL are three possibilities for these

verses, and in view of these three posioilities, I think we should not

ouilcl anything upon the three verses, but should recognize that they look

slightly aside from the main hought ac present under cor.isideration. In II

16 you certainly have rebuke; be i 1aokin, directly to t.Liese people, rd

it would seem to be those who are nicutred as ivin: the prayer above. That

prayer Is representative of their enera.I attitude arid thou6ht. They have

a 1 i:rG for God's blessing, but not a disposition to follow him fully.

hnd it is dealing witn tnose people in 11-16, and ain t is very strong

I, I,
language in v. l wPere my servants" are contrasted with "you", and then

in v. 15, "and you shall leave your name for a curue unto my chosen, for

the Lord Jehovah will slay you and cal]. His servants b another name."
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Now that s treme1dousl/ ston, isn't it? What does it mean, "you will

leave your name for a curse unto my chosen"? Doesn't 5t connect up with

the thought back in Leviticus, that if the people turn away from God
cLeir

name will become a curse and a byword among the antIgRa nations?

I don't think the true Christian ever speak of the Jew in a term of curse,

but certainly great nmbers of professing Christians do, probably some even
9 1/2

of r.al Christians. (St) Yes, terrific. And of course, even a man lie

Martin Luther, in the middle of his career, he felt now that he had the

truth ne would simply present it to the Jews and they would all accept it.

And he presented it, and ty- most of them just turned them down cold, and

then he went into the most virulent attacks. Some have tr.ied to picture

Martin Luther as anti-Semitic; I don't think he was, but I do think he took

over the general attitude of the Christians of his day far more than he

should in :jS dealing with them in the latter part of his life. It has been

a characteristic. I don't think God is saying here that it is right. "You

will leave your name for a curse to my chosen, and the Lord God will call

His servants by another name." That is a strong statement, and how can

you interpret that particular statement in any sensible way other than that

for a time, at iteast, the mercy of the Lord is ;oing to turn to the

Gentiles, and instead of being called bj the previous name, even though they

are they are the Israel of Cod, they are to be called by a distinct name.

It makes perfect sense of a picture in that way of this element of God's

dealing with His people throu h the ages, and it is pretty difficult to

make any sense out of it any other way that I know of. (st) Christians.

Of course, the word "Christians" means lMessianaU, followers of Christ,

which is a name which certainly could have been applied to the dews. They

were looking for the Messiah, but never was, but is applied to the Christians.

V. 16 is not very sure in mind whether it should go with what precedes or

with what follows. What is that first word in v. 16? (ASHR) Yes. And

how do you translate ASILER ordinarily?"Whlch", yew. Now what is the dif

ference between "whoh" and "that"? "The book that is on the table," "The
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book which is on the table. It ihat is the difference? (St) There is

a possibly entirely different meaning in the word. "that". The word "which"

has two possible meanings. "Here are two books. Which do you want?"

"Here are two books. That thee want." You see, "which" has a very differ

ent meaning from It has an interrogative meaning which "that"

does not have. But if I say, "The book which I want," or "The book that

I want," it is absolutely immaterial. They can both b r-lives, or

Itwhi!Lmbe an interrogative. It is a clear language, this hnglish.

But that is the esy- possibility in the "ithich", while on the other

hand, "that" which is exactly the same as "which" is a relative, can also

be used in an entirely different senses "He spoke that I might know he was

there." You wouldn't say, "He spoke which I might know he was there."

If we only had three diflferent Lnglish words, how much better it might be:
one

one for purpose,/for a relative, and one for an interrogative, but instead

of that we have an interrogative and a purpose whichare enitrely distinct,
-

and we use either one of them as a relative. It is a crazy language,

really. I often wish we could abandon it. It would take us a l;ng tie

to leann any other, so we had better stick to it. But we had better

recognize its peculiarities. Many people think the only thing queer is the

riebrew language. Actually, the bngiish language is a dozen irnes queerer,

once you think into it. And the fact that we don't think into the meaning

an the peculiarity of bnglish, we just don't underst4nd our English Bible

nearly as well q as we should. People talk a great deal about study of

the hnplish Bible (and we should study our inglish bible), but even an
half as well

English Bible, I doubt if you understnad your English bible /if you

j''st study English bible, as you do if you also study Hebrew Bible, because

you begin to see more of what the possibilities are in English words. Now,

as this stands in our English here, the AV, he says, "--and shall call

His servants by another name, that he who blesses himself in the earth shall

bless himself in the God of truth," and that, in context, sounds definiteli

pirave. But AsF- ASHIR is not commonly used purposively. There are
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two other expressions ornaonl used for purose in the liebrew; Qicit now,

it is possible to use AEUR in the purposive, but it is not the usual hing,
Oft

it is rather uncommon While the relative is much the more common usage.

"The y( one who," "the one," and o right on with the relative, "that he

who blesses himself," "the one who blesses himself," "tue one who is the

blessing himslef one." And so, the most rational way to tka- take the

ASFUR here is as a relative expression, rather than purpose. Now I don't

say the purposive is impossible, out it may be that he will call His

servants b.) another name in order that -w-- he who blesses himself

in the earth will bless himself in the God of truth. I don't say it is

impossible, but it doesn't seem to me to make a lot of sense. I don't

see a lot of connection. And when we look at the Hebrew word/ that is used

there, while ASHUR can mean "that" perfectly well, it is rarely a purposive

4-- "tht", and &1&Q almost always a relative "that",--(end of record)

e 89
poll

with what follows, while, since we are uncertain whether v. 16 goes with

what precedes or what follows, a unless you think a ;ood deal needs to be

derived from 16 in our interpretation, let us for the moment leave 16 o

the side and go on to 17. (stl 1W "so that") To get the "that" out of

ASFIUH is pretty difficult; to get "so that" is still more, but yet I think

it is wise to make specific what you mean: "that he who blesses himself"

is definitely purposive, it couldn't be relative, and so if you put the

"so" in, you make it even clearer tht's what you mean. But that is not

what ASWJH TA-.IAN- ordinarily means in Hebrew. ASI-HJR ordinarily

means relative. I don't say% it isn't purposive; it may be, but if it L,

I dont quite see how this purpose immediately follows, though you may be

able to figure out a way. But at least, up to this point, it would seem%

we had a rebuke to the makers of the prayer. We have rebuke given for the

attitude which says, "We are your people; you have got to bless us." God

says, "No. My people are the ones who are doing my will. My people are

the ones who are loyal to me. 1Jy people are the people who are not character
ized by spiritual pride. I am goin out to the highways and byways and
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bringin in a people for my name, and I am going o have a 'p group of

servants a who are not taken from you, a reat group of servants, ani I

am bringing terrific suffering and His misery upon you in response to your

wrung attitude." But it does seem to me that when you look at the passage

from verse 17 on, to v. 25, there is a marked difference from the passage
from 1

from 11-16, a very marked difference from most of the passage/to 16.

There is there a great stress on things being rebuilt and being built up;

a great stress. And there is a great stress upon God's blessing, a stress

that e1ci seem to be an answer such as )elitzsch says, it's the snswer

to the prayer before. Delitzsche says, "God gives his wonderful

affirmaive answer to the prayer before; He cannot refrain in the face of

this great moving prayer; but before He does it, he has to give a rehuk."

Well., it seems to me that his division is correct there, and his understanding

of the last part is correct, but we need to integrate the first part with

it, and we need to recognize that God is first rebuking the wrong elements

ell of the prayer, and then He is giving his affirmative answer to the correct

elements here. ile is saying, "Those who claim my blessing simply because of

/
ancestry, or simply because they think they are superior to others, they

(
are going to have a very sorry awakening. They are going o find that I

turn my mercy to another people, and they are going o find rebuke and misery

and slaughter for them." But tkat nevertheless, he would not nave given

us so much space to a prayer like this, if there was not alng with the

wrong attitude much that is right and true in it, and there is much in the

ground upon which it is made that is true if only you balance it with a pro

per repentence and turning away from sin, and conversion to Qa God and

doing His will, and that the thing that they ask, that his mercy return,

as his mercy has been in the past, is the thing that He says, "Yes, I am

going to do." And it is the last part of the chapter here that is giving

the affirmative answer to the question. And he is saying, "I create

Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her people a joy. I will rejoice in Jeruslarne,
and joy in my people.f They won't oulid and another Inhabit; plant and
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V.
another eat. They will live a long tine. "As the days of a tree will oe

the days of my people. They wi±l long enjoy the work of their hands.

They will not labour in vain, nor bring e- forth for trouble." A

wonderful picture of great blessing to come to Jerusalem. That God says,

"Yes, I am going to." In v. 16, "The former troubles are forgotten,

.and they are hid from - mine eyes." Now this last half of 16 certaiz1y

wouldn't seem to have much connection with the immediately preceding

context. "You are going to be sorrowful, and my servants will be happy.

My servants will rejoice, and you will be ashamed. The former troubles

are forgotten and riid from mine J eyes." Well, that has no connection.

The @p9- former troubles are forgotten; therefore you are going to be

punished and somebody else is going to receive. That has no connection;

this last alf, at least, of v. 16, with what preceded. Now if you want to

take it as purposive, it seems to me then that you should make a brea4

after "truth" and start your new division there. If you want, you can

say, "God will slay thee and call His servants by another name order

that the one blessing himself in the earth will bless himself by the God

of truth, and the one swearing in the earth will swear by the God of truth.

Period. Start the new division, "because the former troubles will be

forgotten and because they will be hid my eyes, behold, I will create new

heavens and a new% earth, and the former will not be remembered nor come

to mind, but be ye glad and rejoice for ever in that which I create: for

behold, I create Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her people a joy." It seems

to me there is a sharp break which comes either at the beginning of v. 16

o1 at the middle of v. 1. I don't see how 1 you can connect the last half

of 16 with what precedes, but it seems to me that it connects very tightly

with what follows. "The former troubles shall be forgotten and hid from my

Well, you are going to have a lot of suffering on account of these

former troubles; on account of this attitude, you are going to be ashamed,

you are going to be thirsty, you are going to be in misery, you are going
to be hungry, the Lord will slay you, and He will call His servants by
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another name, yes, but that doesn't last forever. Tie former troubles will

eventually be forgotten. They will be hid from my eyes because I am going

to create new heavens and a new earth, I am going to create Jerusalem a

rejoicing and ber people a $g/ joy; I will rejoice in Jeusalem, and joy

in my people." And so he is saying, it seems to me, "Yes, there is mercy

for Israel. Yes, you are God's people, and ou are going to have your

place, but first there is going to be a chan,;e.!I There is going to be a

great change, which is not de& definite in this particular section,

i but is implied. "There is going to be a change but before there is going
I




to be a change, there is going to be a long period of misery for you."

There is goin to be a period in God's economy in which He has turned

his favor to another people that you are looking down upon arid saying,

"They are not God's people; God never bore rule over them." God is going

to turn to this other people, and he is going to bring great blessing to

them and He is oing to bring great blessing to the earth through them.

And they are going to be His servants, called by another name. There is

that long period, but there is eventually the answer to the thing that you

are asking. There is the blessing for Jerusalem; there is the blessing for

Ciod's land; there is the blessing, for those who are God's people; aftr

they have been purged from their sin and from their iniquity, there is a

wonderful time aheqd of remarkable blessing. And so you have a picture-

now some people will say this picture begins with v. 18 and runs throught

v. 25. I incline to think it begins in the miad.Le of v. 16, or else at? (8)
and runs to --4




v. 25. but at any rate, what are the elements of this

tp- picture. What is he describing in v. 18 to v. 25? Is it a picture

of heaven? Is heaven the place where the child shall die, being a hundred

iears old, and the sinner being a hundred years .ld shall be accursed?

is the heaven the place where it will come to pass that"before they

call, I will answer," the piece where "they will not labour in vain, or

bring forth for trouble"? This does not seem to be a description
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of heaven; it seems to be a desorpton of earth. It seems be he a

description of a rejuvenated earth, a question of a transformed earth;

a picture of something which is not yet made perfect, but which is made

tremendously better and different from anything that the world has exper-

ienced before. Not anything, let us say, from anything since, let us
8 3/4

say, since (begLnning?) days, or since the days shortly after hden.

A world in which the curse has been removed, but Its effects are not yet

entirely gone, but in which tremendous cha'nges have taken place. A place

where Jerusalem is going to be a rejocing, and her people a joy, and

God will rejoice in Jerusalem, and there will he onderful blessing there:
who is an infant of days; that is,

no more weeping, no more voice of crying, no child/who dies a few days old.

Nor an old man who hasn't filled his days. If one d dies at a

hundred ears of age, they say, 0, he died as a child. He didn't live out
a

his years. He was just a child when he died. It is tremendous increase

in ge longevity, but not yet a complete abolition of death. "The sinner

being a hundred years old shall be accursed." There is very little o

visible sin, but yet something. of it is nresent. "The sinner being a

hundred years old shall be accursed." St: Do you think there will be

death for the righteous ....) I ould think that it would imply that there
there

were those s aies who would have death, not necessarily sinners. That

among the people there, there were sinners who would. die, and that there

were also people there who would die who were not specifically sinners.

That is, they would be sinners, but they wouldn't die specifically on

account of a sin. That is to say, it would/ suggest the poss1ity

that there were redeemed individuals there who would die. (St) Perhaps

we will discuss it after looking a little further. it does raise a problem

when one first cornea to it, but in relation to the whole question, T don't

think it raises a problem. There is a satisfactory answer to it. X(t:

What about the new heaven and earth?) Yes. That is why I said, I person

ally believe that the passage starts at the beginning of 16 or at the middle

of 16. Some would say that it begins at the beginning of lb. 1 think that
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is the view of the Scofield Bible. ,Z7 I think it Jas a teadin at the

beginnin of 18. 17? What is trie heading of the beginning of 17?

(St: "The eternal blessing of Israel in the new earth.") What about the

footnote? (See ft-nt) Yes. In other words, it takes 18-25 as being the

passage, and 17 as being distinct from it. Well now, you can take it that

way if you want to, I think this is clear, what 18-25 is; I think that is

our vital thing. Now what are you going to do with 17. My own inclination

is to think that is starts with 16 or the midile of 16. in that case, 17

is a part of the passage, and if it is a passage. % God is saying, you

have had all this misery, all this trouble, but the former troubles are

forgotten and hid from my eyes, for I create new heavens and a new hearth,

and the former shall not be remembered nor come to mind. Now to my mind,

that is a description of th kingdom, that is, e of what follows. You

don't have to take it that way; I don't think it is vital to our considera

tion. but if you do take it that way, there are under that two possibilities:

one of the is this, that this is saying there is the rejuvenation of the

heaven and earth, which we call "the new heaven and the earth", takes place

at the beginning of the period following. That is one way to take it,

but not necessarily. ven if this phrase is used e1sewhre of a far greater

rejuvenation, at the end of the period described in 1_2, it is possible

here to use it in a somewhat figurative sense. That is to say, so great

is the change in the earth with the curse removed from the present condition,

that I call it a creation of new heavens and new 'I earth. o you see, there

are three possiit1es with v. 17. One is to say, at the beginning of the

period from 18-25 comes what we call the new heaven and the new earth. That,

I believe, is Zann's view. iow the second possibility is to say, This is

a figurative statement; so different is the condition after the curse is

removed that you can speak of it as creation of a new heaven and a new earth,

without in any way jeapordizing the belief that there is a far greater

change which we call "the new heaven and new earth, coming out of heaven,"

at the end of the period. And the third uossibility is to say, as the
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cofie1d Bible does, This vere looks way off to something. But then in

18 we come back and look at that which is more directly the answer (14).

It is, in any one of these three interpretations, v. 18-25 have exactly

the same significance, and I don't know how you can get any otxier suLigestions

out of 18-25, no matter what you do with 47. It fits in with any one of
14 1/2

these three. (St:...II. Peter....) Zahn takes II Peter as referring to

the rejuvenation of the earth, the purging of the earth, at the beinning

of the kingdom age. Dr. Buswell definitely does not take it that way.

I don't know enough about it to be dogmatic. (laughter) but my inclination
as

% (not conviction as great/is my regard for Dr. B. and for his knowledge

of tne INT, which is far greater than mine, and I may come to chan:e it,

but I nave not, up to the present. At the present my inclination is to

follow Za:hn in this regard.) But if you take the other view, it does not

necessarily mean that this expression here is the same used of this pLrticu
accor&ing to

1ar term. Peter could use it/ God's promise of a far greater change

coming at the end of the period here described, and it could be used nere

in a figurative sense of that which is practically a new heaven and a new

earth; removal of the curse. (end of record)

e 90

... that is Zahn's interpretation of it, and I incline to that view, but

Dr. B tells me--I read Zabri fifteen years ago. I was much impressed with

it. Dr. B about two months ago went to the public library and got ahold

of Bahn and read it through, and he is impressed that Zaim does not follow/

the Scripture literally, and plays rather last and loose with it in some

places, and he doesn't feel inclined to take ahn as an authority at this

- place. what was not my impression. That was not my impression of Zabn's

reading here fifteen years ago. That is a long time,( back; I may disre

member, and Dr. B knows the Greek NT much better triar I do, but I know

German somewnat better than he does; so while he may be correct on this,

I am reserving judgment until I get time to look at Zakm's reading, because

I know that the German language is a very dificult language, and I had the
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experience with a man who had studied in Germany, and. had know German

long before I ever nad known it, of naving him base a view--this is a

matter entirely unrelated to the Bible; it is related to archeology-

upon the statement of a great German scholar, aria gave his record as

evidence, and I went to it, and read it carefully, and found that the

German writer said exactly the opposite of what he said. As a result,

the statement in the volume was changed. That is, he i.kad read it rapidly,

and had gotten the wrong impression. The German language is a wonderful
medium

for the expression of exact thought, but it piles so much

exactness arid so much nice distinctions in, that often you have to read it

with v cry great care, not oly to get the exact thought, but to et the big

overall picture, whereas in t.nglish, we are apt to speak in suci'i a way

as to get the big overall picture, more clearly and quickly than the
2 1/4

German perriaps, and not make the details quite so , so that I

am going to read Za.bn more fully, but I han't felt in a great rush

about it, because I don't think that is a particularly important

hin:. I think it is an interesting 1uestion, one which I want to look

into but I think the big main question is not what comes a

thousand years - from how, but what comes immediately aftcr the return of

Chr:ist is a more vital thing for us. And therefore, I am more particularly

interested witu that point. And whichever way of the three that you take
question

verse 17, 1 don't see that there is any with what to do witi
of its

18-2o. There may be,aeveral/detai1s which you are uncertain as to how ou

ore going to interpret, or IOW you are girig to apply them, but as to

the big question 01' what it is talking auout, v. 18-25 is surely talking about

a time whon the curse has been removed, about a tie when we return to

contions which, to some extent at least, approNimate those of the Garden

of den, a return to a time of great longevity, a return to a tiHe when

bnere is a tremendous change in the animal and vegetable reation, a time

of great blessing upon this earth. I don't see any other way to take it,

as figures of heaven or figures of an eternai. state; they just don't seem to

fit. And they certainly not pictures of our present age; they don't fit at
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all. They seem so ioCure an a e wxiich has aspects% like the present,
3 1/2

and aspects . I don't see any otner way to

interpet this l8-o. INOWP of course, it is one way to take a pasasge of

ripture and. say, here is a passage; it can't mean this, it is ridiculous
it

if you take/to mean this; it is ridiculous if you take it to mean this;

the result is, - we don't know what it mieRka menas, let's forget about

it. Well, there may e passages where we have to do that, but we must

keep them to an extreme minimum. If we can -et sense out of a passage of

$cripture, it is the Lord's will we shoulci j;et sense out of it. And if
if

we find sornethin that is clearly tauht in a certain passage,/it sounds

strange Co us, and out of harmony/our idea or wniat ought to be in the iuture,

let us not ouild up an idea on one passage. Let's say, I don't understand

it, but let's not throw it out of corisiuerasion. Let us say, am going

to keep it on the helve until I look a little further, and then, if you

find a- another passage that seemu to nt with it, tie the two

together and see if theyreally force one. And the teachinj: that I find

very clearly tauht in the bcripture aside from this passage, in other

points, seems to me co be -'reatly reinforced by this passage. And further

details given about it in ths passage, some 4% details not given in

other passages. And you notice iow technically it is tied up with Isaiah

ii oy the Last verse. The last verse is the very same figure as in Isaiah

11: "The wolf and the lamb shall feed top)ether, and. the lion shall eat

straw 1ie the bullock." Lxactly what we have in the picture of the

mllenium in Isaiah 11. And then, an added touch that I don't believe was

diven in Isaiah ii: "And uust shall be the serpents meat." The serpent,

we are told in Isaiah 11, is to be robbed ol his harmful qualities, and is

no lngr dangerous, but he is not removed Iroic the curse in the sanse of
9

tne - misery accomplished cy him. "Dust shall be the serpen't rneah."

The serpent is not for(4ven. It is tne answer to universalism. It is

the removal of the curse, but not a forgiveness at all. Dust shall ce

the serpent's meah, but Lie shah oe harmless to injure anybody. "They shall
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not hurt or ciestro' in all my holy mountain, saitn the Lord. (St: hat

Ia tlo1y mouncain" here?) .veil, "all my holy moLnCain." Et is a

somewhat fi uracive expre5sion, certainly. It doesn't mean see- some little

hill somewere. There isn't any point in that. Theremay be lots of rob

berries and chaos in Wilmington, but they won't hurt and. destroy in all

of this block--It is nothing small like that. There is surely something

bier, and whether He is referring to Jerusalem as His holy mountain,

or whether Ye is referring to Palestine as His holy mountain, His"hôly
6

nil" , or whether He is referring specifically to them, but giving
the picture of
/ conditions that relate o the whole world. Perhaps the whole world then

is to be indeeu, /His "holy mountain." It would be a region in which

destruction and the ragages of sin in its external form will be completely

held a.own b the rihteous power of Christ as he reigns and sends out his

cooimands to the nations, and they beat their sworus into plowshares and

their spears into pruning hooks, and their is free opportunity for the

ell
preacning

' of the gospel; there will no longer be the possibility of

suca situations as ahppens so frequently in modern times, when

everything seems just right for a great advance of the gospel, everythinr

is open and ready for it, and then the door is suddenly snut, is

suddenly slammed in our faces. All through the war people were saying, if

the wostern natins win this war, there will be the gracest opportunity

in China for Christian work than there has ever been in history. Lverything

will oe wide open. And so it was; when the war was over, the people in

China were more responsive to the gospel than they nave ever been before,

and when the government was welcoming missionaries more than ever before;

everything was - wide-open And just as it seemed as if the greatest

advance of Christianity in history was about to take place, iii as far as

China was conerned, the door was slammed shut, and a group of anti-Christian

thus seized co.:.hrol oi IT, sn uiled out the ospel Ircxr tI:corea,

and made it impossible for us to advance in that re.;-ion. Arid it Is the

sort of thin-J which will not occur in the mLllenium. There will be oppor-
-t
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or everyone to near tie gospel, wi b no external circumstance inter

ferliig arid preventing. And there will oe ocortunity for people to

receive it, and we may hope that the :reat hulk of those uron this earth

then will receive it. but there will be no compulsion about it; there

will be a vindication, a clear revelation of the failure of mankind, that

even under ideal condicions, with the external effects of sin completely

removed, that nevertheless, even tnen thre will he those who will stick

to their wickedness, andwill only profess a lip service, will be like

the emoror rultan, who was a leader in trie church, but in his heart was

a pagan, and when he had the oporl;unity, turned violently against sod;
as

and/the osortunit' was iven to Julian for a little season to become

emporor of iome and to give the people who were with him the orportunity

to speak out and show their colors, so there will be that little season

t:t the end of the mi±lenium to make clear the situation of the heart of man,

and to show that apart from the race of God, all nave sinned, all are

wicked, and even under ideal conditions, even iven tLie kinpdon of od in

the finest sense - that any modernist could ever ask for, there will

still be evidence that that is not enough; that it requires the grace of

God in the heart, and that grace will be shown in tremendous numbers in

that period, but not universally. (st: Is that thought brought out in
9 1/2

ths oassane?) Which cspect? (St) The sinner, being a hundred (v. 20) will

se accursed. (St) The nassage here seems to indicate people who are still

to some extent on earth, the pressure of the possibility of death within

that age. Vell now, we are told that the saints are noing to reign with

Christ, that they are going to judge the earth. Who are they going to

reir.n over? Who are they going to judge? It would imply in this passage

here that there ae those over wno they will reign, and the statement that

Christ ill rule with a rod of iron, and establish righteousness among

cne nations implies that thsre are people to judge still. Now who are

these people? Vher do they come from? It is not lully explained in,'

the Scristure. There are different theories regarding it, and 1 certainly
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"con't thirwe can be dogmatic about it. Th¬re are thos. who hay, The natiuris

which have not been strong and. definite in their opposition to uou in the

period just before the millenium, that had been, you might say, more or

less on the side of it, that they will be permitted to enter into the

ZLllenium. hot to enter into eternal life; nothing of the kind, Well,

it that a second chance? 1o. If I hadn't / accepted Christ today and

I lived tomorrow, if I hadn't this year and I lived next year, it is no

second chance except in the 0' wa that any man who lives in this world

ten thousand thrys,you might say,had ten thousand chancos. It simoly

means that the chance does not stop yet. Well now, is that the situation?
11 1/4

Is a division of living nation who have not been in the




it
of the upheaval before? Is that where they come from? /% is/at least

where some of them come from? Can there be a comparitively small number

then, and among these, a tremendous increase in population? Of course,

a tremendous increase in population can very rapidly take place. ome

people have estimated that with that little group of a few hundred people

who came to Plymouth, and the little group of people in New England in

the early days in this country, three hundred years ago, that if those

wp- people had. kept on increasing by natural generation during the

three hundred years since that tine in the three hundred years after at

the rate that they did the first sventy years afterj they came there,

we would have just as many people as we have in the United States today

if there had been no immigration whatever. That is to say--of course,

they had big families in those days; they had fifteen or twenty children.

Today we have on an average about one and a q& quarter. A tremendous

change has taken place. but under aoRi normal conions, you do have such

large families. Even without the large families, somebody , said, 'IF,ow

could the whole human ' race come from Adam and Eve? It is impossible.

how would we get all the million we nave upon the earth today from just

one couple? It is impossible/." And so, a man made this figure mathemati4

cally, and it astounded me when I read it last week. And then I figured
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up myself and found he vas correct. he said, here they had an average of

two and a half children per family. That is to say, if each adult couple

had an average of two and a half children (under normal conditions in

America, families are always much larger than ttiat)you could start even as

recently as 4000 L.C. with one e/ couple and have two or three times

as many people in the world today a we rave t- got. And so where all

these people come from, what the situation is, is' one of the housands of

things--I wouldn't say God hasn't revealed; maybe it hasn't been carefully

studied; as far as I know there 1na: be clear revelation of it--it is

unfamiliar to me. it is one of the thousands of things I don't know

but that there will be people there for the saints to rule over, and people

whom Chrit subjugates, people who are not the saints, resurrected people,

people who have believed in this age and have been resurrected and are those

who reign with Christ in that age, that seems to be rather clearly the

teaching of this passage, and implied by those other pissages I didn't

refer to this passage at all in m little booklet, "The IVililenial Kingdom";

I think you have it abundantly proven in the other one, the other passage,

but this passage, it seems to me, reinforces it, and adds certain details
? l4)

about it, and fits in with the development of the context. I don't know

any other way to take it that would make much senses and it does fit in

with other teachings of Scrioture. (end of record)

e 91
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to meet the immediate situation, and I think he is still dealing with
the

prayer in the beginning of 66. We have in 64 a holy and beautiful

with fire when you refrain yourself from these things, 0 Lord,
my throne and the earth is

and in chapter 66; the Lord says "The heaven is/my footstool." Where is

the house you built for me and where is the place I/L,%%l of my rest? He

is not 41,% saying it isn't 3/k . He is not saying that there

shouldn't be a great center of kis worship, but he is saying that there are

other things that are more important. After all, he says, why is it nec

essary that God have a temple in Jerusalem. The necessary thing is that.

you believe in Him and do His will and then He will add these things unto

you. "For all those things hath mine hand made, and all those things have

been, saith the Lord: but to this man will I look, even to him that is

poor and of a contrite spirit, and trembleth at my word." We are back in

the area again of turning away from Israel and turning to the despised Gen

tile, the man who is outside the fold, the man over whom God never bared

rule, the publican who stands , we are turning to the other. He

said, "Heat kills an ox and makes a sacrifice, " and his

indifference to God is as if he slew a lamb. "He that sacrifices a lamb, is

as if he cut off a dog's neck." H is saying that all of your sacrifice

to God i$'f not from a poor and a contrite spirit, it is utterly worthless.

It might as well be a lot of filth. It might even be for all

"They have chosen their own ways, and their soul delighteth in

their abominations. I will choose their delutsions, and will bring their

fears upon them:" We have the same note there as in the first part of
none did

ch. 65,"because when I called p{/% answer, when I spake they did not hear.

They did evil before my eyes and chose that in which I delighted not. Hear
tremble

the word of the Lord, ye that at his word. Your brethren that hated ,

that cast you out for my name's sake, said, Let the Lord be glorified: but

shall appear to your joy, and they shall be ashamed. A voice of noise from

the city, a voice from the temple, a voice of the Lord that rendereth re

compence to his enemies." And now an interesting passage, 7 and 8. God
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is here looking forward, you might say, to the end of the age. He will

appear to your joy. "They will be ashamed", what does that mean they

will be aähamed? Does it mean that they are ruined, wrecked? But He

says;"A voice of noise from the city, a voice of the Lord the rendereth

recompence to his enemies. Before she travailed, she brought forth; be

fore her pain came, she was delivered of a man child," What does this

mean? It sounds like a sudden change, doesn't it? Something suddenly

coming into existence. "Before she travailed, she brought forth." Sud

denly something happens. vs. 8"Who hath heard such a thing? who hath

seen such things? Shall the earth be made to bring forth in one day? or

shall a nation be born at once? for as soon as Zion travailed, she brought

forth her children." A nation born in a day! An interesting thogght. God

is going to come and appear with great disturbance and recompense to his

enemies, but Zion is going to be a nation born in a day. Now, that s not

the Christian aation. They were not born in a day. A little group of

disciples gradually spreading and the power of God from Jerusalem over

Palestine, over Asia Minor, little by little. There was nearly a century

they were hardly noticed in the Roman Empire. Gradually spreading 300

years they had perhaps a third of the Roman Empire and it becomes prominent

enough that it became k . That was a slow gradual coming

into being of this new great people of God. (question k )

coming to the Holy Spirit for power, 3000 people, but I would hardly call

it a nation. It was a big step, but this seems to be something far greater

than that.



Isaiah 63-65
E85




words must be taken in their context. Not everything literal
Break between vs. 6 and 7
63:1-6 gives picture of Cod coining in wrath

2 "I" in v.6 different from "I" in v. 3. No ch. division at 64:1
Purpose of v.7. Prayer to Cod to do somebhing

3 Asking for an end to affliction. Prayer for God to rebuild temple and return
His blessing to the land. Critical division of Isaiah into 3 parts: before
exile, in exile, after exile.

4 Stressing the desolation in land and need to rebuild.
64:10-11 key verses.
Bearing of 63:7 on this theme. Recalling past goodness as ground for hope of future
goodness.

5 Reason for change from past blessing to present suffering given in v. 10

6 63:14. No expression yet of repentance for rebellion

7 Claaâng Cod's blessing because they are His people and asking Cod why He made
them wander from His ways. Hyper-Calvinism

8 63:16 Abraham an individual here, not the nation

9 63:17 Seems to be making God the author of their sin.
Sanctuary the land, not just the bldg.
63:19 "They" - adversaries who have trodden down the sanctuary

10 Similar attitude taken toward our troops in Korea
11 Wrong attitude of 63:19

More vital than their past relation is their present condition. Too much
stress on "we are your people," so you must b&ess us.

12 64:1-4
13 ch. 65 gives God's reaction to this prayer of ch. 64

14 Isa. 65:1-2 all rebuke

15 The prayer of ch.a 63-64 is 9/10th good but unbalanced. Lacks confession of sin.
Israel not Cod's pets but His pattern and instrument to bringgospel to world. God
first rebukes Israel's prayer and spirit *n which it is given

16 Not the prayer of the godly remnant.
64:4 has element of truth Paul uses
Good expressions but basic approach wrong
64:12 end of prayer of the nation -

17 65:1 God has mercy for the people who were Israel's oppressors. He has rebuke for
His own people who walk in a way that is not good.
65:5 rebukes spiritual pride

18 Attitude of Pharisee against Publican
19 65:11 God's attitude toward those who boast they are His people but don't live like it.



2) Isa. 63-65 2)

20 Rebukes phase who prayed in chs. 63-4. Paul does not quote 65:1-2 out of
context

21 65:11-16 strong rebuke

22 God's people to be given a distinct new name: Christians - followers of Christ(Messian)a
Difference between "which" and "that"

23 Which has an interrogative meaning "that" does not have. Both can be relative
pronouns, but only "which" can be interrogative.

That -- relative, and purpose
Which - relative, and interrogative

24 ASHER not usually purposive but relative.

25 God rebukes the wrong elements in the prayer and then gives his affirmative
answer in 65:17-25 to the correct things in it.

26 Sharp break at beginning of 65:16 or in middle of v. 16.
Last part of v. 16 connects with what follows

27 Will be misery before change takes place and then you will get the answer to
the thing you ask for.
Is. 65:18-25 a picture of heaven? or earth?

28 Increase in longevity but not abolition of death

29 Three possible interp. of 65:17 as to the time

30 Agrees with Zahn in taking 2 Peter 3 to refer to rejumination of the EARTH

31 65:18-25 fits the millennial scene

32 65:25 dust to be serpent's meat

33 65:25 meaning of "all my holy mountain." Post- war China and the Gospel

35 kkekxakzEkkg**I(kkzx Millennial conditions
Size of New England settler's families

37 Is. 66:1-6

38 Is. 66:7
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